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IN THE 
SUPREME COURT 
OFTHE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
HABIB SADlD, an individual, 
Plaintiff-Appellant, vs. 
Idaho State University, Robert Wharton, Jack 
Kunze, Michael Jay Lineberry, Manoochehr 
Aoghi, Richard Jacobsen, Gary Olson, Authur 
Vailas and John/Jane Does I Through X, whose 
True Identities are presently unknown 
Defendants - Respondents 
__ ...,;H_o;;.,n;.;,.  ..;,.D..;,.a...,;vi..;,.d...,;;C..;.,.  ...,;N,Lye,;;...... __ District Judge 
VI)l ___ ='5 __ 
Appealed from the District Court of the Sixth 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho. ina -n-d":"'f":"'o-r--
Bannock County. 
Attorney at Law 
Attorney x For Appellant X 
----- ----
John A. Bailey. Jr. 
Racine, Olson, Nye Budge & Bailey, Chartered 
Attorney X For Re.spondent X 
----- -----
-+--------------~~------Clerk 
::::J.~"::=ii_::::====--=---~;.---- Deputy 
SEE AUGMENTATION 
RECORD 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
HABIB SADID, an individual, ) 
) 
Plaintiff/Appellant, ) Supreme Court No. 37563-2010 
) 
v. ) 
) 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY, ) 
ROBERT WHARTON, JACK ) 
KUNZE, MICHAEL JAY ) 
LINEBERRY, MANOOCHEHR ) 
AOGHI, RICHARD JACOBSEN, GARY ) 
OLSON, AUTHUR VAlLAS and ) 
JOHN/JANE DOES I through X, whose ) 
True identities are presently unknown, ) 
) 
Defendants/Respondents, ) 
) 
------------------------) 
CLERK'S RECORD 
\ \ \ 
Appeal from the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock. 
Before HONORABLE David C. Nye, District Judge. 
For Appellant: 
TITLE PAGE 
Ronaldo A. Coulter 
Robert G. Teffeteller 
Camacho, Mendoza, Coulter Law 
Group, PLLC 
776 E. Riverside Dr. 
Suite 200 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
For Respondent: 
TITLE PAGE 
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P.O. Box 1391 
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Sixth Judicial District Court - Bannock County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2008-0003942-0C Current Judge: David C Nye 
Habib Sadid vs. Idaho State University, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Habib Sadid vs. Idaho State University, Michael Jay Lineberry 
late 
1/29/2008 
0/612008 
0/31/2008 
11/6/2008 
11/24/2008 
11/25/2008 
11/26/2008 
12/312008 
12/5/2008 
12/8/2008 
111312009 
1/26/2009 
U10/2009 
Code 
LOCT 
NCOC 
COMP 
SMIS 
ATTR 
AFFD 
AFFD 
AFFD 
NOAP 
ATTR 
ATTR 
HRSC 
NOTC 
MOTN 
MEMO 
NOTC 
HRSC 
AFFD 
MEMO 
NOTC 
NOTC 
User 
ELLA 
ELLA 
ELLA 
ELLA 
ELLA 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
DCANO 
SUPREME COURT APPEAL; Clerk's Vault. 
New Case Filed-Other Claims 
Complaint Filed 
Judge 
Peter D. McDermott 
Peter D. McDermott 
Peter D. McDermott 
Summons Issued Peter D. McDermott 
Filing: A - Civil Complaint for more than $1,000.00 Peter D. McDermott 
Paid by: Johnson & Monteleone Receipt number: 
0036267 Dated: 9/29/2008 Amount: $88.00 
(Check) For: 
Plaintiff: Sadid, Habib Attorney Retained Sam 
Johnson 
Affidavit of service - srvd on Arthur Vailas on 
10-16-08 
Peter D. McDermott 
Peter D. McDermott 
Affidavit of service - srvd on Michael Lineberry on Peter D. McDermott 
10-20-08 
Affidavit of service - srvd on Brian Kane on 
10-6-08 
Peter D. McDermott 
Notice of Special Appearance; aty John Bailey Peter D. McDermott 
for Defs 
Defendant: Idaho State University Attorney Peter D. McDermott 
Retained John A Bailey Jr 
Defendant: Lineberry, Michael Jay Attorney Peter D. McDermott 
Retained John A Bailey Jr 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 09/15/200909:00 Peter D. McDermott 
AM) 
Notice of intent to Take Default; aty Sam Peter D. McDermott 
Johnson for plntf 
Motion to dismiss; aty John Bailey for defs Peter D. McDermott 
Memorandum of Law in support of Motion to Peter D. McDermott 
Dismiss; aty John Bailey for defs 
Notice of hearing; set for 12-15-08 at 1 :30 pm: Peter D. McDermott 
aty John Bailey for defs 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12/15/200801:30 Peter D. McDermott 
PM) 
Affidavit of Service - srvd on Miren Artiach on Peter D. McDermott 
12-3-08 
Memorandum in Opposition to Defs Motion to 
Dismiss; aty Sam Johnson for plntf 
Peter D. McDermott 
Notice of service - Plaintiffs First Set of Interrog Peter D. McDermott 
and Req for Porduction of Documents to Def; aty 
Sam Johnson for pint 
Notice of Service of Defs First set of Interrog and Peter D. McDermott 
REq for Production of Documents to Plaintiff; 
aty John Bailey, jr. 
Notice of Intent to Take Default; Sam Johnson, Peter D. McDermott 
Atty for Pints. 
Date: 4/29/2010 
Time: 09:52 AM 
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ROA Report 
Case: CV-2008-0003942-0C Current Judge: David C Nye 
Habib Sadid vs. Idaho State University, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Habib Sadid vs. Idaho State University, Michael Jay Lineberry 
Date Code User 
2/1212009 MARLEA 
ANSW DCANO 
3/512009 NOTC CAMILLE 
3/25/2009 MOTN CAMILLE 
AFFD CAMILLE 
NOTC CAMILLE 
4/112009 CAMILLE 
4/30/2009 CAMILLE 
5/112009 CAMILLE 
5/6/2009 CAMILLE 
5/8/2009 CAMILLE 
6/2/2009 CAMILLE 
614'2009 CAMILLE 
6/8/2009 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
6/9/2009 HRSC CAMILLE 
Judge 
Filing: 17 - All Other Cases Paid by: Racine, Peter D. McDermott 
olson nye budge Receipt number: 0005678 
Dated: 2/12/2009 Amount: $58.00 (Check) For: 
Lineberry, Michael Jay (defendant) 
Answer and Demand for Jury Trial; John A Peter D. McDermott 
Bailey, Jr. Atty for Dfdts. 
Notice of service of Defs Responses to Plaintiffs Peter D. McDermott 
First set of Interrog and Requests for Production 
of Documents: aty John Bailey for Def. 
Motion to Compel Discovery; aty John Bailey for Peter D. McDermott 
defs 
Affidavit of John Bailey, Jr. in Support of Motin to Peter D. McDermott 
Compel Discovery; aty John Bailey for defs 
Notice of hearing; set for 4-13-09 @ 1 :30 pm: Peter D. McDermott 
aty John Bailey 
Notice of Service - Plntfs Objections, Answers Peter D. McDermott 
and REsponses to Defs First Set of Interrog and 
Req. 
Notice of Depo of Habib Sadid on 6-2-09 @ 9am: Peter D. McDermott 
aty John Bailey for defs 
notice of service - Plntfs Objections and First Peter D. McDermott 
Supplemental Rewponses to Defs First set of Req 
for Productio nof documents; aty Sam Johnson 
for plntf 
Notice of Depo of Dr. Richard Jacobsen; on Peter D. McDermott 
6-3-09 @ 9am: aty Sam Johnson for plntf 
Notice of service - Plntfs Objections and Second Peter D. McDermott 
Supplemental Responses to Defs First set of Req 
for Production of Documents; aty Sam Johnson 
for plntf 
Notice of Service of Defs Supplemental Peter D. McDermott 
Responses to Plaintiffs First set of Interrog and 
REquests for Production of documents; aty 
John Bailey for defs 
Notice of Service - Plntfs Objections and Second Peter D. McDermott 
Supplemental Answers to Defs First set of 
Interrog and Third Supplemental Responses to 
Defs First set of Req for Production of 
documents; aty Sam Johnson for plntf 
Second Motion to Compel Discovery; aty John Peter D. McDermott 
Bailey for defs 
Affidavit of John Bailey, jr. in Support of Second Peter D. McDermott 
Motion to Compel Discovery; aty John Bailey for 
defs 
Notice of hearing; set for 6-22-09 @ 1 :30 pm: Peter D. McDermott 
aty John Bailey for def. 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06122/200901 :30 Peter D. McDermott 
PM) 
Jate: 4/29/2010 
"ime: 09:52 AM 
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ROA Report 
Case: CV-2008-0003942-0C Current Judge: David C Nye 
Habib Sadid vs. Idaho State University, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Habib Sadid vs. Idaho State University, Michael Jay Lineberry 
)ate Code User 
,/22/2009 CAMILLE 
i/23/2009 CAMILLE 
,/25/2009 CAMILLE 
7/812009 CAMILLE 
7/16/2009 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
7122/2009 CAMILLE 
712912009 NOTC AMANDA 
6/4/2009 CINDYBF 
CINDYBF 
8/5/2009 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
8/11/2009 CAMILLE 
8/27/2009 MOTN AMYW 
NOTC AMYW 
8/31/2009 ORDR AMYW 
9/912009 CAMILLE 
Judge 
Minute entry and order; Defs Second Motion to Peter D. McDermott 
Compel Discovery is GRANTED: Plntf shall 
provide all documents requested no later than 
6-26-09: J Mcdermott 6-22-09 
Notice of Continued Deposition of Harib Sadid on Peter D. McDermott 
6-30-09 @ 9am: aty John Bailey for def 
Notice of service - Plaintiffs Objections and Third Peter D. McDermott 
Supplemental Answers to Defendants First set of 
Interrog and fourth Supplemental Responses to 
DefsFirst set of Req for Production of 
Documents: aty Sam Johnson for plntf 
Second Notice of continued Depo of Habib Sadid Peter D. McDermott 
on 7-17-09 @ 9am: aty John Bailey for Defs 
Objection to Defs Request for Production of 
documents contained in defs second notice of 
continued depo of Habib Sadid; aty Sam 
Johnson for plntf 
Peter D. McDermott 
Notice of service - Plntfs Objection and fifth Peter D. McDermott 
supplemental Responses to Defs first set of 
requests for productio of documents; aty Sam 
Johnson for plntf 
Notice of service - Plntfs Objections and Sixth 
Supplemental Responses to Defs First set of 
Req. for Production of documents; aty Sam 
Johnson for plntf 
Peter D. McDermott 
Notice of Service; PA Johnson -- dfdt atty served Peter D. McDermott 
Plt'f objections and seventh supplemental 
responses to dfdt's first set of requests for 
production of documents 
Notice of Deposition of Dr. Subbaram Naidu- set Peter D. McDermott 
8-19-09 at 1 :30 at office of John Bailey- by PA 
Johnson. 
Notice of Deposition of Dr. Jay Kunze- at office of Peter D. McDermott 
John Baily 8-19-09 at 9:00 a.m.- by PA Johnson. 
Motion to Vacate and Reset Trial; aty Sam 
Johnson for plntf 
Order Vacating and Resetting Jury Trial; J 
Mcdermott 8-5-09 
Peter D. McDermott 
Peter D. McDermott 
Notice of service - Plntfs Second set of Requests Peter D. McDermott 
for Production of Documents to Def: aty Sam 
Johnson for plntf 
Motion to Amend Complaint; lsI Sam Johnson, 
atty for Plaintiff 
Notice of Hearing; lsI Sam Johnson, atty for 
Plaintiff 
Administrative Order of Reference reassigning 
matter to Judge Nye; lsI J McDermott 
David C Nye 
David C Nye 
Peter D. McDermott 
Amended Notice of Hearing; set for 10-5-09 @ David C Nye 
9:30 am: aty Sam Johnson for plntf 
Jete: 4129/2010 
rime: 09:52 AM 
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ROA Report 
Case: CV-2008-0003942-0C Current Judge: David C Nye 
Habib Sadid vs. Idaho State University, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Habib Sadid vs. Idaho State University, Michael Jay Lineberry 
)ate Code User 
~/9/2009 HRSC CAMILLE 
m4/2009 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
~128/2009 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
~/29/2009 CAMILLE 
~/30/2009 CAMILLE 
101212009 HRSC CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
10/5/2009 DCHH AMYW 
CaNT AMYW 
CAMILLE 
10nl2009 CAMILLE 
10115/2009 CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
Judge 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 1010512009 09:30 David C Nye 
AM) 
Motion for Summary Judgment; aty John Bailey David C Nye 
for def 
Memorandum in support of Motion for Summary David C Nye 
Judgment; aty John Bailey for def 
Affidavit of John Bailey Jr. in support of Motion for David C Nye 
Summary Judgment; aty John Bailey for def 
Plaintiffs Motin for Additional time to oppose 
summary Judgment pursuant to rule 56 
Affidavit of Sam Johnson in Support of Plntfs 
Motion for Additional time to oppose summary 
Judgment pursuant to rule 56 
Memorandum in Opposition to plntfs Motin to 
amend Complaint; aty John Bailey for defs 
David C Nye 
David C Nye 
David C Nye 
Notice of hearing on Plntfs motin for Additional David C Nye 
time to oppose summary judgment pursuant to 
rule; set for 10-13-09 @ 10am: aty Sam 
Johnson for plntf 
Reply Memorandum in support of Motin to Amend David C Nye 
Complaint; aty Sam Johnson for plntf 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary 
Judgment 10/13/200910:00 AM) 
David C Nye 
Affidafit of John Bailey Jr. in Opposition to Plntfs David C Nye 
Motion for Additional time: aty JOhn Bailey for 
defs 
Memorandum in Opposition to Plntfs Motion for David C Nye 
Additional time; aty John Bailey 
Hearing result for Motion held on 1010512009 David C Nye 
09:30 AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Stephanie Morse 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages. 
Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment David C Nye 
held on 10/13/2009 10:00 AM: Continued 
Minute Entry and Order; on Plntfs motion to David C Nye 
Amend the Complaint, the court will allow the 
Amended Complaint and will deem Defs Motion 
for Summary Judgment; Court will send its 
regular scheduling order for a new Trial schedule 
in this matter; J Nye 10-26-09 
Amended Notice of Hering; set for 11-2-09 @ David C Nye 
10:00 am: aty John Bailey for defs 
First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury David C Nye 
Trial; aty Sam Johnson for plntf 
Plntfs Notice of Unavailable Dates; aty Sam David C Nye 
Johnson: 
Date: 4/29/2010 
rime: 09:52 AM 
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Case: CV-2008-0003942-0C Current Judge: David C Nye 
Habib Sadid vs. Idaho State University, etal. 
User: DCANO 
Habib Sadid vs. Idaho State University, Michael Jay Lineberry 
Date Code 
10/22/2009 
10/23/2009 
10/30/2009 
MOTN 
11/212009 MEOR 
12nl2009 MEOR 
12/18/2009 
12/22/2009 DPWO 
CSTS 
12/24/2009 
12/30/2009 
User 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
DCANO 
AMYW 
AMYW 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
Judge 
Defs Notice of Unavailable Dates; aty John David C Nye 
Bailey for def 
Notice of depo of Dr. Jay Kunze on 10-27-09 @ David C Nye 
1 pm: aty Sam Johnson for plntf 
Notice of depo of Michael Jay Lineberry on David C Nye 
10-28-09 @ 10am: aty Sam Johnson for plntf 
Affidavit of Plntf in Oppositjion to Defs Motion for David C Nye 
Summary Judgment; aty Sam Johnson for plntf 
Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to Defs David C Nye 
Motion for Summary Judgment; aty Sam 
Johnson for plntf 
Reply Affidavit of John Bailey Jr. Re: Defs Motion David C Nye 
for Summary Judgment; aty John Bailey for def 
Affidavit of counsel in Opposition to Defs Motion David C Nye 
for Summary Judgment; aty John Bailey for def 
Motion to Strike Affidavit of Habib Sadid; aty David C Nye 
John Bailey 
Memorandum in Support of Motin to strike David C Nye 
Affidavit of Habib Sadid; aty John Bailey 
Motion To Shorten Time; John A. Bailey, Jr. Atty David C Nye 
for Defendants 
Minute Entry and Order; parties appeared and David C Nye 
court heard oral argument on MSJ, court took 
matter under advisement and will issue a decision 
in 30 days; lsI J Nye, 11-2-09 
Minute Entry and Order; decision on MSJ will not David C Nye 
be issued timely by 12/2 and will issued on or 
before 12/18; lsI J Nye, 12-7-09 
Decision on Motion fo rSummary Judgment; David C Nye 
Plntfs counsel will have three days to file any 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL J)ISTRICT FOR THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
HABIB SADID, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
v. Case No. CV 2008-39420C 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY, ROBERT PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
WHARTON, JAY KUNZE, MICHAEL RECONSIDERATION 
JAY LINEBERRY, MANOOCUEHR 
lOGBI, RICHARD JACOBSEN, GARY 
OLSON, AUTHUR VAlLAS and 
.10HNIJANE DOES r through X, whose 
true identities are presenLly unknown, 
Defendants. 
________ . __________ . __ . ___ --1. __________ _ 
COMbS NOW Plaintiff~ by and through his attorney of record, Sam Johnson of 
the law firm Johnson & Monteleone, L.L.P., and pursuant 10 11 (a)(2)(R) of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby moves this court for the following relief 
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RELIEF SOIJGHT 
I. An order reconsidering the grant of summary judgment on Plaintiff's 
claim for violation of his First Amendment right to freedom of speech 
brought pursuant to 42 U.S.c. § 1983 and pursuant to Ariicle 1, Sections 9 
and 10 of the Constitution of the state ofIdaho. 
2. An order reconsidering the apparent grant or summary judgment on 
Plaintiff's claim for violation of his First Amendment right to petition the 
courts for redress of grievances. 
3. An order reconsidering the grant of summary judgment on Plaintiff's 
claim for breach of the employment contract and the covenant of good 
faith and fair dealing implied therein. 
GROUNDS FOR RELIEF 
THIS MOTION as it pertains to the first item identified above is made and based 
upon the following grounds for relief: 
The Court failed Lo analyze several published expressions made by Plaintiff, the 
subject matter of which allegedly involved protected speech and matters of concern to the 
public. It appears the Court limited its review to only two ofthc many First Amendment 
invoking articles attached to Exhibit "A" of the First Amended Complainl and the 
Ajfidavil of Plaint([f In Opposition to Defendants' Motion jar Summary Judgment. c")ee 
Decision on Motion/or Summwy Judgment. p. 90/25. For this reason, the Court should 
reconsider i1S ruling 10 include all publicntions before the Court. 
THIS MOT10N as it pertains to the second item identified above is made and 
based upon the following grounds for relief: 
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The Court failed to analyze whether the Defendanls retaliated against Plaintiff for 
petitioning the Courts for redress of his grievances as expressly alleged in paragraphs 21 
and 22 of the First Amended Complaint and incorporated into Counl One by operation of 
paragraph 34 of the First Amended Complaint. For this reason, the Court should 
reconsider its ruling to include analysis of whether the Defendants are entitled to 
summary judgmenl on PlaintiiT's clairn Jor violation of his First Amendment right to 
petition the courts for redress of his grievances. 
THIS MOTION as it pertains to the third item identified above is made and based 
upon the following grounds for relief: 
The Court clearly misapplied the standard for reviewing motions for summary 
judgment when concluding ISU did not breach the employment contract as a matter of 
law. See Decision on Mot;cm for Summary Judgment, p 17 nf 25. On the point of 
breach, the Court concluded, "However, Sadid received his tenure in 1993, and according 
to the TSU Faculty Handbook, annual evaluations of a tenured professor are not 
required." See Decisiun on Alotion/or Summary Judgment, p. 160/25. In reaching this 
conclusion, the Court has committed clear error. 
Hrst, the Court rejected a section oUhe Handbook favorable to Plaintiff which 011 
its face compels the annual evaluation of "each faculty member in that department ... " 
This section of the Handbook unequivocally applies to each member of the faculty, not 
just "non-tenured members" of the faculty. Secondly, the Court acknowledges but then 
ignores the testimony of Defendant Kunze. As the Court noted, the very person 
responsible for conducting the annual evaluation admitted he did not do it in accordance 
with policy. Furthermore, Defendant Kunze also admitted he did not conduct the five (5) 
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year periodic, performance evaluation of Plaintiff. (See Kunze's Deposition Transcript 
Clllached as f);:hibif "A ", fa the Affidavit of Counsel, 0/1 record herein, pp. 57-58). In 
light of these facts, summary judgment should have been entered in favor of Plaintiff on 
the issue of breach. Like it or not, this Court is bound to draw all reasonable inferences 
ill favor of the non-moving party. Porter v. Bassett, 146 Idaho 399, 403 (2008). This 
Court did the opposite of what it is bound to do by rejecting the section of the Handbook 
favorable to Plaintiff and by side-stepping the testimony of Defendant Kunze on its way 
to ruling in favor of ISU. This is unprecedented to this author. 
THIS MOTION is suppo11ed by the Affidavit of Plainfiffin Support of MOlionfor 
Reconsideration, filed contemporaneously herewith. 
ORAL ARGUMENT AND BruEnNG 
Plaintiff docs desire to present oral argument on the motion pursuant to Rule 
7(b)(J)(C), of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure; Plaintiff further intends to file a 
memorandum ill support of this motion within Iourteen (14) days pursuant to Rule 
7(b )(3)(C), of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure; 
DATED: Thi!:>c2ij day of December, 2009. 
JOHNSON 1f MONTELEONE, L.L.P. 
, \ J 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING, DELIVERY, OR FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 
I CERTIFY that on Decemher 24, 2009, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document to be: 
o mailed 
o hand delivered 
o CM/ECF Electronic Filing 
~ transmitted fax machine 
to: (208) 232-6109 
John A. Bailey, Jr. 
Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey, Chtd. 
201 E. Center 
P. O. Box 1391 
Pocatello,ID 83204-1391 
JOHNSON & MO}fJTELEONE, L.L.P. 
I j 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING, DELIVERY, OR FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 
I CERTIFY that on December 24, 2009, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document to be: 
icfl11aFIed '. '-'-------
o hand delivered 
o CM/Fer Electronic Filing 
~ lnmsmittcd fax machine 
to: (208) 232-6109 
John A. Bailey, Jr. I 
Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey, Chtd. II 
201 E. Center 
P O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, II) 83204-1391 
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John A. Bailey, Jr. (ISB No. 2619) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208) 232-6101 
Fax: (208) 232-6109 
A llorney for Defendants 
i"-!T',!" 
1 ; 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
HABIB SADID, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY, 
ROBERT WHARTON, JAY KUNZE, 
MICHAEL JAY LINEBERRY, 
MANOOCHEHR ZOGHI, RICHARD 
JACOBSEN, GARY OLSON, 
ARTHUR VAlLAS and JOHNIJANE 
DOES I THROUGH X, whose true 
identities are presently unknown, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV 2008-3942-0C 
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
COME NOW, Defendants Idaho State University, Robert Wharton, Jay Kunze, Michael Jay 
Lineberry, Manoochehr Zoghi, Richard Jacobsen, Gary Olson, and Arthur Vailas, by and through 
counsel of record John A. Bailey, Jr. Of the Finn Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chartered, 
and submit this Memorandum in Support of Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs as follows: 
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I. 
INTRODUCTION 
On December 18, 2009 the Court entered its Decision on Motion for Summary Judgment 
granting Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment in its entirety. Specifically, the Court granted 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment on each count alleged in the Plaintiffs Amended 
Complaint; namely, ( 1 ) count one- claim under § 1983; (2) count two- breach of employment contract 
and implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing; and, (3) count three- defamation. As the 
prevailing parties on all of the Plaintiff s claims, Defendants are entitled to seek an award of attorney 
fees based upon several alternative statutory provisions including 42 U.S.c. § 1988, I.c. §6-918A, 
I.C. §12-121, and/or I.C. §12-120(3).' Therefore, each of these statutory provisions entitling 
Defendants, as the prevailing parties, to attorney fees will be discussed in more detail below. 
II. 
LEGAL AUTHORITY 
To begin, 42 U .S.c. § 1988 allows courts to award the prevailing party attorney fees in 
actions seeking to enforce 42 U.S.C. § 1983 claims. Nation v. Stale, 144 Idaho 177, 158 P.3d 953 
(2007); see also Willie v. Board of Trustees, 138 Idaho 131, 137, 59 P.3d 302, 308 (2002); citing 
42 U.S.c. § 1988(b); Farrar v. Hobby, 506 U.S. 103, 111-12, 121 L.Ed.2d 494, 113 S. Ct. 566 
(1992). Prevailing defendants are entitled to attorney fees under § 1988 where the action is 
"unreasonable, frivolous, meritless, or vexatious". Karr v. Bermeosolo, 142 Idaho 444, 449, 129 
P.3d 88, 93 (2005). To meet this standard, the plaintiffs action must be "groundless or without 
I In addition to attorney fees allowable to Defendants under the relevant statutory provisions discussed 
herein, the Affidavit of John A. Bailey, Jr. in Support of Defendants' Motion for Fees and Costs 
provides the basis for an award of costs to Defendants in the amount of$2,867.95 for costs as a matter of 
right, and $60.00 for discretionary costs, pursuant to l.R.C.P. 54 (d)(l). 
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foundation". Hughes v. Rowe, 449 U.S. 5,14,101 S. Ct. 173,66 L.Ed.2d 163 (1980); see also 
Franceschi v. Schwartz, 57 F.3d 828, 832 (9th Cir. 1995)(awarding attorney fees against attorney 
representing himself who should have known the defendants were immune and failed to show 
any reason why immunity should not apply). Generally, awards of attorney fees pursuant to 42 
U.S.e. § 1988 are reviewed for an abuse of discretion standard. Miller v. Ririe Joint School Dis!. 
No. 252, 132 Idaho 385, 973 P.2d 156 (1999); citing Shields v. Martin, 109 Idaho 132, 141, 706 
P.2d 21, 30 (1985). 
Next, I.e. §6-918A allows the Court to award "appropriate and reasonable attorney fees" 
to the "claimant, the governmental entity, or the employee of such governmental entity, as costs, 
in actions under this act, upon petition therefore and a showing, by clear and convincing 
evidence, that the party against whom or which such award is sought was guilty of bad faith in 
the commencement, conduct, or maintenance or defense orthe action." Nation v. State, 144 
Idaho 177, 158 P.3d 953 (2007); see also Cordova v. Bonneville County Joint 8ch. Disl. No. 93, 
144 Idaho 637, 643,167 P.3d 774, 780 (2007); Athay v. Stacey, 146 Idaho 407, 413,196 P.3d 
325, 331 (2008). 
Additionally, both I.e. § 12-11 7 and 12-121 permit the award of attorney's fees to the 
prevailing party if the court determines that the case was brought, pursued or defended 
frivolously, unreasonably, or without foundation. Nation v. State, 144 Idaho l77, 158 P.3d 953 
(2007); see also Karr v. Bermeosolo, 142 Idaho 444, 129 P .3d 88 (2005); Gihson v. Ada County, 
142 Idaho 746, 133 P.3d 1211 (2006). In Gihson v Ada County, supra, the court noted that 
Idaho State University was not entitled to attorney fees under I.e. § 12-117 because it was not a 
"state agency" within the meaning of that statute. However, the Gibson court made clear that a 
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"party", under I.e. §12-121 includes the State ofIdaho and all its political subdivisions. 142 
Idaho 746, 133 P.3d 1211 (2006). 
Finally, under Idaho Code § 12-120(3), the prevailing party in a civil action involving a 
commercial transaction based on a contract is entitled to an award of reasonable attorney fees. 
Willie v. Board o.fTrustees, 138 Idaho ]31, 137,59 P.3d 302, 308 (2002). The test for whether a 
commercial transaction is involved in a claim is whether a commercial transaction is the 
gravamen of the claim. Id.; citing Brower v. EI DuPont De Nemours & Co., 1] 7 Idaho 780, 
784, 792 P.2d 345, 349 (1990). Actions brought for breach of an employment contract are 
considered commercial transactions and are subject to the attorney fee provision of I.e. § 12-
120(3). Id.; citing Northwest Bec-Corp. v. Home Living Servs., 136 Idaho 835, 4] P.3d 263 
(2002). 
When several statutory provisions appear to apply to the grant of attorney fees, the 
specific controls over the general. Shay v. Cesler, 132 Idaho 585, 977 P.2d 199 (1999); citing K. 
Hefner, Inc. v. Care mark, Inc., 128 Idaho 726, 732,9]8 P.2d 595.601 (1996); Roe v. Harris. 128 
Idaho 569,572,917 P.2d 403, 406 (1996). 
III. 
ARGUMENT 
It is apparent from the pleadings, affidavits, and the entire record herein that the 
gravamen of the Plaintiff's suit was on a commercial transaction, and that Defendants are 
principally entitled to attorney fees under I.e. § 12-120(3), as this statute most specifically 
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controls this controversy.2 While the Plaintiff seemingly couched his action as one for 
unconstitutional retaliation, his proffered evidence of retaliation related to grievances he had 
under his employment contract with ISU. All of the Plaintiff s cited indicia of retaliation 
surrounded alleged violations of his contractual and legal rights as a public employee for ISU, 
not in his capacity as a private citizen.3 
Specifically, the Plaintiff alleged that Defendants, acting at all times within the course 
and scope of their employment for ISU, and in derogation of his contractual rights, retaliated 
against him by: (1) failing to perform annual performance evaluations; (2) not providing him 
adequate salary increases; (3) failing to award him the Chair position; (4) harming his 
professional reputation as a tenured professor at ISU by the email sent by Defendant Michael Jay 
Lineberry; (5) suspending him from employment with ISU, admittedly with pay. The thrust of 
the Plaintiff s suit was to establish Defendants' derogation of his contractual rights by asserting 
shifting and unsubstantiated reasons for Defendants' alleged wrongdoing.4 As the gravamen of 
Plaintiffs suit was for breach of his employment contract, Defendants should be granted attorney 
fees under I.e. §12-120(3). 
2 Willie v. Board a/Trustees, supra, demonstrates that actions brought for breach of an employment contract 
are considered commercial transactions and are subject to the attorney fee provision ofI.C. §I2-120(3). 
3 As the Court correctly noted throughout its Decision on Motion for Summary Judgment, the Plaintiffs 
alleged "protected speech" giving rise to his retaliation claim under 42 U .S.c. § 1983 went only to an 
internal administrative dispute and was done by the Plaintiff as a public employee for ISU. See Decision 
on Motion for Summary Judgment at Pgs. 6, 7, 9, II, 12 and 13. 
4 As the Court highlighted in its Decision on Motion for Summary Judgment, the Plaintiff originally alleged 
that ISU retaliated against him and discriminated against him since 200 I for his national origin and/or his 
religion when he filed his EEOC charge. See Pg. 5 of the Decision on Motion for Summary Judgment. 
Next, the Plaintiff argued that it was his "protected speech" which motivated Defendants to retaliate against 
him in the original Complaint. Then the Plaintiff claimed that it was his action in filing suit that motivated 
the Defendants to retaliate against him in his Amended Complaint. 
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Alternatively, Defendants are entitled to an award of attorney fees under 42 U .S.e. § I 988 
because the Plaintiffs 42 U.S.e. §1983 claims were clearly "unreasonable, frivolous, meritless, 
and vexatious". The Plaintiff knew, or should have known, that his claims were time-barred, that 
his speech was not constitutionally protected, that Defendants were immune, and that his due 
process claim was not actionable. Despite this knowledge, the Plaintiff forged full force ahead 
against ISU and Defendant Michael Jay Lineberry and also added several other Defendants after 
months of litigation had ensued in their absence and where no showing was made that the 
individual Defendants acted pursuant to a policy oflSU. Based upon these factors, as weIl as the 
reasoning of Franceschi v. Schwartz, supra, Defendants should be awarded attorney fees under 
§ 1988. 
AdditionaIly, I.e. §6-918A provides an another alternative justification for the grant of 
attorney fees to Defendants because the Plaintiff was undoubtedly guilty of bad faith in the 
commencement, conduct, and maintenance of this tort action for defamation where he knew he 
had not filed a timely notice of tort claim, which was a condition precedent to filing suit, and to 
avoid summary judgment he claimed that he had filed a timely notice of tort claim where he did 
not. Under the precedent set forth above, and the facts of this case, Defendants are entitled to an 
award of attorney fees under I.e. §6-918A. 
Finally, I.e. § 12-121 also provides an appropriate alternative ground for the grant of 
attorney fees to Defendants. Again, this provision permits the award of attorney's fees to the 
prevailing party if the court determines that the case was brought, pursued or defended 
frivolously, unreasonably, or without foundation. See Nation v. State, supra, and Gibson v. Ada 
County, supra. As the Plaintiff knew, or should have known, that his claims were time-barred, 
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barred by immunity, unsupported by fact or law, and made in contravention of the ITCA, he 
brought and pursued his case frivolously, unreasonably and without foundation. As such, 
Defendants are entitled to an award of attorney fees under I.e. § 12-121. 
IV. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing points and authorities, Defendants' Motion for Attorney Fees 
and Costs and the Affidavit of John A. Bailey, Jr. in Support of Motion for Attorney Fees and 
Costs, Defendants respectfully request that the Court grant Defendants' attorney fees reasonably 
incurred in the defense of this matter as the prevailing parties on all counts alleged by the 
Plaintiff. 
DA TED this ~ 0 day of December, 2009 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By:_-+-_______ ----L _____ _ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~O day of December, 2009, I served a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Sam Johnson 
JOHNSON & MONTELEONE, L.L.P. 
405 South Eighth Street, Suite 250 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] /Ovemight Mail 
[vi Facsimile (208) 947-2424 
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John A. Bailey, Jr. (ISB No. 2619) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208) 232-6101 
Fax: (208) 232-6109 
Attorney for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
HABIB SA DID, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY, 
ROBERT WHARTON, JAY KUNZE, 
MICHAEL JAY LINEBERRY, 
MANOOCHEHR ZOGHI, RICHARD 
JACOBSEN, GARY OLSON, 
ARTHUR VAlLAS and JOHN/JANE 
DOES I THROUGH X, whose true 
identities are presently unknown, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Bannock ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV 2008-3942-0C 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN A. BAILEY, JR. 
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR FEES AND COSTS 
JOHN A. BAILEY, JR., being first duly sworn, deposes and states as follows: 
1. That your affiant is a member of the law firm of Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, 
Chartered and served as counsel for Defendants Idaho State University, Robert Wharton, Jay Kunze, 
Michael Jay Lineberry, Manoochehr Zoghi, Richard Jacobsen, Gary Olson, and Arthur Vailas in the 
above-captioned action. 
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2. That your affiant has personal knowledge of the commencement, progress, and 
resolution of the above-captioned action, and, therefore, is familiar with the costs and expenses 
incurred in this action by the Defendants. 
3. That your affiant has reviewed the attached time and costs records of Racine, Olson, 
Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chartered, maintained in the above-captioned matter, on behalf of the 
Defendants. Further, those time records represent items of costs and attorney's fees that were 
reasonably and necessarily incurred in the prosecution of the defense of this action by Defendants. 
4. All costs and attorney's fees submitted herewith were necessarily and reasonably 
incurred in the representation of the Defendants in the above-entitled action. To the best of my 
knowledge and belief, these items of costs and fees are correct and in compliance with IRCP 54. 
Costs and Fees Incurred 
5. The costs of right incurred in this action on behalf of the Defendants are as follows: 
a. Filing fee of $58.00; 
b. Charges for transcripts of depositions taken in preparation for trial; 
specifically, deposition of Richard T. Jacobsen in the amount of $345.75, 
depositions of Habib Sadid Volumes I, II, and III in the combined amount of 
$2,123.07, deposition of Michael Jay Lineberry in the amount of $127.80, 
and deposition of Jay F. Kunze in the amount of $213.33. 
TOTAL COSTS OF RIGHT: $2,867.951 
ISee Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge and Bailey Chartered Summary Fee Transaction File List attached as 
Exhibit 1 which summarizes all costs and fees reasonably incurred in the defense of this action. 
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6. Discretionary costs incurred to obtain the faculty/senate tape copies from 
Channel 12 in the amount of $60.00. 
TOTAL DISCRETIONARY COSTS: $60.002 
7. During the course of proceedings before the district court, attorney's fees were 
incurred as follows: Attorney John A. Bailey, for a total of 233.90 hours, at an hourly rate of 
$125.00 per hour; and attorney Carol Tippi Yolyn, for a total of 99.40 hours, at an hourly rate of 
$100.00 per hour; and attorney David Alexander, for a total of 54.10 hours, at an hourly rate of 
$100.00 per hour; and attorney Richard A. Hearn, for a total of 4.50 hours, at an hourly rate of 
$100.00 per hour; and attorney Justin R. Ellis, for a total of 1 0.20 hours, at an hourly rate of$1 00.00 
per hour; and attorney Scott J. Smith, for a total of .50 hours, at an hourly rate of$1 00.00 per hour; 
FO R A TOTAL A TTO RNEY' S FEE OF $44,799.50; plus paralegal fees, for a total of I 36.60 hours, 
at an hourly rate of$55.00 per hour, FOR A TOTAL PARALEGAL FEE OF $7,512.50; all of which 
are reasonable rates and hours for the services of counsel and of the paralegals, based upon their 
relative experience and expertise, in the defense of this action. 
TOTAL FEES: $52,312.00.3 
DATED this.3J..... day of December, 2009. 
2 See Exhibit 1. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this 12(2 day of December, 2009. 
(SEAL) 
NOTAR~6RTI6A:HG~ 
Residing at: ~D~~\\c 
My Commission Expires: ~ .~. OD"&-
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~ day of December, 2009, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Sam Johnson 
JOHNSON & MONTELEONE, L.L.P. 
405 South Eighth Street, Suite 250 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
] U. S. Mail 
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Exhibit 1 
41F: 
SADID V ISU AND LINEBERRY 
12121/2009 
Summary Fee Transaction File List 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE AND BAILEY CHARTERED 
Attorney Hours Rate Amount 
Total for Attorney JAB Billable 233.9 $ 125.00 $ 27,929.50 JOHN A BAILEY, JR. 
Total for Paralegal PM Billable 136.5 $ 55.00 $ 7,507.00 PAM MOTTISHAW 
Total for Attorney JRE Billable 10.2 $ 100.00 $ 1,020.00 JUSTIN R. ELLIS 
Total for Attorney SJS Billable 0.5 $ 100.00 $ 50.00 SCOTT J. SMITH 
Total for Paralegal BKH Billable 0.1 $ 55.00 $ 550 BONNIE K. HILL 
Total for Attorney CTV Billable 99.4 $ 10000 $ 9,940.00 CAROL TIPPI VOLYN 
Total for Attorney RAH Billable 45 $ 10000 $ 45000 RICHARD A HEARN 
Total for Attorney DEA Billable 54.1 10000 5,410.00 DAVID ALEXANDER 
Billable 529.2 $ 52,312.00 GRAND TOTALS 
OJ 
rl 
<:j1 
SADID V ISU AND LINEBERRY 
12/21/2009 
Client Date 
0.0036519 2/11/2009 $ 
0.0036519 6/12/2009 $ 
0.0036519 6/12/2009 $ 
0.0036519 6/12/2009 $ 
0.0036519 8/3/2009 $ 
0.0036519 8/7/2009 $ 
0.0036519 11/3/2009 $ 
0.0036519 11/3/2009 $ 
$ 
Detail Cost Transaction File List 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE AND BAILEY CHARTERED 
Amount Description 
58.00 FILING FEE - ANSWER 
345.75 DEPOSITION OF RICHARD T. JACOBSEN 
1,016.69 DEPOSITION OF HABIB SADID - VOLUME I 
113.75 DEPOSITION OF HABIB SADID - VOLUME II 
992.63 DEPOSITION OF HABIB SADID - VOLUME III 
60.00 FACULTY SENATE TAPE COPIES FROM CHANNEL 12 - PPATV 
s 
N 
127.80 DEPOSITION OF MICHAEL JAY LINEBERRY, PHD <:;j1 
213.33 DEPOSITION OF JAY F. KUNZE, PHD 
2,927.95 GRAND TOTAL 
« 
:z 
-C!J 
-a: 
o 
John A. Bailey, Jr. (ISB No. 2619) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208) 232-6lO1 
Fax: (208) 232-6109 
Attorney for Defendants 
" .~ , ,. , 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
HABIB SADID, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY, 
ROBERT WHARTON, JA Y KUNZE, 
MICHAEL JAY LINEBERRY, 
MANOOCHEHR ZOGHI, RICHARD 
JACOBSEN, GARY OLSON, 
ARTHUR VAlLAS and JOHNIJANE 
DOES I THROUGH X, whose true 
identities are presently unknown, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV 2008-3942-0C 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION 
FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND 
COSTS 
'-~' ~T\! 
-'0 !. 
COME NOW, Defendants Idaho State University, Robert Wharton, Jay Kunze, Michael Jay 
Lineberry, Manoochehr Zoghi, Richard Jacobsen, Gary Olson, and Arthur Vailas, by and through 
counsel of record John A. Bailey, Jr. Ofthe Firm Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chartered, 
and move the Court for an award of costs and attorney fees incurred in the defense of the above 
captioned action. This motion is made pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Idaho Code 
§§12-120 (3),12-121, 6-918A, and 42 U.S.c. §1988 on the grounds that the Defendants are the 
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prevailing parties on all counts of this action. This motion is supported by the Memorandum in 
Support of Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs and the Affidavit of John A. Bailey, Jr. filed 
herewith. 
DATED this 1;fj day of December, 2009 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ?;!) day of December, 2009, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Sam Johnson 
JOHNSON & MONTELEONE, L.L.P. 
405 South Eighth Street, Suite 250 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
[ ] U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ~ Facsimile (208) 947-2424 
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Sam Johnson 
JOHNSON & MONTELEONE, LL.P. 
405 South Eighth Street, Suite 250, ~ .: 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 33 1 -2100 
Facsimile: (208) 947-2424 
sam@treasurevalleylawyers.com 
Idaho State Bar No. 4777 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
HABIB SAUrD, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
I 
v. I Case No. CV 2008-39420C 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY, ROBERT MEMORANDUM IN SUPI>ORT OF 
WHARTON, .fAY KUNZE, MICHAEL PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
JAY LINEBERRY, MANOOCHEHR RECONSIDERATION 
ZOGHI, RICHARD JACOBSEN, GARY 
OLSON, AUTHUR VAlLAS and 
JOHNIJANF DOES I through X, whose 
true identities are presently unknown, 
Defendants. 
INTRODUCTION 
This mattcr comes before the Court on Plaintiff Habib Sadid's (hereinafter 
"Proiessor Sadid") motion for reconsideration of the Decision on Morion .fhr ,"'ummmy 
Judgment, dated December 18, 2009. In its decision, the Court concluded, "Defendant.s 
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are entitled to summary judgment on each eounl in the [First] Amended Complaint." See 
Decision on Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 24 q/25. On December 24, 2009, 
Professor Sadid filed Plain!!!!'s MOfion for Reconsiderafion, seeking re-examination of 
the summary dismissal of Counl One of the First Amended Complaint involving claims 
brought under 42 U.S.C § J 983, and Count Two of the first Amended Complaint 
involving the claim for breach ofihe employment contract and the covenant of good faith 
and fair dealing. Professor Sadid has not and does not seek reconsideration of the grant 
of summary judgment 011 the tort claim - Count Three. Professor Sadid now submits this 
memorandum in support of Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration. 
ARGUMENT 
A. Professor Sadid's 42 U.S.c. § 1983 Claim of Protected Speech. 
It appears the Court limited its review to only two (2) of the many publications 
contained in the record when determinillg Professor Sadid's First Amendmellt rights had 
not been violatcd. See Decision 011 Mo/ion(r;r Summary Judgment, p. 9 of 25. However, 
there are eleven (11) articles allegedly comprising protected speech by embracing matters 
of public concern, attached as Exhibit "A" to the Firs/ Amended Complainl and thc 
A/jidavi! (~lPI({int{fIJn OPPOSifiol? to Summal)J Judgment. Accordingly, Professor Sadid 
asks the Court to reconsider its f.'irst Amendment analysis by applying the proper 
constitutionally derived test to the remaining expressions of record, to wit: 
1. 
2. 
Article published in the Idaho State Journal, titled: 'Crisis of 
Confidence' 1ST J faculty group voiccs no confidence in president; 
Article published in tile Salurday, March IS, 2003, edition of the 
Idaho State Journal, titled: ISU professor plans informal vote of 
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3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
R. 
9. 
conJidence - Sadid attempts to gauge faculty support for lhe 
llniyer:?ity's administrators. 
Article puhlished in the Fehruary 11, 2003, edition of the Idaho 
State Journal, titled: Professor seeks vote of confidence - Sadid 
unhappy with ISU administration. 
Letter published in September 26, 2005, edition of the Idaho State 
Journal addressing the departure of former ISU President Bowen 
and calling for a n(;)w, transpar(;)nt accounting system lor ISU. 
Article published in the Idaho State Journal, titled: ISU professor 
files complaints. 
Article published 111 the Idaho State Journal, titled: Valuing 
freedom of speech - ISU prof says it's important to speak out. 
Article published in the Sunday, September 9, 2007, edition of the 
Idaho State Journal, titled: What's ISU need to do to improve 
research? 
Letter to Editor of the Idaho State Journal, dated January J 7, 200ft 
Article published in the Sunday, November 1 G, 2008, edition of the 
Idaho State Journal, titled: Are President Vailas' policies damaging 
lSU'? 
In determining the protected status of the expressions outlined above, the Court 
should apply the test used in the realm of academia relating to scholarship rather than the 
framework designed for non-academically related speech taken from Gal'cett; v. 
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Cehallos, 547 US. 4 J 0 (2006), 8nd by extension from Rng v. C'oo/ey, 552 F.ld ] 062 (91h 
Cir. 2009). In fact, the majority opinion in Garcetti notes: 
There is some argument that expression relatcd to academic 
scholarship or classroom instruction implicates additional 
constilutional interests that are not fully accounteu 1()[ by 
this Court's customary employee-speech jurisprudence. 
We l1ceq not, and for that reason dQpQt, decide whether the 
£ll1alysis wc conduct today would apply in the same manner 
to a case involving speech related to scholarship or 
teaching. 
Gareet/i, 547 U.S. at 425 (emphasis added). 
Simply put, the C0U11 should not have applied whole::;ale the rule ii'om (Jarcetti 
and Eng. Rather, the Court should apply the legal framework for analyzing speech in the 
academic setting the Pickering-Connick' balancing test used by the Idaho Supreme 
Court in Karr v. Bermeosolo, 142 Idaho 444 (2005). Under this framework, a four-part 
test exists for determining whether the speech enjoins disciplining an employee: 
First, the court must determine whether the speech may be 
fairly charactcrized as constituting speech on a mattcr of 
puhl ic concern. If the speech involves a maHer of puhlic 
concern, then the court mllst balance the employee's 
interest in commenting upon matters of public concern 
against the interest of the state, as an employer, in 
promoting the efficiency of the public services il performs. 
Third, if the balance favors the employee, then the 
employee must show that the protected speech was a 
substantial or motivating factor in the detrimental 
employment dceision. Finally, if the employee meets this 
burden, then the employer is required to show by a 
preponderance of the evidence that it would have reached 
the same decision even in the absence of the protected 
speech. 
Fridenstinc v. Idaho Dep 'f. o(Admin., 133 Idaho 188, 194, 
983 P.2d 842. 848 (l999) (quoting Lockharf v. State, Dept. 
ofFish & Game. 127 Idaho 546, 552, 903 P.2d 135,.141 
ee1. Apr. 1995)). "The inquiry into the protective status of 
1 Pickeril7R v. Board of Ed1lc., 39 J U.S. 563 (1968); Connick 1'. k(vers, 461 U.S. '38 (1983). 
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the speech is one of law, not faeL" l,uhcke v. Boise 
CitvlAdu County Huus. Au/h., 124 Idaho 450, 466. 860 
P.2d 653, 668 (1993) (quoting Connick v. Mvers, 461 U.S. 
138, 148 n.7, 75L. Ed. 2d 7illL..JJ2LLCt. 1684 (.1983)); see 
also Farnsworth v. Fending, 125 Idaho 283, 286, 869 P2d 
1378, 1382 (1994). The Court makes an independent 
judgment of whether the statement is of public concern 
taking into consideration the manner, time and place in 
which it was made. Lockhart, 127 Idaho at 552, 903 P.2d 
at 141 (citing Connick. 461 US. at 152). 
"Whether an employee's speech addresses a matter of 
public concern must be determined by the content, form, 
and context of a given statement, as revealed by the whole 
record" Connick, 461 U.S. at 147-48. This determination 
turns on the nature or the employee's speech - whether it 
concems matters involving political, social or other 
conccrns to the community. Gardner v. Evans, 110 Idaho 
925,933,719 P.2d IJ85, 1J93 (1986) (citing Connick, 46J 
U.S. al ] 46). A public employee still enjoys First 
Amendment protection even if his or her views are 
expressed privately. Qiy1m[lY WJeine_Consol. Sch Disl., 
419 U.S. 410. 415-16, 58 L. Ed. 2d 619, 99 S. Ct. 693 
(1979). However, speech focused on internal policy and 
personnel gnevances does not implicate the First 
Amendment. Hyland v. Wonder, 972 P.2d 1129, 1137 (9th 
Cir. 1(92). 
When applying the proper test to the speech in question there can be no doubt 
ahoul its protected status. Professor Sadid was obviously speaking on matters of public 
concern. The heart of his expressions involved his criticism of the performance of ISU 
officials. Speech "relevant to the public'S evaluation of the performance of governmental 
agencies" ern braces malters of public concern. Freitag v. Ayers, 468 F.3d 528, 545 (9th 
Cif. 2006). "The guarantees of the first Amendment 'share a common purpose of 
assuring freedom of communication on matters relating to the functioning of 
government.' lvfcKinley [v. City of Eloy}, 705 F.2d [Ill OJ at 11] 4 [(9th Cir. 1983)] 
(quo/ing Nichmol1d Newspapers, Inc. v. Vil'Kinia, 448 U.S. 555, 575, 65 L. Ed. 2d 973, 
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100 S. Ct. 2814 (1980) (plurality opinion). Therefore, we have stated that misuse of 
public funds, wastefulness, and inefficiency in managing and operating government 
entities are matters of inherent public concern" Johnson v. Multnomah Counfy, Or, 48 
F.3d 420, 425 (9th eir. 1995). As such, this Court should rule as a matter of law that 
Professor Sadid spokc on matters of concern to the public. 
There likewise can be no doubt that the Defendants motivation Lo take 
disciplinary action against Professor Sadid was borne fi'om his exercise of the right to 
protected speech. Professor Sadid is a highly decorated and extremely accomplished 
member of the faculty at ISU who received stellar performance evaluations for years 
2006 and 2007. (See Exhihit "E" appended 10 the Affidavit of Plainti/Jin Opposition to 
Defendants' Motion for Summmy Judgment). It is more than reasonable to infer 
retaliatory animus on the part of Defendants. Defendant Kunze alluded to it in his 
deposition; 
Dr. Sadid had taken some very active political positions 
against the president and the vice president. As you will 
note in this evaluation I have indicated some areas where 
Dr. Sadid should take note of and aim for improvement in 
the future. I did not want to exacerbate the issues with him 
while he was going through these political issues with the 
president and vice president. I fclt it would be best to just 
not stir the pot 
(See Kunze's Dcposilion Transcript alfached as Fxhibit "A ", to [he Affidavit (?f Counsel, 
p. 51, LI. 6-1 J). Summary dismissal of the First Amendment claim based upon protected 
speech is simply not proper here 
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H. PI'ofcssor Sadid's Claim for Breach of Contract and the Covenant of 
Good Faith and Fail' Dealing. 
This Court summarily dismissed the contract claim finding no breach as a mattlll' 
of law. Professor Sadid seeks reconsideration of this aspect of the Court's grant of 
summary judgment. He maintains the Court clearly misapplicd the standard for 
reviewing motions for summary judgment when concluding lSU did not breach the 
employment contract as a matter of law. See Decision on Motion/or Summmy Judr;ment, 
p. 17 0/25. On the point of breach, the COUli concluded, "However, Sadid received his 
tenure in 1993, and according to the 1SU raculty Handbook, annual evaluations of a 
tCl1mcd professor are not required." See Decision on lv/orion/or Sumrnary Judgment, p. 
16 of 25. In reaching this conclusion, the Court has committed clear error. 
First, the Court rejected a section of the Handbook favorable to Plaintiff which on 
its face compels the annual evaluation of "each faculty member in that department .... " 
This section of the Handbook unequivocally applies to each member of the faculty, not 
just "noll-tenured members" of the faculty. Secondly, the Court acknowledges but then 
ignores the testimony of Defendant Kunze. As the Court noted, the very person 
responsible for conducting the annual evaluation admitted he did not do it in accordance 
with policy. Furthermore, Defendant Kunze also admitted hc did not conduct the five (5) 
year pllriodic, periormum;ll evaluation of Pluinlilf (See Kunze's Deposition Transcript 
attached CIS Exhibit "A ", to the Affidavit o/CouJ7sei, on record herein, pp. 57-58). This 
is in line with the testimony of Professor Sadid where he states he has not received the 
five (5) year, periodic rcvic\~1 since J 999, even though it was last due in 2004. See 
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Allidavit (~lPlaint(/fln Support oj'lvlofionjor Reconsideration No malleI' how you slice 
it, Defendant ISU breached the employment contract as a matter of law. 
The Court's alternative rationnJ for dismissing the contract claim for want of 
showing "any injury from the alleged breach of contract" is likewise unsustainable. S'ee 
/)ecision on Motion for Summmy Judf!,ment, p. 17 of 25. The purpose behind conducting 
performance evaluations is clearly set 10rlh in the record by Defendant Kunze: 
Q. In the paragraph just above that one on Exhibit No.4 Dr. Sadid mentions 
that, "The ISlJ rules and policies as reflected in the facultylstaff hand hook require 
that each administrator conduct annual evaluation of his/her iuw!ly's activities 
and performance." You remember with Dr. Sadid's statements along those lines, 
don't you, sir? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then Dr. Sadid goes 011 to say, "One purpose of these evaluations is to 
provide the administration and the faculty member with a long-tcrm record of the 
faculty'S joh performance for purposes of promotions and merit raise decisions." 
Do you see that? 
A Yes. 
Q. Do you agree with that statement? 
A Yes. 
Q. And then finally Dr. Sadid notes that another purpose is to inform the 
faculty of his or her performance and areas for possible improvement; do you sec 
that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you agree with that statement? 
A. Yes. 
(See Kunze's iJeposition iJ'unscript attached as Hxhibit "A ", to the Affidavit ofCounse/, 
on record herein, pp. 61-62). Defendant Kunze's admissions coupled with the testimony 
in paragraph five (5) of Professor Sadid's affidavit, along with Exhibit A-I appended 
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thereto, demonstrates sulTicient injury [0 withstand summary judgment. In any event, in 
Idaho, a claim for breach of contract can be maintained even if the breach caused only 
nominal damages. Ransom v. Topaz Mklg, L.P., 143 Idaho 641, 645 (2006) ("Nominal 
damages generally refers to a 'trifling sum' awarded to 'demonstrate, symbolically, that 
the plaintiff's person or property has been violated"). See also o.A. Olin Co. v. 
LWJ7bach, 35 idaho 767 (I 922). It is judicial error to summarily dismiss the claim for 
breach of contract. 
C. Professor Sadid's 42 U.S.c. § ] 983 Claim For Violation of His Right 
to Petition the Courts for Redl"ess of Grievances. 
The Defendants failed to ask this COUli to analyze whether the Defendants 
retaliated against Plaintiff for petitioning the Courts for redress of his grievances as 
expressly alleged in paragraphs 21 and 22 of the First Amended Complaint and 
incorporated into Count One by operation of paragraph 34 of the Firsl Amended 
Complaint. In other words, the Defendants have not yet sought summary judgment of 
this claim. 
As the COllrt may well recall, the Defendants filed their Illotion for summary 
judgment of those claims contained in the original complaint in spite of the fact that 
Professor Sadid had earlier filed a motion to amend his pleadings. As a consequence, 
Defendants failed to seek relief from this claim. As this Court noted, the "burden of 
establishing the absence of a genuine issue of material fact rests at all times with the party 
moving fur summary jUdgment." See Decision on Motion/or Summary Judgment. p. 4 uf 
25, citing Finholt v. Cresto, 143 Idaho 894, 896-97, 155 P.3d 695, 697-98 (2007). 
Accordingly, the apparent grant OfsulTlmary dismissal of this claim must he reversed. 
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CONCLIJSION 
Based upon the foregoing, Sadid respectfully asks this Court to reconsider its 
grant of summary judgment in this matter. 
JI"'<:>"""''"'--. 
DATED: This ,,<~ day of January, 2010. 
San;' J~)lnson / ' 
Attornc~s for Plai6tiff 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
HABIB SADID, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY, 
ROBERT WHARTON, JAY KUNZE, 
MICHAEL JAY LINEBERRY, 
MANOOCHEHR ZOGHI, RICHARD 
JACOBSEN, GARY OLSON, 
ARTHUR VAlLAS and JOHN/JANE 
DOES I THROUGH X, whose true 
identities are presently unknown, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV 2008-3942-0C 
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM 
IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
RE: DECISION ON MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COME NOW, Defendants Idaho State University, Robert Wharton, Jay Kunze, Michael Jay 
Lineberry, Manoochehr Zoghi, Richard Jacobsen, Gary Olson, and Arthur Vailas, by and through 
counsel of record John A. Bailey, Jr. Of the Firm Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chartered, 
and submit this Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration as follows: 
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I. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Plaintiffs request for reconsideration of the Court's grant of summary judgment to 
Defendants on all counts alleged in the Amended Complaint is futile as the Plaintiffhas not provided 
adequate or substantial evidence, authority or argument for the relief requested. The exclusive 
points raised on the Plaintiff s Motion for Reconsideration are that: (1) the Court erred in dismissing 
his 42 U.S.C. § 1983 for violation of his First Amendment rights because it applied the wrong legal 
standard and because it failed to consider all of the Plaintiffs speech; (2) the Court erred in 
dismissing the Plaintiff s contract claim because the Court failed to conclude that the less specific 
section of the ISU Faculty/StaffHandbook applied to his claim and because the Court failed to find 
that a breach occurred or that the Plaintiff sustained damages alleged; and, (3) the Court erred in 
dismissing the Plaintiffs 42 U.S.C. §1983 claim under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments 
because Defendants failed to move for summary judgment on this claim. As will be set forth in more 
detail below, the Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration should be summarily denied as the Court 
properly dismissed all claims alleged by the Plaintiff in his First Amended Complaint after full 
consideration of the facts and the applicable legal standards. 
II. 
ARGUMENT 
A. The Court Appropriately Found That The Plaintiff's Speech Was Not 
"Protected Speech". 
The Plaintiff s contention that the Court was misguided in applying the Garcetti v. 
Cebellos l decision to this case is specious. The Plaintiff is simply asking the Court to ignore the 
I 547 U.S. 410,126 S.Ct. 1951, 164 L.Ed.2d 689 (2006). 
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holding in that case in favor of his interpretation of dicta from that case. In fact, the Plaintiffs 
argument misinterprets the dicta of Garcetti. The statement in Garcetti is expressly limited to 
speech involving academic scholarship or classroom instruction, yet none of Plaintiffs speech 
related to these very limited areas. Therefore, even if this dicta were to be considered by this 
Court, the Plaintiff has failed to present evidence admissible at trial to support his claim. 
Further, the Plaintiff is asking the Court to ignore more recent persuasive authority from the 
Ninth Circuit in the case of Eng v. Cooley, 552 F.3d 1062 (9th Cir. 2009), arguing that the Court 
simply applied these cases "wholesale" rather than evaluating his claims based upon all 
applicable authority. 
In its Decision on Motion for Summary Judgment, the Court accurately applied the 
balancing test required on a 42 U.S.c. § 1983 claim for unconstitutional retaliation based upon 
alleged "protected speech" by considering relevant persuasive and binding authority from the 
United States Supreme Court, the Ninth Circuit, and Idaho.2 
After so doing, the Court aptly noted that this case is most similar to the Ninth Circuit 
case of Hong v. Granf3 by focusing on the key inquiry necessitated by Connick4; namely, the 
2Contrary to the Plaintiffs assertion, in addition to the precedent challenged by the Plaintiff, the Court 
based its decision on several other pertinent cases, including but not limited to Brewster v. Bd of Educ., 
149 F.3d 971 (9th Cir. 1991), Engquist v. Oregon Dept. OJ Agr., - U.S. -, 128 S. Ct. 2146, 170 L.Ed.2d 
975(2008); Connickv. Myers, 461 U.S. 138,103 S.Ct. 1684,75 L.Ed.2d 708 (1983), Pickeringv. Bd of 
Educ., 391 U.S. 563, 88 S.Ct. 1731,20 L.Ed.2d 811 (1968), Berry v. Dept. of Soc. Servs., 447 F.3d 642 (9th 
Cir. 2006), McKinley v. City of Eloy, 705 F.2d 1110 (9th Cir. 1983), Colburn v. Trustees of Indiana 
University, 973 F.2d 581 (7th Cir. 1992), Waters v. Churchill, 511 U.S. 661,114 S.Ct. 1878 (1994), Arnett 
v. Kennedy, 416 U.S. 134,94 S.Ct. 1633 (1974), and Hong v. Grant, 516 F.Supp.2d 1158 (CD. Cal. 
2007). 
3 516 F.Supp.2d 1158 (CD. Cal. 2007). 
4 461 U.S. 138, 103 S.Ct. 1684, 75 L.Ed.2d 708 (1983). 
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content of the speech. The Court properly found that just as Hong's statements allegedly 
exposing government waste and mismanagement were internal administrative disputes having no 
relevance to the community as a whole, the Plaintiff's statements relating to ISU's plans to merge 
the College of Technology with the College of Engineering were nothing more than personal 
grievances against ISU relating to the Plaintiff's interest in his employment and were not a matter 
of public concern. (See Decision on Motion for Summary Judgment at Pgs. 9-11). While, the 
Plaintiff now emphasizes other articles not initially emphasized to oppose summary judgment to 
show that his speech was protected, the statements made in all of these articles show that the 
Plaintiff's speech was not of public concern as it surrounded personal grievances and internal 
administrative disputes at the university5, which content is not constitutionally protected. See 
Karr v. Bermeosolo, 142 Idaho 444, 129 P.3d 88 (2005); citing Hyland v. Wonder, 972 F.2d 1129 
(9th Cir. 1992). 
Similarly, the new cases relied upon by the Plaintiff in efforts to avoid the Court's ruling 
that his speech was not of public concern are readily distinguishable. See Freitag v. Ayers, 468 
F.3d 528 (9th Cir. 2006)(wherein the speech was made by a former correctional officer as a 
private citizen when she was writing about sexual harassment not corrected by the California 
Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation); see also Johnson v. Multnomah County, Or., 48 
F.3d 420 (9th Cir. 1995)(wherein public employee with Department of Environmental Services 
made speech ranging from alleged mismanagement, misuse of public funds, to potentially 
criminal behavior). These cases demonstrate that speech about potentially illegal or criminal 
5 All of the speech that the Plaintiff engaged-in was to voice his personal grievances on internal 
administrative disputes such as the lack of faculty involvement in decision-making, the "secret" merger 
issue, and research emphasis. 
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conduct by government may be of public concern. However, none of the Plaintiffs cited speech 
in this case addresses proof of potentially criminal or illegal conduct by Defendants. Rather, his 
speech went to criticisms of particular administrators' character and the propriety or their 
administrative decisions. Again, these are clearly internal administrative disputes and/or 
personal grievances having no relevance to the community as a whole. 
Further, as the Court properly found, the Plaintiff was speaking as a public employee for 
ISU rather than a private citizen when he made his so-called "protected speech". Every article 
attached to the Plaintiffs Affidavit in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment 
was in his capacity as "Habib Sadid, Ph.D., P.E., professor of engineering at Idaho State 
University".6 The Plaintiff made no effort in the articles to avoid his affiliation with ISU by 
holding himself out simply as Habib Sadid. Further, none of the speech was made anonymously 
as a private citizen. Rather, the Plaintiff proudly and repeatedly held himself out as a public 
employee for ISU.7 The Plaintiff does not challenge this finding in the Motion to Reconsider, 
and this fact alone supports dismissal of Plaintiffs claim. 
Furthermore, a public employee's official duties are not narrowly defined, but instead 
encompass the full range of the employee's professional responsibilities. Hong v. Grant, 516 
F.Supp. 2d 1158 (C.D. Cal. 2007).8 The record reflects that the Plaintiff, as an ISU faculty 
member, had an affirmative duty to speak out on matters involving university policy and, 
therefore, his speech in all referenced articles was undoubtedly made pursuant to his official 
6See all articles attached as Exhibit A thereto. 
71d. 
8See also Eng v. Cooley, 552 F.3d 1062 (9th Cir. Cal. 2009). 
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duties. (See excerpts from ISU Faculty/StaffHandbook attached as Exhibit "2" to the Reply 
Affidavit of Counsel Re: Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment). All of the speech that the 
Plaintiff engaged-in was to voice concern over internal university policy such as the lack of 
faculty involvement in decision-making, the "secret" merger issue, and research emphasis. 
The following quote from one of the Plaintiffs cited articles in 2005 criticizing lSU's 
administration and its salary decisions is a prime example that he was speaking pursuant to his 
official duties: "I am ashamed as a distinguished teacher at this school of the administration." 
Finally, the Court properly decided that, even if the Plaintiffs speech were protected, 
nothing in evidence provided by the Plaintiff proves that his speech was a substantial motivating 
factor in Defendants' action as the Plaintiff did not even apply for the Chair position.9 The 
Plaintiff has offered no new evidence that his speech was a substantial motivating factor for any 
of the Defendants' actions. For these reasons, and the reasons relied upon by the Court in its 
Decision on Motion for Summary Judgment, the Court properly entered judgment as a matter of 
law in favor of Defendants on the Plaintiffs 42 U .S.c. § 1983 claim for unconstitutional 
retaliation for violation of his First Amendment rights. 
B. The Court Properly Dismissed Plaintiff's Breach Of Contract Claim. 
1. The Court Correctly Considered The More Specific And Applicable 
Section From ISU's Faculty/Staff Handbook When Analyzing The 
Plaintiff's Contract Claim. 
In his motion to reconsider, the Plaintiff maintains the argument that he has always made 
in this case; namely, that Defendants breached his employment contract by failing to perform 
9 Although not emphasized in the Court's Decision on Motion for Summary Judgment, the evidence in the 
record also shows that the Plaintiff did not receive the lowest salary increases due to his speech as alleged. 
Rather, Exhibit 4 to the Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment at Bates page 
237 shows that from 2001 to 2004 none of the faculty received raises due to fmancial constraints, 
except one year, and in that year, the Plaintiff received the second highest raise in the entire college. 
(Emphasis added). 
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annual performance evaluations relating to his efforts as a tenured faculty member. By his 
Affidavit in Support of Motion for Reconsideration, the Plaintiff now alleges that no periodic 
performance evaluations were ever done. As set forth below, the evidence shows that this is 
misleading as the plaintiff never went five (5) years without being evaluated on his performance 
as a tenured professor. The Plaintiff, while providing no authority for the proposition, contends 
that the Court committed "clear error", "unprecedented to Plaintiffs counsel", when it rejected 
the less specific section of the ISU Faculty/Staff Handbook; namely, Part 4, Section IV, (8)(1) to 
determine his contract claim. In addition to lacking any authority, this argument misses the 
mark. The undisputed evidence demonstrates two separate reasons for rejecting Plaintiffs 
claims on this point. 
The Court correctly concluded that Defendants had no obligation to perform annual 
performance evaluations due to the Plaintiffs tenured professor status by relying upon the more 
specific and unambiguous section of the ISU Faculty/Staff Handbook related to evaluation of 
"Faculty/Tenure". (See Page 16 of the Decision on Motion for Summary Judgment). This is 
clear contractual interpretation applicable to this authority.lO 
Under the ISU Faculty/Staff Handbook Part 4, Section IV (8)(1), it is clear that annual 
performance evaluations are used for evaluation of non-tenured faculty only and for the stated 
lOSee Kessler v. Tortoise Development, Inc., 130 Idaho 105,937 P.2d 417 (1 997)(stating that the 
determination of a contract's meaning and legal effect are questions of law to be decided by the court where 
the contract is clear and unambiguous. Similarly, the determination of whether a contract is ambiguous or 
not is a question of law over which the court exercises free review, and in determining whether a contract is 
ambiguous, the task is to ascertain whether the contract is reasonably subject to conflicting 
interpretation)(Emphasis added). The evaluation of "TenurelFaculty" set forth in the cited sections of the 
ISU Faculty/StaffHandbook are not subject to reasonably conflicting interpretation as the section relied 
upon by the Plaintiff is clearly for non-tenured faculty and the section relied upon by Defendants is clearly 
for tenured faculty. 
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purpose of deciding final recommendation relative to reappointment, non-reappointment, 
acquisition of tenure, or other personnel action. Whereas, under Part 4, Section IV (B)(7) of the 
ISU Faculty/Staff Handbook, a full-blown periodic performance evaluations, such as are used 
when that faculty member was initially evaluated for tenure or for promotion to the rank of 
professor, are only done when that tenured faculty member's performance is questioned on any 
of the relevant criteria considered in these evaluations. See ISU Faculty/Staff Handbook Part 4, 
Section IV (B)(7)(b) and (c) attached to the Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment as Exhibit 5. The Plaintiffs reliance upon the cited deposition testimony of 
Dr. Kunze and/or his own Affidavit in Support of Motion to Reconsider, to show that his 
contract was breached because no periodic performance evaluation was done in 2004 is simply 
done to provide a red herring argument to avoid the plain language and meaning oflSU's 
policies on the timing, need, and/or purpose of full-blown periodic performance evaluations of 
tenured professors. The evidence in the record shows that Dr. Kunze had no need to conduct one 
as there is no evidence that the Plaintiffs performance had been called into question by 
administration. This is obviously the case because a tenured professor has reached the highest 
possible level of promotion or rank at ISU lI and, therefore, five (5) year periodic performance 
evaluations are needed only in those instances where that tenured professor's performance is 
questioned in writing, on the three specific areas of evaluation, and where corrective action may 
be warranted. 
II See ISU Faculty/Staff Handbook Part 4, Section III (A)( 1) attached to the Affidavit of Counsel in 
Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration as Exhibit 1. 
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The Plaintiff provided no admissible summary judgment evidence originally, or upon his 
motion for reconsideration, that his performance was ever questioned in writing by ISU' s 
administration on any of the relevant criteria used for evaluation during any of the years after he 
became a tenured professor in 2000 through the time that he filed his complaint in 2008. 
(Emphasis added). 12 As such, Defendants were under no obligation to perform a full-blown 
periodic performance evaluation in the same manner as the evaluation that was performed in 
1999 when the Plaintiff was reviewed for the potential promotion to tenured professor status. 
Furthermore, it is clear that even if an obligation to evaluate existed, the Defendants 
fulfilled any and all of their contractual obligation to evaluate the Plaintiff's performance because 
he never went five (5) years without receiving a performance evaluation. The Plaintiff admitted, 
and it is shown by Exhibit 3 to the Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for 
Reconsideration, that the Plaintifftimely received his performance evaluations in 2001 and 2006, 
which were for the 2000 and 2005 academic school years.13 For these reasons, and the reasons 
relied upon by the Court in its Decision on Motion for Summary Judgment, the Plaintiff's 
contract claim fails as a matter of law. 
12To clarifY and correct the record, the Plaintiff did not achieve the status of tenured professor in ] 999, but 
rather, he achieved that status in 2000. See the January 17, 2000 letter attached as Exhibit 2 to the 
Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration showing that the 
recommendation for the Plaintiff's promotion was not made according to ISU policy until 2000. 
13In addition to Exhibit 3, see also depo excerpts of the Plaintiff attached to the Affidavit of Counsel in 
Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration as Exhibit 4 at Vol. 1, pg. 137, In. 17-25; pg. 138, In. 
1-12. It is clear that the Plaintiff received his performance evaluation for his first year as a tenured 
professor and he received his performance evaluation for his fifth academic year as a tenured professor. His 
reviews were in conformance with the spirit, purpose, and substance ofISU's policy on performance 
evaluations of tenured faculty members. 
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2. Even If The Court Is Inclined To Reconsider Whether Defendants Had An 
Obligation To Perform Annual Evaluations Of The Plaintiff's Performance, 
The Evidence Shows That The Plaintiff Was Evaluated Each And Every 
Year After He Became A Tenured Professor Except For 2001. 
While the Plaintiff claims that he did not timely have annual evaluations for academic 
school years 2001-2004, the evidence shows that he was evaluated during each of these years and 
every other year following his attainment of tenured professor status in 2000 except for 2001. 
(See Confidential Performance Evaluations for academic years 2000 and 2002-2008 attached to 
the Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Motion to Reconsider as Exhibit 3; see also depo 
excerpts of Plaintiff at Vol. 1, pg. 91, In. 18-25; pg. 92, In. 1-25, pg. 93, In. 1 -5 attached as 
Exhibit 4 to the Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment).14 
It is significant to note that the indices considered in annual evaluations of non-tenured 
faculty members do not differ from the indices considered in periodic evaluations of tenured 
faculty members. Under either form of evaluation, the essential criteria typically considered are 
the individual's teaching effectiveness, research and creative activities, professional related 
services, other assigned responsibilities, overalI contributions to the department, and areas of 
excellence and/or areas needing further development. All of the Plaintiffs performance 
evaluations, which were done every year after he became a tenured professor at ISU except for 
2001, referenced and considered these criteria. It is clear from the undisputed record that the 
Plaintiffs claim that he was not evaluated in accord with ISU's policies is baseless and the Court 
properly granted Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment on Plaintiffs contract claim. 
14As the Court correctly found, any alleged breach by Defendants before 2003, including Defendants' 
alleged failure to properly perfonn an annual perfonnance evaluation in 200 I, is time-barred. 
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3. The Court Properly Found That, Even If It Were To Assume A Breach 
Occurred, The Plaintiff Provided No Admissible Summary Judgment 
Evidence That The Alleged Breach Caused His Claimed Damages. 
The Plaintiffs reliance upon the case of Ransom v. Topaz Mktg., L.P., 143 Idaho 641, 
645 (2006) for the argument that a breach of contract claim can be maintained even if the breach 
caused only nominal damages is clearly inaccurate. Further, this case is of no precedential value 
as it was a timber trespass action, not a contract action. Its holding is of no application here. 
Under Idaho law, the Plaintiff carries the burden of proof on each element of his contract 
claim, which elements are: (l) a contract existed between the Plaintiff and Defendant( s); (2) the 
Defendant(s) breached the contract; (3) the Plaintiff has been damaged on account of the breach; 
and, (4) the amount of the damages. (See IDJI 6.10.1). After resolving all inferences in the 
record in the Plaintiffs favor, the Court correctly found that there was no genuine issue of 
material fact as to whether the Plaintiff was damaged by the Defendants' alleged breach of his 
employment contract by allegedly not complying with the performance evaluation requirements 
of its Faculty/Staff Handbook and by not awarding him the Chair position. Additionally, the 
Plaintiff has offered no admissible evidence of the "amount of damage" allegedly sustained. 
The Plaintiff has provided no evidence that he had a contractual right to receive a salary 
increase based upon the results of the performance reviews conducted under ISU's policies (or 
upon any other basis) or that he was guaranteed a specific salary increase. While the Plaintiff has 
pointed to the deposition testimony of Dr. Kunze to show that performance evaluations were 
considered for merit pay increases, ISU's policies also state that a merit pay increase is dependent 
upon the size of the state appropriation and/or salary pool designated to the institution and each 
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of Counsel in Opposition to the Motion for Reconsideration as Exhibit 1). Merit pay increases 
are simply not a guaranteed expectation under the Plaintiff s contract. 
But more, the evidence in the record shows that the Plaintiff actually received salary 
increases in all academic years in which the state appropriation and/or salary pool designated to 
his department was sufficient and in which other faculty members received salary increases. 15 In 
short, the Plaintiff has presented no evidence of any damage at all. He received merit pay every 
time other engineering faculty received merit pay. 
Additionally, the Court's determination that the Plaintiff failed to show that he was 
damaged by not receiving the Chair was proper as the Plaintiff had no contractual right to that 
position and he never even applied for the position.16 As the Plaintiff failed to show at summary 
judgment, or upon reconsideration, that ISU breached the employment contract or that he was 
damaged, the Court properly granted Defendants judgment as a matter of law on the Plaintiff's 
contract claim. 17 
15See Exhibit 4 to the Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment at Bates page 237. 
16This point is also important to the Plaintiffs unconstitutional retaliation claim because he alleges that he 
did not receive the Chair position due to his speech, yet again, he did not even apply for the position, so 
Plaintiff has failed to demonstrate evidence of damage on this claim as well. 
17 Although not part of the Court's Decision on Motion for Summary Judgment, the argument advanced by 
Defendants in the summary judgment briefing that the Plaintiffs contract claim is barred by the equitable 
doctrines oflaches, waiver and estoppel also supports summary dismissal of the Plaintiffs contract claim. 
The record shows that the Plaintiff knew that he had not "received" his performance evaluation for the 200 I 
academic year, yet he failed to file a grievance in accord with ISU's policy and waited to file suit over the 
issue until seven years later. His untimely contract claim, which should have gone through ISU's grievance 
procedure before suit, should not survive summary judgment on these additional grounds. 
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C. Defendants' Summary Judgment Motion Was Decided As Against All Claims 
Made In The Plaintiff's Amended Complaint, Including Those Related To 
This Suit. 
The Plaintiff s contention that Defendants failed to seek summary judgment dismissal of 
his newly added 42 U.S.C. § 1983 claim for violation of his Fifth, Seventh, and Fourteenth 
Amendment rights is highly disingenuous. Although there was a procedural irregularity 
occasioned by the confusion over whether Defendants filed their summary judgment motion first 
or whether the Plaintiff filed his motion to amend first, at all times Defendants strenuously 
opposed the Plaintiff s attempt to add this new claim to his complaint in its briefing and oral 
argument on Plaintiffs Motion to Amend and his Motion for Additional Time under LR.C.P. 
56(t) on the basis that it was a baseless claim and should be dismissed summarily. While the 
Court allowed the Plaintiff the additional time that he requested and permitted the amendment to 
his complaint, the Court also made clear on the record that Defendants' opposition materials 
submitted on the Plaintiffs Motion to Amend would be considered and treated as part of 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. This is reflected on Page 4 of the Decision on 
Motion for Summary Judgment wherein the Court stated: 
After allowing Sadid additional time he requested pursuant to Rule 56 (t), oral 
argument on Defendants' motion for summary judgment occurred on November 
2,2009. The Court deems the summary judgment motion to be against the 
Amended Complaint against all Defendants. 
Moreover, Defendants' Brief Opposing Plaintiffs Motion to Amend specifically refuted 
the Plaintiffs new unconstitutional retaliation claim under 42 U.S.c. § 1983 for violation of his 
Fifth, Seventh and Fourteenth Amendment rights based upon the following alleged acts of 
retaliation: (1) Dr. Zoghi's "falsely accusatory" letter in April of2009; (2) Dr. Jacobsen's 
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"outlandish" notice of intent to have the Plaintiff dismissed from ISU in May of2009 18; (3) 
Provost Olson's letter of reprimand in July of2009; and, (4) President Vailas' notification that 
Plaintiff was being placed on administrative leave in August of200919• 
Defendants briefed this precise issue fully and highlighted that the Plaintiff had failed to 
articulate any conspiracy or policy of Defendants aimed at depriving him of his Fifth, Seventh, 
and Fourteenth Amendment rights. Defendants argued that there was no evidence, admissible at 
trial, or otherwise, that the above-referenced actions were undertaken because the Plaintiff filed 
suit as the Plaintiff alleged no specific facts showing that Dr. Zoghi, Dr. Jacobsen, Provost 
Olson, or President Vailas even had personal knowledge of the fact that he had filed suit or 
requested ajury trial. Additionally, the Plaintiff has offered no evidence, admissible at trial, to 
prove that the required university policy or conspiracy, by these actors, to deprive Plaintiff of his 
constitutional rights at any time. 
Finally, Defendants emphasized that the Plaintiffs new unconstitutional retaliation claim 
under 42 U.S.c. §1 983 for his suspension, with pay, was not even a cognizable claim as such 
action does not raise due process concerns. See Stearns-Groseclose v. Chelan County Sheriff's 
Dep't., 2006 U.S.Dist.LEXIS 4496 (E.D.Wash. 2006);citing Cleveland Bd of Ed v. Loudermill, 
470 U.S. 532,544-545, 105 S.Ct. 1487,84 L.Ed.2d 494 (1985)(stating that a due process 
violation arising from an employer's inability to keep an employee at work to afford him an 
opportunity to respond prior to termination due to "significant hazards" could be avoided by 
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
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"suspending with pay"); see also Hicks v. City o/Watonga, Okla., 942 F.2d 737, 746 n. 4 (1oth 
Cir. 1991 )("suspension with pay does not raise due process concerns"); Pitts v. Board of 
Education, 869 F.2d 555, 556 (loth Cir. 1989)(suspension of public employee with pay does not 
infringe any measurable property interest). 
Based upon the foregoing, the Plaintiffs statement that Defendants' summary judgment 
was not made against his 42 U.S.c. §1983 claim for violation of his Fifth, Seventh, and 
Fourteenth Amendment rights is untenable. The Court should deny the Plaintiffs Motion for 
Reconsideration on these grounds, and it should clarifY its reasoning for dismissal of this 
retaliation claim made by the Plaintiff only to the extent it deems it necessary or appropriate 
under the circumstances. 
llI. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing points and authorities, the Affidavit of Counsel in 
Opposition to Plaintiff s Motion for Reconsideration, and the Decision on Motion for Summary 
Judgment, Defendants respectfully ask the Court to deny the Plaintiffs request for relief as he 
has demonstrated no justifYing basis for the Court to reconsider its complete grant of summary 
judgment to Defendants. 
DATED this /d-.-tz..-day ofJanuary, 2010. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the I~ ~ay of January, 2010, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Sam Johnson 
JOHNSON & MONTELEONE, L.L.P. 
405 South Eighth Street, Suite 250 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
[ t/] U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[/] Facsimile (208) 947-2424 
e",J'1 .. v4 ~_: _ 
JOHN A. BAI~. 
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John A. Bailey, Jr. (ISB No. 2619) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
~ Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
;" ' Telephone: (208) 232-6101 
Fax: (208) 232-6109 
Attorney for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
HABIB SADID, an individual, 
Case No. CV 2008-3942-0C 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN A. BAILEY, JR. 
IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY, 
MICHAEL JAY LINEBERRY, and 
JOHN/JANE DOES I THROUGH X, 
whose true identifies are presently 
unknown, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss 
County of Bannock ) 
JOHN A. BAILEY, JR., having been duly sworn, deposes and states as follows: 
1. That I am an attorney for the Defendants and I have personal knowledge of the facts 
stated herein. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit "1" are true and correct copies of sections of the ISU 
Faculty/Staff Handbook. 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN A. BAILEY, JR. IN oPPOSmON TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
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3. Attached hereto as Exhibit "2" is a true and correct copy of the January 17,2000 
letter regarding the Plaintiff's promotion to tenured professor status. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit "3" are true and correct copies of the Plaintiff's 
Confidential Performance Evaluations for academic years 2000 and 2002-2008. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit "4"are true and correct copies of excerpts from the 
Plaintiff'sdepositionatVol.l,pg. 91,ln.18-25;pg. 92,ln.1-25;pg. 93,ln.1-5;pg. 137, In. 17-25; 
pg. 138, In. 1-12. 
DATED this (~y of January, 2010 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this ~ day of January, 2010. 
NOTARY PUBLIC R IDAHO 
Residing at: 'YO~~ 
My Commission Expires: ~.<1 '>;0\"0-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the I ~ay of January, 2010, I served a true and correct 
copy ofthe above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Sam Johnson 
JOHNSON & MONTELEONE, L.L.P. 
405 South Eighth Street, Suite 250 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
] U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
( i~ernight Mail [vi Facsimile (208) 947-2424 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN A. BAILEY, JR. IN oPPOSmON TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
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FACULTY/STAFF 
HANDBOOK 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY 
Home J Table of Content J A-Z Index J Search Handbook 
Part 4. Personnel Policies 
Section Ill. Academic Rank and Other Appointments 
A. Academic Rank (Updated 5/02) 
1. Primary Faculty Ranks and Location 
ISU Home I A to Z Listing of Web Sites I Search 
There are four (4) primary faculty ranks at Idaho State University: 
a. Professor 
b. Associate Professor 
C. Assistant Professor 
d. Instructor 
Faculty rank, including initial appointment to faculty rank and any promotion to a higher 
rank, is located in a department or equivalent unit. 
2. Criteria for Faculty Rank and Promotion 
a. Qualifications 
Each college has personnel policies with respect to appointment, promotion, tenure and 
nonreappointment which may be more specific than those included herein. The 
qualifications which follow are minimum criteria. 
( 1) Instructor 
(a) The degree of Master of Arts or Master of Science. 
(b) Good scholarship as reflected in academic record. 
(c) Demonstrated competence in the field plus interest in and capacity for teaching. 
(2) Assistant Professor 
(a) The degree of Master of Arts or Master of Science plus graduate work beyond the 
minimum required for a master's degree. 
(b) Good scholarship as reflected in academic record. 
lll. Academic Rank and Othcr " "lJointments, 4. Personnel Policies, I T - 'culty IStaff Ha... Page 2 of 4 
(c) Demonstrated competence in the field plus interest in and capacity for teaching. 
(d) Evidence of creative scholarly activities. 
( e) Demonstrated interest in the welfare of institutions of higher learning. 
(f) Three years of teaching experience at the college level. 
(3) Associate Professor 
(a) The degree of Doctor of philosophy or the terminal degree in the field. 
(b) Good scholarship as reflected in academic record. 
(c) Demonstrated competence in the field plus interest in and capacity for teaching. 
(d) Evidence of creative scholarly activities and of continuing productive scholarship. 
(e) Demonstrated interest in the welfare of institutions of higher learning. 
(f) Five years of teaching experience at the college level or other appropriate experience 
in the field. 
(4) Professor 
(a) The degree of Doctor of Philosophy or the terminal degree in the field. 
(b) Good scholarship as reflected in academic record. 
(c) Demonstrated competence in the field plus interest in and capacity for teaching. 
(d) Evidence of creative scholarly activities and of continuing productive scholarship. 
(e) Demonstrated interest in the welfare of institutions of higher learning. 
(f) Seven years of teaching experience at the college level or other appropriate 
experience in the field. 
(g) Evidence of intellectual and academic leadership. 
b. College of Technology Faculty 
College of Technology faculty must be qualified according to the Idaho State Plan for 
Professional-Technical Education and certified as outlined in the Idaho Certification 
Standards for Professional-Technical Personnel. 
c. Special Instructional Faculty 
Each college has personnel policies with respect to appointment, promotion, and 
nonreappointment which may be more specific than those included herein. The 
ALii 
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qualifications which follow are minimum criteria. 
(1) Assistant Lecturer 
(a) A Master's degree 
(b) Demonstrated competence in the field plus interest in and capacity for teaching. 
(2) Associate Lecturer 
(a) A Master's degree 
(b) Five years at the Assistant Lecturer rank or equivalent teaching experience. 
(c) Demonstrated competence in the field plus interest in and capacity for teaching. 
(d) Demonstrated interest in the welfare of institutions of higher learning. 
(3) Senior Lecturer 
(a) A Master's degree 
(b) Five years at the Associate Lecturer rank or equivalent teaching experience. 
(c) Demonstrated competence in the field plus interest in and capacity for teaching. 
(d) Demonstrated interest in the welfare of institutions of higher learning. 
(e) Evidence of pedagogical and academic leadership. 
d. Exceptions 
Persons who have made substantial contributions to their fields of specialization or who 
have demonstrated exceptional scholarship and competence or appropriate creative 
accomplishment of recognized outstanding quality may be appointed to faculty rank 
without satisfying established University criteria for initial appointment or promotion, 
provided that the qualifications of such individuals have been reviewed in accordance with 
University procedures and the appointment is recommended by the President. 
e. Rank for Administrative Nonclassified Employees 
An administrative nonclassified employee may hold faculty rank in a department or 
equivalent unit in which rank has previously been established. An administrative 
nonclassified employee may be granted rank at the time of appointment or subsequent 
thereto, or may be promoted in rank, if recommended by the President. 
[ Table of Contents] [ Back to Part 4 ] [ Back to Part 4 Section III ] ( Previous Section] [ Next Section] 
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FACULTY/STAFF 
HANDBOOK 
Home I Table of Content I A-Z Index I Search Handbook 
Part 4. Personnel Policies 
Section VI. Benefits/CompensationlPersonnel Files 
A. Compensation 
1. Salaries and Hourly Wages 
2. Overtime Compensation 
3. Shift Differential 
4. Classified Employees Salary Administration 
5. Salary Administration Guidelines 
B. Time Records 
C. Personnel Files 
1. Employee Files 
2. Personnel Records Exempt from Disclosure 
3. File Maintenance and Retention 
D. General Leaves 
1. Leaves With Compensation 
2. Leaves Without Compensation 
3. Faculty Leaves of Absence Without Pay 
E. Sabbatical/Special Leaves 
1. Faculty Sabbatical Leave 
2. Staff Professional Leave 
F. Retirement 
G. Resignations 
1. General 
2. Classified 
3. Nonclassified 
4. Faculty 
H. Fringe Benefits 
1. Insurance 
2. Disability Benefits 
3. Retirement 
ISU Home I A to Z Listing of Web Sites I Search 
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5. Salary Administration Guidelines 
a. General 
It is the policy ofIdaho State University to attract the most qualified people available and 
to encourage them to build careers with ISU. In keeping with this policy, it is our intent to 
approve salaries that are internally consistent and externally competitive within the higher 
education system and our geographical region. Each employee will be compensated on the 
basis of performance and contribution to the accomplishment of the goals of Idaho State 
University. 
b. Authority to Set Salaries 
The President, or his/her designee, has the responsibility for the administration of this 
policy. Each Dean, Director, or unit head will recommend to the President, or his/her 
designee, salaries of faculty and staff within their unit. The State Board of Education has 
final authority to approve salary recommendations for each institution under its 
jurisdiction. At their discretion, either the State Board of Education or the Idaho 
Legislature may stipulate procedures or guidelines regarding salaries which can impact the 
administration of salaries. 
c. Factors Affecting Salary Decisions 
Factors affecting individual salary decisions include: 
(1) Individual qualifications appropriate to the specific areas of responsibility; 
(2) Individual professional record (includes teaching, research and service for faculty); 
(3) Relative equity in position (rank and discipline for faculty) to other salaries within the 
institution; and 
(4) Relative equity in position (rank and discipline for faculty) to comparable salaries in 
the region. 
d. Annual Merit Increases 
Annual merit increases are to be determined by the President, or his/her designee, on 
recommendation and in consultation with other administrators and based on: 
(1) Size of the state appropriation and/or salary pool designated to the institution and each 
unit; and 
(2) Individual professional (teaching, research and service for faculty) performance. 
e. Bonuses 
In addition to merit increases described in this policy, the President may grant a lump sum 
bonus not to exceed $2,000.00 per fiscal year upon certification of exceptional meritorious 
service. Bonus requests must be submitted in writing to Human Resources for 
'. 
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UNIVERSITY 
Office of the Dean 
College of 
Engineering 
Campus Box 8060 
Pocatello, Idaho 
83209-8060 
Phone: 
(208) 236-2902 
FAX: 
(208) 236-4538 
January 17, 2000 
TO: Dr. Jonathan Lawson, VP Academic Affairs ~ ! 
. .,,/ : .-j ".;/ ~ 
FROM: Jay F. Kunze; Dean of Engineering /k<yJj;j: ~-:'>-Z- ", " 
,y'- / 
SUBJECT: Promotion Recommendation for Assoct:~Prof ... Habib·Sadiq,,:l~)1D, PE 
The CoHege of Engineering Promotion and Tenure Review Committee has 
completed its deliberations and rendered a decision on the promotion request of 
Dr. Habib Sadid, who is .midway through his 11th year of service at ISU. He 
received tenure and was promoted to Associate Professor in June 1994. 
Based on my review of all of the relevant materials and information, I have given 
careful consideration to this matter in consultation with the two associate deans of 
engineering, Drs. Stuffle and Naidu, (the three of us comprise the College Promotion 
and Tenure Committee). I concur with the unanimous reco~mendation of the 
PTRC, and am recommending to you and the President that Associate Professor 
Habib Sadid be promoted to the rank of Professor in the College of Engineering. 
c: President Richard Bowen 
Dr. Habib Sadid 
PTRC Members 
~-. ---
ISU Is An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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CONF1DENTIAL 
EVALUATION OF Habib Sadid DATE May 2001 
BY Dr. Jay F. Kllnz~. Dean of the COLLEGE OF ENGINEERlNG 
Period l)f h'a!unlion January 2000 to December 2000 
TEACHING 
). List the regular teaching <lssignment of the above faculty member: 
Semesters Sprint'. )000 . Fall 2000 
Course No. Title Credits Approx. # Students 
Spring 2000 
CE 599 
CE462 
CE467 
Fall 2000 
CE461 
CE 499/599 
ENGR 32] 
ME 599-03 
Finite Element Methods 
Design of Steel Structures 
Structural Engineering Lab 
Adv Struclured Analysis 
PPE Civil (Idaho Falls 
~4echanics .)f Materials 
Advanced \kchanics of Solids 
3 
3 
1 
3 
3 
., 
j 
3 
15 
10 
12 
4 
19 
3 
2. Provide a short narrali ve t'\'aluation of the teaching effectiveness of the above faculty 
member. If more space is required, attach another sheet. 
Dr. Sadid has long been recognized by {he sludents as a most outstanding teacher. He not only 
has excellent teaching abilities as a lecturer andfacilitatorfor learning, but also has a great 
deal oj care and appreciation/or all of/he swdenls. He devotes a great deal oJtime to prepare 
for every class session. 
3. Check those factors (besides student evaluations) which jnfluence tIns evaluation. 
Informal student feedback 
Class visitation 
Faculty nKmber's self-evaluation 
Discussion with colleagues 
Other (Explain) 
4. Lis! below any fairly consistent patterns of colleague feedback. 
Colleagues (diose who.~pend lim£' la/king with 'students) recognize Dr. Sadid's teaching skills. 
He is also recognized for his se(fless service 10 sll/dent organizalions and to the university. 
462 
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Habib Sadid Faculty Activity and Evaluation, Calendar Year 2000 
5. A. Give the resulis 01' analysis of formal student evaluations (overall summary of all 
questions 011 class evaluation form:;). 
5. 
Spring 2000 
CE 462: 85 % of swclents felt the class was excellent 
J 3%. Aboh' Average; 2%. Average; 
CE 467: 68 % of students telt the class was excellent 
24%. AboH' Average: 8%. Average; ~l%',-Needs lmprovement; 
'. 
CE 599: 49 % of slUdems felt the class was excellerii 
21%. Abtm:~ Average: 31%. A.verage: 
Fall 200 I 
CE/ME 499/599 58~/() (,(students kit the class was excellent 
31 % Abo\ c A wrage. 9'~.'o A veragc. 2% Needs Improvement 
ENGR 321 71 ~·o of stullents felt the class was excellent 
26% Abo\'\:: Average. 2% Average, 
CE46J 57% of students feIt the class was excellent 
28% Abovt: Average, 13% Average, 2% Needs Improvement 
B. Give any fairly consistent patterns of infom1aI student feedback. 
Handouts provided in class were very helpful. 
Excellent teacher. Enjoyed the enthusiasm of the subject. 
Instructor is always well prepared with the highest level of knowledge. 
6. If the evaluation differs significantly Ii'om )'our previous evaluation(s) of this faculty 
member. please summarizt.: the differences. 
No signiflcUl1/ ditlerencr!. 
7. How has this t~ICUlty member responded to previous evaluations (if any?) 
Appropriately. 
RESEARCH-CREA T1VE WORK 
8. Provide a bibliography of research and creative work published subsequent to the 
person's employment by Idaho State University. If a previous evaluation has been made, 
include here only those subsequent to the last evaluation. 
2 
Habib Sadid Facuity Activity and Evaluation, Calendar Year 2000 
ABET 2000, ISU experience. Paper presented in 62"d ASSE, PNW Section Conference, 
Bozeman, MT. April 27-29, 2000. 
9, Present evidence of continuing reflective inquiry or other creative contributions, 
Presently working on pap\.'r on the "Effect of Axial Force on Shear Strength of Concrete 
Bridge Columns", 
1 O. In regcml to reSearch and lfc,ll ive ,,'ork, ho\\' 10 you rank him in relation to the other 
members of your depmll1h:nr? 
Dr. SadiJ has had /;ule opporlllllify 10 get illm/ved in conventional jimded research. His 
leaching efForts amI pn?fessiol1al st!n'ice e/fiJrfs (including time advising sludents) keep him 
heavi(y invo/lJed, and he is among the mosl va/uable of/he faculty in these two areas. Once he is 
involved in a grac/uale program ll"ilh sludents /0 assis/ in research. he will have a beller 
opporflmiJy to engage himse~linJimded research efforts. 
11. How bas he responded to previous evaluations of his research and/or other creative 
contributions? 
Approrpiate~)' 
PROFESSIONALL Y RELATED PUBLIC SERVICE 
] 2. Provide specific indicatioJl of professionally-related public service that the faculty 
niember has rendered subsequent to his employment at Idaho State University, If a 
previous evaluation has b~en made. include only those items subsequent to that 
evaluation, 
Board member ofPortneufGreen Way (PGW) 
1. Meditation Garden (building) for Bannock Youth Foundation. 
2. Cutoff Trail for PGW. Land Easement for PGW. 
3. Plan review for Skate Park, 
American Society of Engineering Education (ASEE): 
1. President of Northwest Section, JUne 2000 to May 200 1 
2. Campus representative for ISU in the ASEE 
American Society of Civil Engineers - Faculty Advisor for ISU Student Chapter 
Chair of the SnakL' River Bral1~h 
National SocielY of Prof~:s$iollal Engineers/Idaho Society of Professional Engineers 
- Faculty advisor Jor 1St: student chapter 
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Habib Sadid Faculty Activity and Evaluation, Calendar Year 2000 
} 3. In this regard, how' do YOll rank him with the other members of your faculty? 
Among the more (fe/ill('. and definife/y il1vohed (() Ihe extent one would expect of competent and 
professiollally active .Ii/cui t.)'. 
AWARDS. HON( lRS. AND SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS 
14. Specify and comment on ~lny awards. honors. or special recognitions eamed since the last 
evaluation. 
Nominated for ASEE. PNW Section Dean's Teaching A ward. 
Selected as PortneufGrecnway Board Member of the Year 
15. If this faculty member has a specific. significant administrative assignment within the 
department, describe it and evaluate his performance. 
He./imclions as the prinnj)(tljcICli1I.F direcling Ihe MS program in Engineering Structures 
and A1echa!1;cs. 
16. List any C0l11111illee assignl11C'nls. 
Promotion and Tenurl' C. Immittee li)r Dr. Sato and Dr. Wabrek. 
Coordinator for ES&!v1 l\·i~ISler Program 
Co-coordinator. Geology Symposium 
Faculty Selection Committee for CE position. 
College CUlTiculum Committee 
Graduate Program Comm inee. 
Scholarship Committee 
Scholastic Appeal's Committee 
ASEE Campus Rep and PNW Section Chair. 
ASCE Student Advisor 
ISPE Student Advisor 
Curriculum Council 
Liaison to International Rt'cruiting 
17. Does this person have tht' generally r~cognized terminal degree for your 
field?_YES ___ (If the answer is no, please explain.) 
18. Do you foresee any personal or professional factors which might limit this person's long 
term perfonnance as a faculty member at Idaho State University? __ NO_ (If yes, 
please explain.) 
4 
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Habib Sadid Faculty AClivilY and Evaluation, CaJendar Year 2000 
TENURED FACULTY 
19. Perfonnance and recommendation: 
X Satisfactory 
_ Unsatistactory, initiate a full formal review 
Dr. Sadie! is among the most appreciated and vulllllble members of/he College of Engineering 
faculty. He i.r highly regarded tlirolighoul the university. No only is he competent as a teacher, 
bill has special rapport with Ihe sllIcients. showing understanding and appreciation o.ftheir 
efforts fo learn engineering priJ1C1j)/e,I' and enterlhe engineering profession. Dr. Sadid is veJY 
(lc/ive in 11l1il'r!rsif), pO/ilies und senin!, He! is aSllllt!. and introspective, He is also decisive 
in his (fc/ions, hilI is cU/IIiom:c1ltJ he {j bif more circlIll1specl on issues im10lving campus politics. 
20. How was the essence of Ihis evaluation communicated to the faculty member? 
By review oflhe wrillen documeJ1l.jolloll'ed hy disclIssion olils contents and a listing and 
discussion (~lgoa!.''f(;r {he curren! calendar year, 
r /" 
" " 
, /.' k.( { '.,'7/' " 
- -,- h\. \"/'--:(,'-, L 
(Signature) f 
/ 
-/ Dr, Jay F. Kunze, Dean 
College of Engineering 
21. Recommendation of the Dean and Associate Dean (if appljcable) to be attached in letter 
form. 
'--i-JdS-d 
(Faculty signature) 
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CONFIDENTIAL 
FACULTY ACTIVITY and EVALUATION OF Dr. Habib Sadid DATE April 2003 
BY Dr. Jay F. Kunze, Dean of the COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
Period of Evaluation January 2002 to December 2002 
TEACHING 
I. List the regular teaching assignment of the above faculty member: 
Semesters Spring 2002 , FaIl 2002 
Course No. Title Credits Approx. # Students 
Spring 2002 
CE 464-01 Design Concrete Structures 
ENGR 350-01 Mechanics of Material 
ENGR 481-04 Finite Element Methods 
ENGR 650-06 Thesis 
ESM 665-01 ,02 Finite Element Methods 
ESM 667-01 Structures and Mechanics 
Fall 2002 
Sabbatical 
\ 
3 
2 
3 
V 
3 
3 
12 
19 
1 
5 
8 
8 
2. Provide a short narrative evaluation ofthe teaching effectiveness of the above faculty 
member. If more space is required, attach another sheet. 
3. Check those factors (besides student evaluations) which influence this evaluation. 
x Infonnalmudentfeedback 
Class visitation 
Faculty member's self-evaluation 
Discussion with colleagues 
Other (Explain) _______________ _ 
4. List below any fairly consistent patterns of colleague feedback. 
Dr. 'Sadid is recognized by otherfaculty as having received awards 'at ISU for his teaching. 
/lh7 
CONFIDENTIAL 
F ACUL TY ACTIVITY and EV ALUA TION OF Dr. Habib Sadid DA TE April 2003 
5. 
5. 
A. Give the results of analysis of fonnal student evaluations. 
Spring 2002 
ENGR 350 75% of students felt the class was excellent 
ESM 665 
CE464 
20% Above Average, 4 % Average. 1 % Needs Improvement 
79% of students felt the class was excellent 
15% Above Average, 5% Average 
55% of students felt the class was excellent 
38% Above Average, 7% Average 
FaH2002 
B. 
Sabbatical Leave 
Give any fairly consistent patterns of infonnal student feedback. 
Dr Sadid goes out of his way to help students learn. 
Excellent instructor. 
More design type examples and homework. 
6. If the evaluation differs significantly from your previous evaluation(s) ofthis faculty 
member, please summarize the differences. 
7. How has this faculty member responded to previous evaluations (if any?) 
He recognizes that he is considered to be an excellent teacher. 
RESEARCH-CREATIVE WORK 
8. Provide a bibliography of research and creative work published subsequent to the 
person's employment by Idaho State University. If a previous evaluation has been made, 
include here only those subsequent to the last evaluation. 
Two papers to be submitted for publication this summer 
1) Design of Particulate Composite Material using Crumb Rubber 
lIeo 
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CONFIDENTIAL 
FACULTY ACTIVITY and EVALUATION OF Dr. Habib Sadid DATE April2003 
2) Design and Evaluation of Base Isolation Devices for Residential Buildings using 
Crumb Rubber 
(Co-PI) Passive Control of Floor Vibrations Using Advanced Materials, A proposal 
submitted to NSF in the fall of2002 with Dr. Ebrahimpoor 
(Not funded) 
(Co-PI) Acquisition of a BroadO-based Structural Dynamics Laboratory, A poposal 
submitted to NSF with Dr. Ebrahimpoor and Dr. Blotter, $210,000, (Funded) 
(PI) Lowcost Earthquake Devices for Residential Buildings, A proposal submitted to 
NSF, $265,000, (Not Funded) 
(Co-PI) Retrofitting Floor Systems fro Residential Buildings, A proposal submitted to 
NSF, $590,000, (Not Funded) 
Currently, I am working on another proposal, which was started last faIl and it is 
about to be done. It will be submitted to NSF. 
9. Present evidence of continuing reflective inquiry or other creative contributions. 
Last year, I graduated 4 MS students. 
10. In regard to research and creative work, how to you consider his research activity? 
This last year Dr. Sadid has been very active in research efforts. In the above listing, 
he did not include the construction of the Shipping Cask Drop Pad, in Research Park. 
That was a learning experience for Dr. Sadid, on a contract that had been procured 
from the INEEL, and then turned over to Dr. Sadid to carry out. His original 
estimate was increased by 40% to allow for a contingency. 
11. How has he responded to previous evaluations of his research andlor other 
creative contributions? 
PROFESSIONALLY RELATED PUBLIC SERVICE 
12. Provide specific indication of public service that the facultY member has rendered 
subsequent to his employment at Idaho State University. If a previous evaluation 
has been made, include only those items subsequent to that evaluation. 
\ 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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Meditation Garden for the Bannock Youth Foundation. Dedicated last summer. 
Cut-off trail for the Portneuf Greenway. It is finished last faU and it will be 
dedicated early this summer. 
Overlook in the Pre-history Park: Under development 
Preparation for the Pocatello River Fest (June 26) 
Many other small projects for the Greenway. 
13. In this regard, how do you consider his service activity? Significant, especially in 
university and college committee work. He has also been active in the regional section of ASEE. 
AWARDS, HONORS, AND SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS 
14. Specify and comment on any awards, honors. or special recognitions earned since the 
last evaluation. 
Distinguished Teacher of the Year 2001-2002 
Master Public Servant year 2001-2002 
Bannock Youth Foundation Community Award (2003) 
Master Public Servant, year 2002-2003 
Nominee for the ASEE Zone IV chair. (not elected) 
Out Standing Campus Representative, PNW Section of ASEE 
15. If this faculty member has a specific, significant administrative assignment within the 
department, describe it and evaluate his perfonnance. 
16. List any committee assignments. 
University Curriculum Council 
College of Engineering Curriculum Committee 
Graduate Program Committee 
College Scholarship Committee 
College Scholastic Committee 
International Student Liaison 
ASEE Campus Representative 
College-Strategic planning committee 
ISPE Student Chapter Advisor 
M.S. Program in ESM Coordinator 
/17Gl 
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1 7. Does this person have the generally recognized terminal degree for your 
field?_YES __ (lfthe answer is no, please explain.) 
18. Do you foresee any personal or professional factors which might limit this 
person's long tenn performance as a faculty member at Idaho State University? 
_NO (If yes, please explain.) 
TENURED FACULTY 
19. Performance and recommendation: 
__ x __ Satisfactory 
_____ Unsatisfactory 
20. Note, this evaluation was not communicated to Dr. Sadid in April 2003 because of 
political issues involving him on camfJus. _. 
{~7!2~ (Sifi ) i5';a~ F. Kunze, Dean 
College of Engineering 
(Faculty signature) 
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CONFIDENTIAL FACULTY ACTIVITY REPORT and EVALUATION 
OF Dr. Habib Sadid 
PERIOD OF EVALUATION: JANUARY 2003 THROUGH DECEMBER 2003 
EVALUA TION DATE April 2004 
BY Dr. Jay F. Kunze. Dean of the COLLEOE OF ~NGINEERlNG 
TEACHING 
1. List the regular teaching assignment of the above faculty member: 
Semesters Spring 2003 , Fall 2003 
Course No. Title Credits Approx. # Students 
Spring 2003 
CE 464-0 I Design of Concrete Structures 
CE 499~0 1 Prestressed Concrete 
CE 599-01 Prestressed Concrete 
ENOR 652-04 Design of Concrete Structures 
ENOR 481-06 Finite Element Methods 
ENOR 650-06 Thesis 
ESM 665-01 Finite Element Methods 
Fall 2003 
ENGR 210-01 Engineering Statics 
ENGR 210-02 Engineering Statics 
ENOR 650-03 Thesis 
ESM 431-01 Mechanics of Sol 
ESM 531~01 Advanced Mechanics of Sol 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
V 
3 
3 
3 
V 
3 
3 
9 
1 
2 
1 
7 
2 
4 
28 
2 
2 
16 
4 
2. Provide a short narrative evaluation of the teaching effectiveness of the above faculty 
member. If more space is required, attach another sheet 
Dr. Sadid is considered 10 be an effective and conscientious teacher. 
3. Check those factors (besides student evaluations) which influence this evaluation. 
x Infonnal student feedback 
x Class visitation 
Faculty member's self-evaluation 
Discussion with colleagues 
il7? 
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OF Dr. Habib Sadid 
Other (Explain) _______________ _ 
4. List below any fairly consistent patterns of colleague feedback. 
He is respected by colleagues. 
5. 
5. 
A. Give the results of analysis of fonnal student evaluations. 
Spring 2003 
CE464 
Fall 2003 
ESM 431 
ENGR210 
42% of students felt the class was excellent 
42% Above Average, 15% Average. I % Needs Improvement 
41 % of students felt the class was excellent 
40% Above Average,17% Average, 1 % Needs Improvement,} %Poor 
55% of students felt the class was excellent 
27% Above Average, 15% Average, 3% Needs Improvement 
B. Give any fairly consistent patterns of infonnal student feedback. 
Spring 2003 Dr Sadid is a great teacher. 
Fall 2003 One of the best instructors at ISU. 
Sadid is a great asset to the Engineering College. 
6. If the evaluation differs significantly from your previous evaluation( s) of this faculty 
member, please summarize the differences. 
7. How has this faculty member responded to previous evaluations (if any?) 
Dr. Sadid knows that he is well liked by the students, and he is an effoctive teacher as is 
indicated by the FE exam results in the subject areas in which he teaches. 
RESEARCH-CREATIVE WORK 
8. Provide a bibliography of research and creative work published subsequent to the 
person's employment by Idaho State University. If a previous evaluation has been made, 
include here only those subsequent to the last evaluation. 
117':) 
CONFIDENTIAL FACULTY ACTIVITY REPORT and EVALUATION 
OF Dr. Habib Sadid 
"Low-cost Base Isolation Devices for Residential Buildings" with Bridger Morrison, to 
be presented at the SEM X International Congress & Exposition on Experimental and 
Applied Mechanics, June 7-10, Costa Mesa, California. 
"Math Usage in Engineering", with Mike Ellis and others, to be presented at the ASEE 
National conference, Salt Lake City) UT. 
9. Present evidence of continuing reflective inquiry or other creative contributions. 
A proposal was submitted to NSF for the Engineering, Math, and Computer Science 
Scholarship Program, It is asking for $1 OOK per year for four years to support 30 
students. It is forwarded for further consideration. 
Two proposals in progress. 
1. Alkali-Aggregate Reaction (AAR), to be submitted to lTD by May 31. 
2. Geotechnical problems for Gas-Cooled Nuclear Reactors, to be submitted to INEEL. 
10. In regard to research and creative work, how do you consider his effort ? 
He has a desire to do research. Teaching is his primary interest. 
11. How has he responded to previous evaluations ofms research andlor other creative 
contributions? Somewhat defensively 
PROFESSIONALLY RELATED PUBLIC SERVICE 
12. Provide specific indication of public service that the faculty member has rendered 
subsequent to his employment at Idaho State University. If a previous evaluation has 
been made, include only those items subsequent to that evaluation. 
Campus Representative for lSD. representing ISU in PNW Section of ASEE 
Will serve as a Section Chair for the PNW Section of ASEE, . 
Board Member: Portneuf Greenway Foundation 
13. In this regard, what do you consider his professional service activities? 
Dr. Sadid is especially active in campus and college politics. and serves on a number of 
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OF Dr. Habib Sadid 
commillees. 
A WARDS, HONORS, AND SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS 
14. Specify and comment on any awards, honors, or special recognitions earned since the last 
evaluation. 
Master Public Servant: 2002-2003 
15. If this faculty member has a specific, significant administrative assignment within the 
department, describe it and evaluate his performance. 
16. List any committee assignments. 
Co lIege Curriculum Committee, Chair 
. ISU Campus Rep. for PNW-ASEE and PNW Section Chair. 
CE Faculty Position Search Committee, Chair 
ISPE Student Advisor 
Sigma Xi, the Scientific Research Society, Chair 
17. Does this person have the generally recognized terminal degree for your field?_YES __ _ 
Ofthe answer is no, please explain.) 
18. Do you foresee any personal or professional factors which might limit this person's longterm 
perfonnance as a faculty member at Idaho State University? _YES Of yes, please 
explain.) 
It is the desire of this administrator to be able to assign some types of administrative 
responsibilities to Dr. Sadid It is hoped that he will demonstrate to the university and 
college administration his ability to work in a cooperative administrative manner in various initial 
assignments being planned. 
TENURED FACULTY 
19. Perfonnance and recommendation: 
__ x Satisfactory 
_____ Unsatisfactory 
4711 
CONFIDENTIAL FACULTY ACTIVITY REPORT and EVALUATION 
OF Dr. Habib Sadid 
20. This document was not delivered to Dr. Sadid in May 2004 because of a contentious 
siluation that developed in mid-May. 
{S~rfaturt4 
Dr. Jay ~Kunze> Dean 
College of Engineering 
(Faculty signature) 
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CONFIDENTIAL 
FACULTY ACTIVITY REPORT & EVALUATION OF Habib Sadid 
DATE May 2005 
PERIOD OF EVALUATION: JANUARY 2004 THROUGH December 2004 
BY Dr. Jay F. Kunze, Dean of the COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
TEACHING 
1. List the regular teaching assignment of the above faculty member: 
Semesters Spring 2004 , Fal12004 
Course No. Title Credits Approx. # Students 
Spring 2004 
CE 436-01 Roadway Design 
CE 464-01 Design Concrete Structures 
ENGR 481-06 Intro to Finite Element Metods 
ENGR 481-08 Structures and Mech Lab 
ENGR 650-06 Thesis 
ESM 665-0 I Finite Element Methods 
ESM 667-01 Structures and Mech Lab 
Summer 2004 
ENGR 210-01 Engineering Statics 
Fall 2004 
CE 599-02 Des Prestressed Cone Stru 
ENGR 210-01 Engineering Statics . 
ENGR 350-01 Mechanics of Material 
ENGR 650-03 Thesis 
ESM 652-01 Advanced Topics in ESM 
3 
3 
3 
3 
V 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
V 
3 
8 
7 
8 
2 
1 
7 
2 
6 
3 
27 
25 
1 
5 
2. Provide a short narrative evaluation of the teaching effectiveness of the above faculty 
member. If more space is required, attach another sheet. 
Dr. Sadid is consistently recognized as an effoctive and conscientious teacher 
CONFIDENTIAL 
FACUL TY ACTIVITY REPORT & EVALUATION OF Habib Sadid 
3. Check those factors (besides student evaluations) which influence this evaluation. 
x Informal student feedback 
---
Class visitation 
Faculty member's self-evaluation 
Discussion with colleagues 
Other (Explain) ________________ _ 
4. List below any fairly consistent patterns of coUeague feedback. 
Some concern about recent developments within the college. 
5. 
5. 
A. Give the results of analysis of formal student evaluations. 
Spring 2004 
ESM665 56% of students feIt the class was excellent 
CE464 
CE436 
CE481 
31 % Above Average, 11 % Average, 2% Needs Improvement 
23% of students felt the class was excellent 
36% Above Average, 38% Average, 3% Needs Improvement 
26% of students felt the class was excellent 
57% Above Average, 13% Average, 4% Needs Improvement 
77% of students felt the class was excellent 
21 % Above Average, I % Average 
Fall 2004 
B. 
ENGR 250-01 50% of students felt the class was excellent 
40% Above Average, 9% Average, 1 % Needs Improvement 
ESM 652-01 67% of students felt the class was excellent 
25% Above Average, go/o Average 
ENGR 210-01 53% of students felt the class was excellent 
29%Above Average,16%A verage,3%Needs Improvement,l % Poor 
Give any fairly consistent patterns of informal student feedback. 
11'70 
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Spring 2004 
Always willing to help outside of class. 
Great teacher, but try's to squeeze to much in one semester 
Fall 2004 
Good handouts helped understand better 
Good instructor, way above average. Really cares about our education 
Need to find a better book. 
6. If the evaluation differs significantly from your previous evaluation(s) of this faculty 
member, please summarize the differences. 
7. How has this faculty member responded to previous evaluations (if any?) 
Dr. Sadid is l1Jell aware a/his reputation as a teacher, for he is well liked by the students. 
RESEARCH-CREATIVE WORK 
8. Provide a bibliography of research and creative work published subsequent to the 
person's employment by Idaho State University. Ifa previous evaluation has been made, 
include here only those subsequent to the last evaluation. 
"Low-cost Base Isolation Devices for Residential Buildings" with Bridger Morrison) 
presented at the SEM X International Congress & Exposition on Experimental and 
Applied Mechanics) June 7-10) Costa Mesa, California. 
«Math Usage in Engineering", with Mike Ellis and others, presented at the ASEE 
National conference, Salt Lake City, UT. 
"Hollow-Core Seismic Base Isolation Bearings Using Crum- Rubber Composite 
For Residential Construction", with Kasey Ketterling and Justin Coleman, to presented at 
the SEM X International Congress & Exposition on Experimental and Applied 
Mechanics, June 8-11, Portland, Oregon. 
9. Present evidence of continuing reflective inquiry or other creative contributions. 
CONFIDENTIAL 
FACULTY ACTIVITY REPORT & EVALUATION OF Habib Sadid 
NSF: Engineering, Math, and Computer Science Scholarship Programs, $ lOOK per year 
for four years to support 30 students. Funded. 
Proposal to NSF: NEESR-SG Seismic Performance of Single Family Masonry Buildings 
- Modeling and Base Isolation Systems. 
Proposal to ITD: Alkali-Aggregate Reaction (AAR), to be submitted by May 31, 2005 
10. In regard to research and creative work. how do you consider his work. 
Dr. Sadid has submitted proposals, and does want to participate in research. However, his main 
passion is teaching. For a number of years he has served as the principallSU representative to 
the regional section of ASEE. 
II. How has he responded to previous evaluations of his research and/or other creative 
contributions? With mixed feelings. 
PROFESSIONALLY RELATED PUBLIC SERVICE 
12. Provide specific indication of public service that the faculty member has rendered 
subsequent to his employment at Idaho State University. If a previous evaluation has 
been made, include only those items subsequent to that evaluation. 
Campus Representative for lSD, representing ISU in PNW Section of ASEE 
ASEE-PNW Section chair 
Program Chair, PNW Section Annual meeting 
Board Member: Portneuf Greenway Foundation 
13. In this regard, how do you consider his service activity efforts? 
He is active in both campus and college committees and politics. 
CONFIDENTIAL 
FACULTY ACTIVITY REPORT & EVALUATION OF Habib Sadid 
A WARDS, HONORS, AND SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS 
14. Specify and comment on any awards, honors, or special recognitions earned since the last 
evaluation. 
Nominated for the ISPE Outstanding teaching Award 
15. If this faculty member has a specific, significant administrative assignment within the 
department, describe it and evaluate his performance. 
16. List any committee assignments. 
ISU Campus Rep. for PNW-ASEE and PNW Section Chair. 
CE Faculty Position Search Committee, Chair 
ISPE Student Advisor 
Advisor for the Steel Bridge Construction, ASCE Students Chapter 
Sigma Xi, the Scientific Research Society, Chair 
Council for Teaching and Learning 
I 7. Does this person have the generally recognized terminal degree for your field?_YES __ _ 
(lfthe answer is no, please explain.) 
18. Do you foresee any personal or professional factors which might limit this person's long term 
performance as a faculty member at Idaho State University? _YES (If yes, please 
explain.) 
Dr. Sadid has shown great indignation over administrative decisions that have been made 
within the college. This has created a great deal of stress, qffocted productivity, and created an 
atmosphere of hostility in the college, at a very critical time for the college. 
TENURED FACULTY 
19. Performance and recommendation: 
__ x Satisfactory in regular faculty duties 
__ x Unsatisfactory in regard to fostering a collegial relationship 
CONFIDENTIAL 
FACULTY ACTIVITY REPORT & EVALUATION OF Habib Sadid 
20. This evaluation is not being submitted 10 the/acuIty member at this time because of 
extreme hostility a/the/acuIty member to the evaluator. 
(Sjinatu 
0.- Jay . Kunze, Dean 
College of Engineering 
(Faculty signature) 
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CONFIDENTIAL FACULTY ACTIVITY REPORT and EVALUATION 
PERIOD OF EVALUATION: JANUARY 2005 THROUGH December 2005 
EVALUATION OF Dr. Habib Sadid, PE DATE MAY 2006 
BY Dr. Jay F. Kunze, Dean 9fthe COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
TEACHING 
I. List the regular teaching assignment of the above faculty member: 
Semesters Spring 2005 , Fall 2005 
Course No. Title Credits Approx. # Students 
Spring 2005 
CE 464-01 Design Concrete Structure 
CE 499-01 Finite Element Methods 
CE 564-01 Design Concrete Structure 
CE 665-01 Finite Element Methods 
CE 667-01 Structures & Mechanics Lab 
ENGR 652-06 Advanced Pressure Vessels 
ME 665-01 Finite Element Methods 
Fall 2005 
CE 599-02 Des Prestressed Concrete 
CE 664-01 Dynamics of Structures 
ENGR 350-01 Mechanics of Material 
ENGR 350-02 Mechanics of Material 
ENGR 650-03 Thesis 
ENGR 652-06 Special Topics 
ENGR 210 - finished the last half of the course 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
V 
.., 
j 
3 
3 
3 
3 
V 
V 
3 
7 
3 
2 
5 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
16 
1 
2 
1 
26 
2. Provide a short narrative evaluation of the teaching effectiveness of the above faculty 
member. If more space is required, attach another sheet. 
Dr. Sadid has an established reputation as a teacher much appreciated by the students. 
3. Check those factors (besides student evaluations) which influence this evaluation. 
x Informal student feedback 
-----
x Class visitation 
----
__ x ___ Faculty member's self-evaluation 
__ ~ ______ Discussion with colleagues 
Other (Explain) _______________ _ 
'{I 
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4. List below any fairly consistent patterns of colleague feedback. 
5. 
Generally recognized as a/air and effective teacher 
A. Give the results of analysis of fonnal student evaluations. 
Spring 2005 
CE 464 50% of students felt the class was excellent 
38% Above Average, 11% Average, 1% Needs Improvement 
CE 665 44% of students felt the class was excelIent 
31 % Above Average, 16% Average, 9% Needs Improvement 
ENGR 350-0l 38% of the students felt the class was excellent 
49% Above Average, 20% Average, 3% Needs Improvement 
CE 599-02 85% of the students felt the class was excellent 
15% Above Average 
ENGR 210-0 i 26% of the students felt the cIass was excellent 
32% Above Average, 33% Average, 8% Needs Improvement, 1 % Poor 
5. B. Give any fairly consistent patterns of infornlal student feedback. 
Spring 2005 
Dr. Sadid is an excellent instructor. 
Don't present new material during dead week and then have it on the final. 
Fall 2005 
Difficult to give an accurate analysis of this course because the instructors were 
switched half-way through the semester. 
Habib is an excellent instructor. 
6. lfthe evaluation differs significantly from your previous evaluation(s) of this faculty 
member, please summarize the differences. 
7. How has this faculty member responded to previous evaluations (if any?) 
With pride 
4~4 
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RESEARCH-CREATIVE WORK 
8. Provide a bibliography of research and creative work published subsequent to the 
person's employment by Idaho State University. If a previous evaluation has been made, 
include here only those subsequent to the last evaluation. 
·H. Sadid, N. South, "Finite Element Modeling of Monolithic Dome Structures", accepted for 
presentation at the SEM Annual Conference & Exposition on Experimental and Applied 
Mechanics, St. Louis, Missouri, June 5-7, 2006. 
·H. Sadid, K.K. Ketterling, J. Coleman, "Hollow-Core Seismic Base Isolation Bearings Using 
Crum- Rubber Composite For Residential Construction", Proceeding of the 2005 SEM X 
International Congress & Exposition on Experimental & Applied Mechanics, Portland, 
Oregon, June 7-9, 2005. 
·H. Sadid, "Is It Time to Raise the Bar for High School Graduates?" Pacific Northwest 
Section of ASEE Annual Conference, Butte, Montana April 7-9, 2005 . 
. Co-authors (Who?) and H. Sadid, "SimUlating Occupant-Induced Vibration of Wood Floors 
witll Rotated Joists", Proceedings of the Tenth International Conference in Civil, 
Structural, and Environmental Engineering Computing, Rome, Italy, Aug. 30-Sept. 2, 
2005. 
90 Evidence of Continuing reflective inquiry or other creative contributions. 
Experimentai and finite element study of Base-Isolation devices using Crum and Natural 
rubber. Finite Element modeling, Monolithic concrete dome structures, Alkali-Silica 
Reaction (ACR) in concrete and mitigation techniques. 
Graduate Students: 
South, Nanette, "Finite Element Modeling of Monolithic Dome Structures," 2005. 
Defended December 2005. 
Strong Mark, "Buckling Analysis of Conical Shells subjected to Vacuum," to be 
defended in the Spring 0[2006. 
Chag, Niraj, "Analysis and Design of Monolithic Dome Structures," to be defended in 
Spring or Summer of2006. 
Mendez, Sergio, "Design and Testing of Fiber Reinforced Base Isolation Devices for 
Residential Buildings," In progress. 
GuelTa, Edwin, an undergraduate student, "Testing of Base Isolation Devices for their 
9.1 
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Mechanical Properties, funded by the Undergraduate Research Committee. 
Research and Educational Proposa1s 
Principal Investigator, "Computer Science, Mathematics, and Engineering Scholarships 
(CSEMS) for Southeast Idaho," National Science Foundation, $400,000, August 2004 
(funded). In charge of awarding and mentoring up to 3 ° scholarships to talented and 
Needy students who are interested in the CSEMS target majors. 
"Elastomeric Base-Isolation Devices for Residential Buildings Using Natural and Cmmb 
Rubber," National Science Foundation, $365,000, submitted January 25"' 2006 (pending). 
10. In regard to research and creative work, how do you consider his contributions? 
Dr. Sadid continues fo show interest in research, and has submitted one major 
proposal this last year for external funding. 
II. How has he responded to previous evaluations of his research andlor other 
creative contributions? Defensively. 
PROFESSIONALLY RELATED PUBLIC SERVICE 
12. Provide specific indication of public service that the faculty member has rendered 
subsequent to his employment at Idaho State University. If a previous evaluation 
has been made, include only those items subsequent to that evaluation. 
Public Service 
Board Member of Portneuf Greenway Foundation, 
Annual accomplishments 
Spalding Overlook project (completed) 
RiverFest, the PGF annual fund raising event 
PGF Winter Dance fund raising event 
Valley-Pride clean up project 
Member of the Project Committee 
The Power House Project 
This is an on going project studying the possibility of preserving the Powerhouse and 
turning it into a museum. This is an old building on the west side of the town that housed 
a small hydropower generator. We have discovered that the original hydropower turbine 
IIQ~ 
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is buried in the basement. I am currently trying to raise funds to preserve the turbine and 
renovate the building. The generator was salvaged during the Second World War for its 
copper. The turbine was used for three years (1894-1897) generating 100 KW power. 
Whitman Street Bridge over the Portneuf River 
The Whitman Street bridge is located on the west side of Pocatello and has been closed 
for many years. Upon the request of the Old Town Community Association, the bridge 
has been inspected and analyzed. It is intended to rehabilitate the bridge for use by 
pedestrian and bicycle traffic. 
MATHCOUNTS Competition 
proctor for the MA THCOUNTS Competition, a national competition for 
seventh and eighth graders held allliually. I have been involved with this competition for 
over 10 years. 
Public Speaker 
Zoroastrianism, the First Monotheistic Concept of God, an ancient religion 
prophesied by Zarathrustra (Zoroaster). Zoroaster's teachings are based on tlu'ee 
principals: Good Reflection, Good Words, and Good Deed, May! 9,2005. 
Outreach Activities 
Mentored and supervised a community member to finish his senior design project in civil 
engineering and receive his bachelor degree from the Automomous University of 
Zacatecas, Mexico. Sergio Mendez immigrated to the United States with his parents and 
sisters with two credits short of receiving his BS degree. Sergio was unable to go back to 
finish his degree requirements since he had the responsibility of supporting his family. I 
supervised Sergio on his project for three years and in the spring of2005, he successfully 
defended his project and received his B.S. degree. Currently, Sergio is enrolled in our 
graduate program in civil engineering. 
In the spring 0[2005, I held a luncheon for 100 high school math and science teachers as 
well as counselors in Southeast Idaho to promote Computer Science, Engineering and 
Mathematics. This luncheon was funded from the NSF CSEMS scholarship funds. The 
tum out was low! 
Sent two undergraduate students from the Civil and the Mechanical Engineering 
programs to Franklin Junior High School to promote Computer Science, Engineering and 
Mathematics. The students talked about engineering, taught some basic engineering 
principles and held a student contest. This project was funded from the NSF-CSEMS 
scholarship funds. It was a successful visit. 
~ 
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13. In this regard, how do you consider his professional service activities in regard to 
expectations of faculty? Appropriate and significant 
A WARDS, HONORS, AND SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS 
14. Specify and comment on any awards, honors, or speCial recognitions earned since the last 
evaluation. 
Awards and Honors 
2005 Idaho Excellence in Engineering Educator Award, Presented by Idaho Society of 
Professional Engineers, April 15, 2005. 
Master Public Servant Award (University-wide), ISU, 2005-2006 (the Distinguished 
Public Servant is selected from 5 Master Public Servants.) 
I S. If this faculty member has a specific, significant administrative assignment within the 
department, describe it and evaluate his pelformance. 
16. List any committee assignments. 
Chah, Pacific Northwest (PNW) Section of ASEE, 2004-2005 and Program Chair for 
Section Annual Conference. 
Immediate past chair, PNW Section of ASEE, responsible for heading up the awards 
committee. This includes choosing the recipient ofthe teaching award, best paper at 
the conference, and outstanding carnpus representative for the section. 
Section Campus Representative, PNW Section of ASEE 
President, Idaho State Chapter of Sigma Xi, the Scientific Research Society 2004-
2005 and 2005-2006. 
2004-2005: ASCE Student Advisor for the Steel Bridge design, construction, and 
contest. LSU Engineering Students took 4th place in the Pacific Northwest Section of 
ASCE. 
ISPE Student Chapter Advisor, in charge of organizing the Engineering Week 
activities induding K-12 student visit and contests. 
M.S. Degree Program Coordinator for Civil Engineering 
Council for Teaching and Learning 
11(')(') 
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The University Distinguished Teacher Award Committee 
ABET Working Group, to prepare response to ABET 
17. Does this person have the generally recognized terminal degree for your 
field?_YES __ (lfthe answer is no, please explain.) 
18. Do you foresee any personal or professional factors which might limit this 
person's long tern1 perfomIance as a faculty member at Idaho State University? 
YES (If yes, please explain.) Continued negative attitude and 
behavior, publically and involving students, and reflecting adversely on the 
college. 
TENURED FACULTY 
19. Perfoffi1ance and recommendation: 
__ x__ Satisfactory in standard faculty member duties 
__ x __ Unsatisfactory in collegial attitude 
20. How was the essence of this evaluation communicated to the faculty member? 
By copy of th is form. ~7~,,":v ~~'! 14 ;7t'OC 
fS-ign e) 
Dr. Jay F. Kunze, Dean 
College of Engineering 
(Faculty signature) Date 
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CONFIDENTIAL EVALUATION 
PERIOD OF EVALUATION: JANUARY 2006 THROUGH December 2006 
EVALUATION OF Habib Sadid DATE March 2007 
BY Dr. Richard Jacobsen, Dean of the COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
TEACIDNG 
1. List the regular teaching assignment of the above facuIty member: 
Semesters Spring 2006, Fall 2006 
Course No. Title Credits Approx. # Students 
Spring 2006 
CE 464-01 Design Concrete Structures 
CE 665-01 Finite Element Methods 
ENGR 481-02 Finite Element Methods 
ENGR 650-06 Thesis 
ME 665-01 . Element Methods 
ME 665-02 Element Methods 
Summer 2006 
ENGR 220-01 Engineering and Dynamics 
ENGR 220-02 Engineering and Dynamics 
Fall 2006 
CE 664-01 Dynamics of Structures 
ENGR 350-01 Mechanics of Material 
ENGR 650-03 Thesis 
ENGR 652-02 Special Topics 
3 
3 
3 
V 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
V 
V 
11 
5 
8 
3 
1 
] 
13 
4 
6 
17 
2 
1 
2. Provide a short narrative evaluation of the teaching effectiveness of the above faculty 
member. Ifmore space is required, attach another sheet. 
I De SADID IS AIJ E~E.\"Le:N"" ~tt-E1:::... 
3. Check those factors (besides student evaluations) which influence this evaluation. 
Informal student feedback 
Class visitation 
X Faculty member's self-evaluation 
Discussion with coIJeagues 
Other (Explain) ________________ _ 
4. List below any fairly consistent patterns of colJeague feedback. 
5. 
None 
A. Give the results of analysis of formal student evaluations. 
Spring 2006 
CE464-01 57% of the students felt the class was excellent 
35% Above Average, 8% Average 
Fa112006 
ENGR 350-01 42% of the students felt the class was excellent 
34% above average, 22% average, 2% needs improvement 
54% ofthe students felt the class was excellent 
28% above average, 18% average 
5. B. Give any fairly consistent patterns of informal student feedback. 
Spring 2006 
Concern for students, an excellent professor. 
More real world applications. 
Notes in class were helpfu1. 
Summer 2006 
Course was very fast paced. 
Fall 2006 
Good course 
More exams needed 
Would like better textbook 
6. Tfthe evaluation differs significantly from your previous evaluation(s) ofthis faculty 
member, please summarize the differences. 
N/A 
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7. How has this faculty member responded to previous evaluations (if any?) 
N/A 
RESEARCH-CREATIVE WORK 
8. Provide a bibliography of research and creative work published subsequent to the 
person's employment by Idaho State University. If a previous evaluation has been made, 
include here only those subsequent to the last evaluation. 
H. Sadid, N. South, "Finite Element Mode1ing of Monolithic Dome Structures," Society 
of Experimental Mechanics. SEM Annual Conference & Exposition on Experimental and 
Applied Mechanics, St. Louis, Missouri, June 5-7, 2006. 
9. Present evidence of continuing reflective inquiry or other creative contributions. 
• Research Proposal Submitted: 
Base-Isolation Devices for Residential Buildings Using Natural and Crumb 
Rubber," National Science Foundation, $365,000, submitted January 25, 2006. 
Not funded. 
• Graduate Students: I have 4 graduate students working on their MS degree: 
1. MayIinn Rosales, graduating Spdng 2007 
2. Niraj Ghag, graduating Spring 2007 
3. Sergio Mandez, graduating Spring 2007 
4. Venkateswar Miyyapu, a new graduate student 
• Center for Motion Analysis and Biomechanics, CMAB 
I am working with several other departments including Biology, Physical Therapy, 
and ID Virtualization Laboratory to develop a center for motion analysis and 
biomechanics. (Work in progress) 
• Member of the Biomechanics Section of the Society for Experimental Mechanics. 
Organizing a track in Kinematics for the upcoming conference to be held in 
Springfield, Massachusetts, chairing two sessions, and will present three papers. 
• Base-Isolation Devices for Residential Buildings Using Natural and Crumb 
Rubber," National Science Foundation, $365,000, submitted January 25,2006. 
Not funded. 
• Administering 30 students receiving scholarships from NSF funds. 
• Attended an ABET workshop on Engineering Program Assessment, January 12, 
2007, Phoenix, Arizona. 
10. In regard to research and creative work, how to you rank himlher in relation to the other 
members of your department? 
Dr. Sadid is active with graduate students. He is trying to improve funding for his 
research, but has not been successful. 
1 I. How has helshe responded to previous evaluations of his/her research and/or other 
creative contributions? 
N/A 
PROFESSIONALLY RELATED PUBLIC SERVICE 
12. Provide specific indication of public service that the faculty member has rendered 
subsequent to his employment at Idaho State University. If a previous evaluation has 
been made, include only those items subsequent to that evaluation. 
• ASCE student contests, Steel Bridge advisor, spent tens of hours with students on 
the drawing board and the shop to design and build the bridge. Prepare students 
for the contest to be held in Fairbanks, Alaska, April 13-14, 2007. 
• Portneuf Greenway Foundation Board member. In charge of projects, fund 
raising, and events. 
• Prepared a one hour Power Point presentation on Career and presented in ENGR 
120 in Pocatello and Idaho Falls. 
• Prepared two hour Power Point presentation material on Ethics and 
Professionalism, Fall 2006, two hour lecture for ENGR 496 and 2 hour lecture for 
ENGR 120. 
• Spent 25 hours on a project for the Basic American Food and the CEE program 
will receive $5,500 as donation. 
• Outreach activities: Shoban High School, Marsh VaHey High School, B1ackfoot 
High School and Franklin High School. 
13. In this regard, how do you rank himlher with the other members of your faculty? 
Dr. Sadid is outstanding in his public service. 
AWARDS, HONORS, AND SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS 
14. SpecifY and comment on any awards, honors, or special recognitions eamed since the last 
evaluation. 
• Master Public Servant Award, ISO, Spring 2006 
• 2005 Idaho Excel1ence Educator Award, ISPE 
15. If this faculty member has a specific, significant administrative assignment within the 
department, describe it and evaluate his/her performance. 
Interim Department Chair - Dr. Sadid has done a good job as Chair of CEE during this 
interim period. 
16. List any committee assignments. 
• ASCE Advisor for stee! bridge contest 
• ASEE Campus Representative 
. • ISPE Student Advisor 
• CoE Shop Committee 
• Honor's Program Committee 
• President, ISU Chapter of Sigma Xi, the Scientific Research Society 
• ABET Working Group Committee 
17. Does this person have the generally recognized terminal degree for your field? __ Y~e~s __ 
(lfthe answer is no, please explain.) 
18. Do you foresee any personal or professional factors which might limit this person's long 
term performance as a faculty member at Idaho State University? No (If yes, 
please explain.) 
19. How was the summary ofthis evaluation communicated to the faculty member? 
Personal interview 
20. Recommendation of the Dean and Associate Dean (if applicable) to be attached in Jetter 
form. 
Comments: 
Signature Date 
Dr. D. Subbaram Naidu, Associate Dean 
Summary for Chair Evaluation: 
Only one evaluation was received from the CEE faculty. No summary is included here to 
protect the anonymity of the reviewer. 
Recommendation/comments of the Dean: 
Sign ture 
Dr. Richard T Jacobsen: ean of Engineering 
FACULTY STATEMENT 
J have read this rumual evaluation by the Dean of my department/unit, and 1 understand I have five 
(5) working days in which to respond to it in writing. 
L 1 will not be responding to this evaluation __ I will be responding to this evaluation 
'--/i/-ff5c-./~ L/11'1/ 67 
Signature of faculty member Date 
Name: Habib Sadid, Chair Dept of Civil Engineering 
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERlNG 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY 
CONFIDENTIAL EVALUATION - FACULTY 
PERIOD OF EVALUATION: JANUARY 2007 THROUGH DECEMBER 2007 
Evaluation of: __ ---'H'-=ab~i.:::.b...:::S~a~di,_o:d'___ ______ _ Date: April 21, 2008 
Deptof: ____ C=l~·v=il~an==d~E=n~v~ir=o=nm==e=nt=a~IE==ng~i=ne=e=n='n=g~ ______ __ 
TEACHING 
• List the regular teaching assignment of the above faculty member: 
Semesters Spring 2007. Fal12007 
Course No. Credits 
Spring 2007 
CE 464-01 Design Concrete Structures 3 
CE 665-0] Finite Element Methods 3 
ENGR 223-01 Materials and Measurements (8 weeks) 3 
*Please see the attached letterJor this course 
ME 665-01 Finite Element Methods 3 
Fall 2007 
ENGR 350-01 Mechanics of Material 3 
Approx. # Students 
1 I 
] 
22 
2 
22 
• Provide a short narrative evaluation ofthe teaching effectiveness of the above faculty 
member. If more space is required, attach another sheet. 
Dr. Sadid is an excellent teacher and mentor. His accomplishments has been recognized 
by being selected as " The Most Influential Professor oj Engineering, ISU, 2006-2007. " 
• Check those factors (besides student evaluations) which influence this evaluation. 
Infonnal student feedback 
Class visitation 
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Faculty member's self-evaluation 
Discussion with co]Jeagues 
~ Other (Explain): Students' formal evaluations 
• List below any fairly consistent patterns of colleague feedback. 
Dr. Sadid is a dedicated teacher and caring mentor. 
• A. Give the results of analysis of formal student evaluations. 
Spring 2007 
36% ofthe students felt the class was excellent, 45% above average, 
17% average, 2% needs improvement 
ENGR 223-01 This evaluation is for the last 6 weeks of the course taught by David 
Finckelnburg, an adjunct faculty. The course was assigned to be Taught by Dr. Solomon 
Leung; however, J had to remove him due to students' complaints. Please see the 
attached letter. 
ME 665-01 80% of the students felt the class was excellent, 8% above average, 
12% average 
Fa112007 
ENGR 350-01 66% of the students felt the class was excellent, 30% above average, 
4% average 
• Give any fairly consistent patterns of informal student feedback. 
Spring 2007 
CE 464: Excellent course and professor 
Fall 2007 
Very good instructor 
Handouts were extremely helpfuJ 
Could occasional1y slow down 
• If the evaluation differs significantly from your previous evaluation(s) of this faculty 
member, please summarize the differences. 
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Consistent. 
• How has this faculty member responded to recommendations to the previous evaluations 
(if any?) 
NIA 
RESEARCH-CREATIVE WORK 
• Provide a bibliography of research and creative work published subsequent to the 
person's employment by Jdaho State University. If a previous evaluation has been made, 
include here only those subsequent to the last evaluation. 
• H. Sadid, N. Ghag, "CFD and Finite Element simulation and Analysis of Dome of a Home 
subjected to Hurricane Forces, " Proceeding of the 2007 SEM Annual Conftrence & E-.;;position 
on Experimental and Applied Mechanics, Springfield, Massachllsetls, June 4-6. 2007. 
• H. Sadrd, R. Wabrek, "A New Approach to Teaching Mechanics of Materials, " Acceptedfor 
presentation at the I I Sh Annual ASEE Cotlforence and Exposition, Pittsburgh, PA, June 22-25, 
2008. (the abstract was accepted but the paper was not submitted It will be submit next year.) 
• H. Sadid, N. South, N. Ghag, "Hurricane and Seismic Resistance and Environmentally Friendly 
Struclures, >I 2007 ICE Cotlforence, Idaho Siale University, Pocatello, Idaho, October 24-25, 
2007. 
I am working on three Journal papers based 011 the graduate students' work but there is no lime 10 finish the work 
and submit for publication. 
• Present evidence of continuing reflective inquiry and other contributions 
• Degradation of aggregate in Road Cons/ruction. " Idaho Transportation Department, Pl, $57,368, 
November 2007 (funded). 
• "Risk Analysis o/Concrete Pavement", Idaho Transportation Department, $J85,000, PI, June 14,2007 
(funded). 
• "Vibration Analysis and DeSign of Fall assembly Platform, " Basic American Food Inc., PI, Blackfoot, 
Idaho, $5,500 (funded). It was asked to donate this fimd to the civil engineering program to be used for 
program promotion. A portion of the money is spem for developing webpage, brochure, and posters for 
the program mission statement and the educational objectives. 
• "Struclural Inspection and Database Design, " Holiday Inn Hotel, PI, Pocatello, Idaho, October 2006, 
$1,500 (funded). Niraj Ghag, a graduate student was in charge of/his project. 
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• "Computer Science, Mathematics, and Engineeri.Dg Scholarships for Southeast ldaho," National Science 
Foundation, PI, $400,000, August 2004 (funded). Have spent approximately $IOOK during the Spring and 
Fall 2007 supporting 30 engineering, computer science, and mathematics students for tuition and fees. 
Graduate Students: 
" Spring 2007 
I. Sergio Mendez 
2. Niraj Ghag 
3. Maylinn Rosales 
4. Edwin Guerra 
" Fall 2007 
Graduate Studnets: 
1. Venkateswar Miyyapuram, Research Assistant 
2. Sumantb Moparthi, Research Assistant 
3. Edwin Guerra, Teaching Assistant 
Undergraduate students 
I. Casey Anderson, Undergraduate Research, (on hourly basis) 
2. Ryan Simmons (Part of the semester), Undergraduate Research (on hourly basis) 
3. Linda Tedrow from Geological Sciences (part ofthe semester), Graduate Research (on hourly 
basis) 
Graduate students who graduated in 2007: 
1. Sergio Mendez, "Experimental Study of ElaSlomeric Base Isolation Devicesfor Small Structures, " 
December 2007. 
2. Nira} Ghag, "Wind Load Capacity of a Mono/;rhic Concrete Dom Structure Using CFD and 
FEA, " June 2007. 
3. Maylinn Rosales, .. Waste Water Treatment expansion plan for the City of Hendrickson, Nevada. " 
April 2007. 
• In regard to research and creative work, how do you rank this faculty member in relation to 
the other members of your department? 
DJ: Sadid has been very active and quite successful recently in securing research funds. In 
addition, he is continuously seeking opportunities to maintain sustained research activities. 
He is planning to publish more journal articles, disseminating the results if his present 
research work. 
a How 11a5 the faculty member responded to recommendations made 111 the previous 
evaluations ofhislher research and/or other creative contributions? 
Improved conSiderably. 
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PROFESSIONALLY RELATED PUBLIC SERVICE 
• Provide specific indication of public service that the faculty member has rendered 
subsequent to employment at Idaho State University. If a previous evaluation has been 
made, include only those items subsequent to that evaluation. 
Community and Professional: 
• Taught Ethics and Professionalism/or ENGR 120 and ENGR 496 
• Board Member, Por/neuf Greenway Foundation (1998 - Present) 
Poca/ello Greenway projects including construction of/railsfor bicycling. running, walking, and 
beautification of the Valley. lnvolvedwilh organizing even/sforfimd raising. acquiring easement, and 
trail construction. 
• Helped with cleaning up the Pocatello Varley for Valley Pride 
• Volunteer for HaMlatfor Humanity. 
• Vo/un/eer for MATHCOUNTS Competition (Chief Judge). 
• Volunteer for LEGO League Robotic Competition. 
• Vice Chair for the Structural Dynamic section of the Society of Experimental Mechanics (SEM). 
• Chaired a sec/ion in the annual conference ofSEM 
• In this regard, how do you rank this faculty member with the other members of your 
department faculty? 
DJ: Sadid is very active in this regard and his significant contributions has been 
recognized by receiving the "Distinguished Public Service Award (University-wide). ISO, 
2006-2007. " 
AWARDS, HONORS, AND SPECIAL RECOGNIT10NS 
• Specify and comment on any awards, honors, or special recognitions earned since the last 
evaluation. 
• Distinguished Public Service Award (University-wide), iSU, 2006-2007. 
• The Most influential Professor of Engineering, ISU. 2006-2007 
• If this faculty member has a specific, significant administrative assignment within the 
department, describe it and evaluate hislher perfonnance. 
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SeJ'1led as Interim Chair fOr the Civil Engineering Program: 
• Architected an assessment planfor the program. 
• Prepared all the questionnaires andformsfor the assessment. 
• Conducted survey of alumni and industlY 
• Raised $5, 500 fund to use for the program promotion and recruitment 
• Hired a student to design a webpage for the program. 
• Hired Steele & Associates to design brochure for the program. The brochures are not printed 
yet. 
• Hired Steele & Associates to design a poster for the program mission and the educational 
objectives. 
• Held weekly faculty meetings and look the minutes. 
• Conductedfaculty evaluations. 
• Hired three acijunctfaculty to teach CE 436, ENGR 223, and ENGR 105. 
~ Supervised Victor Godfrey, a graduate student who was hired to teach the Material and 
Measurement Lab (ENGR 223). 
• Familiarized the three adjunct faculty and the graduate student with ABET assessment 
process, helped develop an assessment plan for each course and closely supervised to 
conduct assessment for the courses. 
• Wrote the ABET interim visit report. 
• Met with ABET evaluator(s) to explain the improvements made in the program and the 
assessment after the ABETvisil in the Fall 0/2005. 
• List any committee assignments. 
University and College: 
Cllrrent: 
• College Curriculum CommiUee 
• College scholarship Committee 
• ASEE Campus Representative 
• ISPE Student Advisor 
• Honors Program Committee 
• CaE Machine Shop Committee 
• College By-laws Commitfees 
• Distinguished Teaching Award Committee 
• Distinguished Public Service Committee 
• ASCE advisor for the Steel Bridge 2007 
• Sigma Xi, the Scientific Research Society {President} 
• Organized monthly presentations 
• Organized the Annual Spring Banquet 
• Does this person have the generally recognized tenninal degree for your field? Yes. 
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(If the answer is no, please explain.) 
• Do you foresee any personal or professional factors which might limit this person's 
Jong term performance as a faculty member at Idaho State University? No (If yes, 
please explain.) 
o Performance and recommendation: 
X Satisfactory 
Unsatisfactory 
Reappointment for another probationary year 
Non-reappointment 
Terminal appointment 
Tenured appointment 
• In arriving at this recommendation, have you consulted with all the tenured and 
nontenured members of your department? yes no. 
EVALUATION BY CHAIR 
• Recommendation of the Chair of the Department 
Comments (A separate letter may be attached): 
Dr. Sadid taught an undergraduate course, a graduate course. and part of (8 weeks) another 
undergraduate course while serving as the Interim Chair of the CEE program during the 
spring 2007. In foil 2007, Dr. Sadid taught only one course - he was given two course 
releases ("buyouts ") for reallocation of his time to a research contract, initiated earlier in 
the summer. 1n all/he aforementioned courses. students' evaluations were, for the most 
part, excellent and some above average .. In addition, students' comments were mostly velY 
good to excellent. He was recognized as the "Most influential Professor of Engineering" in 
2006-07. 
Dr. Sadid has initiated a couple of research programs in relation to pavements, sponsored 
by Idaho Transportation Department (lTD). In addition. as a P Ifor the NSF-CSEMS grant, 
he has been involved in overseeing the expenditure of the NSF grant and implementation of 
various pertinent tasks, designated for the computer science, mathematics. and engineering 
scholarships for southeast Idaho. 
He published a paper in a proceedings of the SEM conference and fl,YCI abstracts, one in 
ASEE annual conference and another at the Lemley ICE. 
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Dr. Sadid is actively involved in various community, university, and college committees and 
received the distinguished public service award for his dedicated ~fforls. As the Interim 
Chair of the CEE program during 2006-07, Dr. Sadid coordinated and made significant 
contributions in relalion to the preparation of ABET self-study report and accomplished 
multitudes of other tasks, as outlined in this document. 
In sum, Dr. Sadid continues to excel in teaching. velY successful in securing research funds, 
and made significant contributions regarding service activities. In addition, he intends to 
disseminate the results of his current research in archivaljournals in the nearfuture. 
rd{ 3~- A //1708 
Signature ~ , ~e 
Name: /f1aMoCI,ek.<izfh Chair, Dept. of--"C_£.~£,,----___ _ 
FACULTY STATEMENT 
I have read this annual evaluation by the chairperson of my department/unit, and 1 
understand I have five (5) working days in which to respond to it in writing. 
~wj]j not be responding to this evaluation. ___ 1 wiJJ be responding to this 
Jl£S;~ 
Signature of Faculty Member 
Name: /~In'h cIa ~ .J Dept. of_-----"C""-""=E"--'L"'--__ _ 
EVALUATION BY DEAN 
• Recommendation of the Dean of Engineering 
/1 concur with the chair's evaluation of this faculty member. 
I do not concur with the chair's evaluation oftllls faculty member. 
---' 
Remarks: 
Dr. Sadid continues to contribute to the instruction, service, and research 
missions of the CEE Department and the College of Engineering. His efforts 
at all levels are recognized and appreciated. 
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Signature~~ 
FACULTY STATEMENT 
I have read this annual evaluation by the Dean of the College of Engineering, and I 
understand I have five (5) working days in which to respond to it in writing. 
~ I will not be responding to tlus evaluation. ___ I wilI be responding to this 
evaluation. . 
--4L4:;~ 
Signature of Faculty Member Date 
Name:lb);ib Sa J,.J Dept. of __ C:::::....:.....£~E=--__ _ 
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Annual Evaluation for: Dr. Habib Sadid 
Name of Faculty Member 
RECOMMENDATION OF THE DEAN 
~ I agree with the chairperson's evaluation of this faculty member. 
o I disagree with the chairperson's evaluation of this faculty member. 
Remarks: 
2008 
Calendar Year 
Pt-E.c..SE. LV ot;Z..K. W Cn-t ,;}OLt-e C-~'-\-All2 ADD COh,t....EAG~ 
Th FL~5DLVE:- 'jDtJ...e CDI0CE12DS A-~SD HSL"? 
L.1:::lJELDiJ A 'PE..PA~TMF-:f\JTAk W612¥J-OAD 
1=C> tJC-Y LO l n-t A PPJ2l)PQJATE... W EJ61:-\-n t-J G FACt"D P5 . 
Date 
FACULTY STATEMENT 
o I have read this annual evaluation by the Dean of the College and ( understand I have five (5) 
working days from date of evaluation in which to respond in writing. 
o I will not be responding to this evaluation. ')::('1 will be responding to this evaluation. 
-dtL/:s ,,4 1-11 d ~I C>'l 
_ SjgQ9ture of Fa~!!t Member~ ~ ..... _ _ .... Date {hi) ei/("lkL~{.\r;-CIl ('c." feU" .;l F(;,- ) V' j'f-JPC)1J.< 
S j c:.rz·t d.- Ct '1 _ ':3- C\ In . -e ({. -
R£ctd Is&(!(#~A~valuation of Faculty 10-28-08 Page. 1 
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CONFJDENTIAL 
ANNUAL FACULTY EVALUATION REPORT 
(To Be Completed by Department Chair or Equivalent) 
PLEASE ATIACH ANNUAL FACULTY ACTIVITY REPORT 
Faculty Name: Dr. Habib Sadid Title: Professor 
Evaluation Year: Date of Hire: Academic Contract: 
o 1st year 0 3rd year FulHime 
o 2nd year 0 4th year (month/year) -/ 9-month 
./ regular annual evaluation o 10-11 month 
o 12-month 
Tenure Status (check one): 
-/Tenured o Tenure-Track o Non-Tenure Track 
Part-time 
0> 0.5 fte 
o < 0.5 fte 
SU MMARY OF DISTRIBUTION OF FACULTY MEMBER'S WORKLOAD EQUIVALENCY UNITS 
Workload Distribution Agreed Upon 
at Last Annual Evaluation 
~ Instruction 
~ Research/Scholarly/Creative Activity 
_6_ Professional Service 
__ Clinical Practice/Patient Care 
Administration 
~ TOTAl. 
Faculty Members Report of Actual 
Workload Distribution for Year 
~ Instruction 
~ Research/ScholarlY/Creative Activity 
__ 5_ Professional Service 
__ Clinical Practice/Patient Care 
Administration 
~_ TOTAL 
Based on the College/Department Workload Policy weighting metric, please indicate your 
assessment of the accuracy of the workload distribution reported by the faculty member: 
./ I find the workload reported to be accurate 
Dido not fjnd the workload reported to be accurate (Please Explain below} 
Faculty Response: 
The Faculty Activity Report form and the Annual Evaluation Report to be prepared by the 
department chairJor the calendar year 2008, are substantially differentfrom the evaluations 
performed in the preceding years. These documents were not communicated to the erE faculty 
Annual Evaluation of Faculty 10-28-08 f>age 2 
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or at least to me prior to the distribution by Priscilla on February 10,2009. There have been no 
discussions about these forms and workload policies at the department or the Col/ege levels. 
Indeed, there is no formal workload policy in the College or the CEE department 
The Annual Faculty Activity Report provided by the administration was something totally new 
this year which required a detailed activity report in twelve pages. The administration expected 
faculty to fill out these forms without the slightest gUidance or communication to the civil 
engineering faculty members. Response to some of the questions in these forms required an 
access to a Faculty Workload Policy and a weighting metric, neither of which were provided. 
Currently, to the best of my knowledge, the CaE and the CEE Department do not have such a 
weighting metric to provide to the faculty for use in reporting their activities. Certainly the 
administration needs such a rating metric to measure professional performance consistently, 
accurately, and fairly. How can the administration evaluate the faCUlty based on the 
expectations not communicated to them? Isn't it the administration's responsibility to come Lip 
with a workload policy for the College or the department that is acceptable to the faculty? 
In my Annual Faculty Activity report, my answers to some of the questions are based on my 
personal judgment and may differ with those of another faCUlty member. How can the 
administration evaluate facult.y in a consistent basis without an objective system? 
The following are response to Dr. Zoghi's evaluation of my job performance for the year 2008. 
1. Faculty workload Distribution: 
On page two oj the report, Dr. Zoghi claims that he found the workload reported by jaculty 
to be accurate based on the College/Department Workload Weighing metric. 
As a senior faculty member in the College oj Engineering (CaE) and the Ciwl and 
Environmental Engineering (CEE) Department, to the best of my knowledge. the CoE or the 
CEE department do not have faculty workload policy metric. During the Dr. Jay Kunze 
tenure, former dean of the CoE, the faculty evaluations were totally arbitrwy and Dr. Kunze 
normally gm1e high salary raises 10 his inner circle and those who agreed with him. In the 
last three years, since Dr. Jacobsen assumed the deem's position, the situation has not 
changed much. The CaE and CEE Department still do not have faculty workload policy or 
weighting metric. 
$ On MW'ch 31, 2009, J sent an E-mail to Dr. Zoghi requesting a copy of the Faculty 
Workload Policy. Dr. Zoghifomarded the e-mail sent earlier by the College 
administrative assistant, Priscilla with /HIo attachments, the Faculty Activity Report form 
and a copy of the Faculty Annual Evaluation Reportform (Attachment 1). Dr. Zoghi 
ignored my request for the CaE or CEE Faculty Workload Policies. In response to Dr. 
Zog!?i's e-mail, J emphasized that the attachments did not include the Faculty Workload 
policies. Consequemly, Dr. Zoghi sent me a copy ojthe Faculty Workload Policy 
Recommendationjrom the Faculty wld Staff Handbook (Attachment 2) At this time, I 
wasn 'f sure if Dr. Zoghi knew what I was asking for 01' if he Icnew what a faculty 
workload policy matrix looks like. In response, Dr. Zoghi sent em e-mail to all CEE 
faculty asking them to submit their activity reports "right away" (Atrachmenl 3). 
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9 On April 8, 2009, in the CoE generalfacliity meeting. Dr. Jacobsen distributed a letter 
drafted to the chairs for recommendations (A ttachment 4). In this letter, Dr. Jacobsen 
writes to Chairs "You need to meet with all the faculty in your department and negotiate 
the workloadassignmentfor each personjor the calendar year 2009". In this letter Dr. 
Jacobsen emphasizes that: 
"1. Each memher ofthefaculty must know hislher distribution ojworkloadfor the 2009 
calendar year among the categories of teaching. research, senice and administrative or 
other areas as appropriate. " 
"2. It must be clearly indicated 10 each person what is expected of each individual for fhe 
annual review of this period to achieve each of the designated merit ratings in the 
university merit system. " 
Dr. Jacobsen goes on to write: "This is the third year 1 have requested that this be done. 
If YOtl do not feel that you are able or willing to do this, please let me know yOllr reason in 
writing. '.' 
Clearly the CoE and the CEE program do not have a faculty workload policy. 
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EVALUATION OF TEACHING (calendar year): 
Indicate the information used in evaluation of this faculty member's teaching: 
./ formal student evaluations 
./ informal student feedback 
o classroom observation of teaching 
o peer evaluation of teaching 
o other: 
../ review of syllabus, exams, handouts, etc. 
o faculty member's self-evaluation 
o discussion with faculty member 
o discussion with colleagues 
Summarize your assessment of the faculty member's teaching effectiveness. strengths, and 
weaknesses, and other relevant aspects of instruction. 
In accordance with the formal students' course evaluations, during the designated period, Dr. Sadid 
has attained excellent and/or above average nearly in all categories. In addition, students 'feedback 
of Dr. Sadid's teaching ejfectiveness(presel1t students andformer students, via senior exit inte11'iew) 
has been positive. Professor Sadid is passionate about his teaching and is more than Willing to help 
his students both inside and outside of classrooms. 
Is there a need for additional professional development in the area of teaching? 
-/ No o Yes (please explain) 
Comments: 
Faculty Response: 
This section of the evaluation doesn't show the results of the student's formal evaluations. If the 
students' input is not important in faculty'S teaching evaluations, then, why are we conducting 
student evaluations? 
EVALUATION OF RESEARCH, SCHOLARSHiP ANDioR CREATIVE WORK: 
Indicate the information used in evaluation of this faculty member's scholarship: 
0 Discussion with faculty member 0 Review of faculty member's self-assessment 
0 Input from colleagues 0 Input from graduate/undergraduate students 
0 Publications 0 Presentations, Performances, Shows, etc. 
,/ Grants, Contracts received / Grants, Contracts under review ." 
-/ Work in progress 0 Other: 
Summarize your assessment of the faculty member's research/scholarly/creative productivity: 
Dr. Sadid carried out one oll-going research project (initiated in August 2007, zhmugh August 
2008), a new research contract (from January 2008 through December 2008) cmd another NSF 
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educational grant that apparently was extended (no cost) for an additiol1al year. Dr. Sadid reCeived 
two course releases ("buy-outs') in spring 2008 to allocate his time on the cr/orementioned research 
projects. Dr. Sadid submitted two more research proposals during this period, which were not 
funded 
Dr. Sadid has co-authored one abstract, related to teaching, acceptedfor presentation at the ASEE 
2009 National Conference. 
Is there a need for additional professional development in the area of research/scholarship? 
o No ./ Yes (please explain) 
Comments: Refereed publications. 
Faculty Response: 
6 In evaluating my research activities, Dr. Zoghi neglected to report the amount of money I 
brought to ISU through my research activities during the year 2008. My total grant 
productivity exceeded $177,000 for 2008. This may be the highest grant productivity in 
the CoE for a single faculty member. While the administration constantly reminds the 
faculty of the importance of externally funded research to the financial wen-being ofISU, 
Dr. Zoghi somehow neglected to report the amount of money I brought to ISU. 
Shouldn't this figure be important in the evaluation ofa professor's research activities? 
<1> Dr. Zoghi also neglected to report the number of graduate and undergraduate students J 
supervised and supported, with research grant money, during 2008. 
~ Dr. Zoghi's only concern was that I did not have "Refereed publication". During 2008, I 
worked extensively on the research to support a paper that has been accepted for 
publication in 2009 in the ASEE Proceedings, which are regarded as a refereed 
publication. In addition, I wrote three reports to lID ihat exceeded 300 pages. Shouldn't 
this effort count for something? Furthermore, the reports submitted to lTD \',~H lead to 
severa) future publications. Is publication in a refereed journal more important than the 
funds which enable faculty to conduct research? Am 1 expected to do them all at once? 
1 believe that the amount of grant money secured by a faculty member (as emphasized by the 
administration) and the number of graduate and undergraduate students supervised must be reported 
and be a factor in the faculty performance evaluations. 
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EVALUATiON OF PROFESSIONAL (NON-CLINiCAL) & UNIVERSITY SERVICE: 
Indicate the information upon which this evaluation of service is based: 
../ Committee work - University, College, Department, etc. 
/Committee work - professional organizations, Boards, Review Panels, etc. 
/Other service activities related to profession, discipline, etc. 
/Community service 
o Other: 
Summarize your assessment of the faculty members service effectiveness, strengths, and 
weaknesses: 
Dr. Sadid is active and dedicated at all levels in relation to senJice endeavors, including the CEE 
Department, College, UniversUy, community, and national societies, as evidenced ;n his annual 
faculty activity report. 
Do you have any recommendations related to service activity: 
../ No o Yes (please explain) 
Faculty Response: 
The university administration has been demanding that faculty members participate in national 
organizations and run for office in these national organizations. The administration neglects to 
mention that ISU does not have travel funds to support faculty participation in the national 
conferences of these orgcmizations. In my activity report, it was reported that 1 was nominated jor 
the ASEE Zone IV Chair position (now the results are Ollt and J have been electedfor the office). In 
the Faculty AnmlOl Report, Dr. Zoghi fails to report this important achievement which is so highly 
encouraged by the administration. In addition to these acthJities, I have been involved with student 
service activities such as Steel Bridge Contest and Engineering Week. Why were these activities 
ignored? Do alljaculty members in the program participate in these? Unfortunately the answer is: 
no. 
ALUA,ION OF CLINICAL PRACTICE/PATIENT CARE (when applicable): 
Indicate the information used in evaluation of this faculty member's clinical practice/patient care 
service: 
o Faculty member's self-assessment 
o Input from colleagues 
o tnput from practice site personnel, 
administrators, supervisors, other 
health care providers 
Annual Evaluation of Faculty lo-28-0!~ 
o Discussion with faculty member 
o Input from professional and/or clerkship/rotation 
students; residents, etc. 
o Other: 
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Summarize your assessment of the faculty member's effectiveness, strengths, and weaknesses 
elated to assigned clinical practice/patient care responsibilities: 
Is there a need for additional professional development in the area of clinical practice/service? 
o No o Yes (please explain) 
Comments: 
EVALUATION OF ASSIGNED ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSlBiUTIES: 
Identify below the assigned administrative title/responsibility of this faculty member: 
Summarize your assessment of the faculty member's effectiveness, strengths, and weaknesses 
related to assigned administrative responsibilities: 
Is there a need for additional professional development related to this faculty member's 
administrative icSPuiisibUities? 
o No o Yes (please explain) 
Comments: 
Other Activities of Note: 
........ 
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Progress on faculty members goals for evaluation year: 
No goals were identified at the time. 
Goals for next evaluation year: 
Dr. Sadid has set a goal of submitting papers for publications in joumals, which is extremely 
important Perhaps, it will be more helpful if he specifies the number of articles he jntends to draft 
and submit jor publication ("to be measurable" in terms of next year's annual evaluation). A Iso, jf 
)'I'ill be helpful to identify goals in relation to research (for instance submitting research 
proposals ... ), teacMng, and service. 
Faculty Response: 
Please see the letter from Dr. Jacobsen to the Chairs (Attachment 4). Why is publication "extremely 
important" in Dr. Zoghts opinion? Is it more important than bringing research funds to the 
University? Where has the University defined the importance of each activity assigned to faculty 
and rating for each ocHvity? 
Do you foresee any professional or personal factors that might limit this person's long-term 
performance as a faculty member at JSU? 
o No ./ Yes (please explain) 
Comments: 
This is to express my concern that over the past year, Dr. Sadid has repeatedly b}passed me for an)! 
departmental andfaculty related issues. Furthermore, he contimJalIy accuses me ojwrong-doing 
and rejen·ing to me and the Chairs of EE and NE Departments and the Dean of CoE as 
;'incompetent" administrators, as evidenced in several representative e-maU messages (attached 
herein) he has circulated among all CoE joculty members. Professor Sadid's disrespectful 
proclamations such as: " .. .1 have mentioned over and over, in my opinion, there is no leadership ;n 
the college. 1 strongly believe that Dr. Jacobsen along with his three Muskechairs are destroying 
the College, J) via e-mail c017espondences to all CaE/acuIty and administrators as 'well the 
President and Provost, are unprofessional and disruptive. F21rthennore, Dr, Sadid claims that he 
spends "40%" oj his time "fighting the administration. " 
J }I'ill greatly appreciate it if Dr. Sadidfollows the protocol, outlined in the ISU's Faculty/Staff 
Handbook in Pari 4, Personnel Policies (enclosed herein) in the future should there be any 
perceived problem. 
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Does this evaluation differ significantly from previous evaluations of this faculty member? 
o No o Yes (please summarize the differences) 
Comments: 
Faculty Response: 
In this section, Dr. Zoghi expresses his concern and writes: "over the past year, Dr. Sadid 
repeatedly bypassed me for any departmental andfaculty related issues. Furthermore, he 
continually accuses me of wrong-doing and referring to me and the Chairs of EE and NE 
Departments and the Dean of the CoE as "incompetent" administrators". Dr. Zoghi has 
attached several e-mails distributed among the faculty and the administration. 
It Evaluation ole-mails provided by Dr. Zoghi: lvfost of the e-mails provided by Dr. Zoghi 
were sent in 2009 and do not apply to this evaluation period (2008). There are only three 
e-mails in this stack which relate to the 2008 evaluation. These e-mails are dated 
January 24, 2008 and Febnwry 14, 2008, and August 8. 2008. In these e-mails, there is 
nothing to support Dr. Zoghi's claim that in the last year, J have bypassed him 
"repeatedly" andjurthermore, "continual/y", accused him oj "wrong-doing ". 
Here is my response to these Mo e-mails. 
.. The e-mail dated January 24, 2008: This e-mail was sent to Dr. Jackson. Dean of 
the Graduate School, regarding a violation oj the university rules by CEE Chair, 
Dr. Zoghi, and negligence on the part ofeoE Dean, Dr. Jacobsen (Attachment 5). 
After pursuing my complaint Ihrough the chain of command with no result, I 
beheve it 'was my responsibility to inform the Graduate School that the College 
administration and the CEE chair were cancelling required graduate course that 
were necessary for students' timely graduation, in violation of University 
policies. Both CEE chair and the CoE Dean ignored my direct complaints to 
tl?ern (.Attachn:ents 5). 
~ The e-mail dated February 14, 2008: This e-mail was in regard to assigning 
someone to direct the CEE Graduate Program (Attachment 6). Based 011 the 
Chair's duties approved by the CoE faculty on March 9, 2006, directing the 
graduate program is the chair's responsibility. The chair is on twelve month 
contract and teaches only one course per semester while faculty are on nine 
month contract alld normally teach nine credits per semester. In this e-mail, Dr. 
Ken Bosyvorth also supported my statement. In response fo his e-mail. J brought 
up some other issues ;'1 the College including the issue of misuse of po)ver by the 
administration. 
In these e-maiJ.'), 1 did not find myself "repeatedly bypassing" Dr. Zogh; for departmental and 
faculty related issues. The only reason J have brought my concems to the University administration 
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is that these concems have been ignored at the Department and College levels. In addition, I was . 
unable to find any instance of my accusing Dr. Zoghi oj "wrong-doing". I did however remind him 
of University policies. Also, in these two e-mails.ldid not refer to the chairs of the CE, NE, ME, 
and the CaE dean "incompetent". However, based on my observations, 1 have questioned their 
ability to administer the College and the programs. J hope that I am entitled to express my opimon, 
in particular, when 1 see activities that are contrary to the public interest. Second, the ISU 
administration has, over a long period, done things to provoke me. These lPell documented 
provocative actions are now the subject ojlegal action. 
1 have never referred to any of these administrators "incompetent". That is afalse accusation. 
However, in the past, 1 have pointed out some oj the mistakes made by the administration. For 
example, when the Dean held the College retreat six week into the semester, leaving the College 
without a clear vision of the academic year for nearly half a semester, 1 spoke up. When a chair sent 
an e-mail at 10: 35 PM asking/acuity members to submit a class schedule by midnight and two 
minutes later sent another e-mail, asking/acuity to give Priscilla the TV courses schedules by noon 
in the next day, I spoke up. When, a chair neglects to learn the College's Academic Standard 
Policies and advises student's without paying attention to prerequisites and co-requisites, and then 
jnsults me when I dismiss an unqualified student/rom my class, 1 spoke up. I believe it is the 
responsibility of a senior faculty member to express COJ1cems regarding College and Department 
procedures. How else can the University improve itself? 
Dr. ZoghT' accuses me for being "disrespectful" for expressing my opinion about the CaE and the 
eEE department's administrations' performance. Based on my observation and in discussion lvith 
many other faculty members, and in reference to the above examples, I believe that there is little or 
no leadership in the College 0/ Engineering or in the eE, NE, and EE Departments. J do bebeve 
thai Dr. Jacobsen and his three chairs, with whom he meets regularly behind closed doors and 
makes decisions about the College without faCUlty involvement, are damaging Ihe College. 171is 
administration has created conflict amongfaculty and has isolated the jaculty from the 
administration. With no proper channels jor communication, the moral oj the faculty is 
dangerously low. The problems in the College of Engineering have been reported to the upper 
administration repeatedly. In addition, many of these is.sues were reflected in the faculty's 
evaluation of Dr. Jacobsen's job peifonnance last year. Unfortunately, the upper administration 
has jailed to respond tofaculty COl1cems. 
Dr. Zoghi reports "Dr. Sadid claims that he spends "40%" oj his time "fighting the 
administration ". This statement was taken totally out oj context. My original comments indicated 
that I was/arced to spend 40% if my time defending myself against unwarranted attacks by the 
administration. As an example, it was a waste of my time fO spend my entire weekend responding to 
this biased and inaccurate evaluation. 
Finally, Dr. Zoghi asks rue to follow the protocol, outlined in the ISU's Facuity/Staff Handbook in 
Part 4. Personnel Policies with a copy enclosed Part 4 o/the Faculty/Stq!f Handbook deals with 
the Personnel Policies and in particular with the Intel71al Grievance Procedures. J am not sure why 
Dr. Zoghi has sent me this section. How is it relevanllO my annual evaluation? 
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CHAIR'S EVALUATION OF FACULTY MEMBER'S OVERAll PERFORMANCE (check one} 
o Performance is Exceptional (5) - extraordinary performa nee, top 10 percent of faculty in 
unit; excellent performance. well beyond that required relative to the faculty member's 
position description/workload assignment: 
o Performance is Consistently Above Expectations {4} - consistently exceeds performance 
standards in all areas; performance in top 25 percent of faculty in unit; well above average 
relative to the faculty members position description/workload assignment. 
o Performance is Above Expectations (3) - exceeds performance standards in many areas; 
performance is above average, better than expected, exceeds expectations relative to the 
faculty member's position description/workload assignment . 
../ Performance Meets Expectations (2) -meets performance standards; performance is 
average, at a level expected relative to the faculty member's pOSition description/workload 
assignment. . 
o Performance is Below Expectations (1) - denotes performance that is less than that 
expected relative to the faculty member's position description/workload assignment, and 
means that improvement is necessary. The chair and faculty member must develop a plan 
for improvement in the areas that fall below expectations. 
o Performance is Unacceptable to) - denotes performance that conSistently is below 
expectations relative to the faculty member's position description/workload aSSignment; 
and performance that is not acceptable and/or is inconsistent with the conditions for 
improvement specified in previous annual evaluations. 
Faculty Response: 
The review 0/ my job performance as reported in the Annual Faculty Activity Report reveals that 
my performance for the year 2008 in leaching. research, and servi(:(J has be!?n quite good. 
However, Dr. Zoghi mysteriously aJ7ives at the conclusion that my performance meets 
expectations. 
1 truly do not know what the College or the CEE Department expectatiol7S were. J have done 
everything to the best of my aMlity. J have taught well, brought ;n grants amounting to over 
$]77, 000, and supervisedjour graduate students and one undergraduate student in research 
,Fork. J also supervised one ;ndependent study and another cooperative education course. In 
addWon, J developed a brochure for the CEE Department, mrd slJpenllsed the ASCE students in 
the Steel Bridge design and constl7lction. J have been active in projessional organizations at the 
local and nationai levels, and in 2008 J tan/or national office (now elected). Moreover, Jam 
one of the few/aculty members in the University who spends a lot oj time ;'1 public service. 
Indeed, / was the reCipient oj the 2007 Distinguished Public Service All'ard. 
1 typically work more than 80 hours per week. If with this perjonnance, 1 am only just meeling 
ISU expectations, I }~'ou!d like to know what the stcmdards are for "exceeding ex:pecta~ions ". 
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Compare my results to those of my colleagues including College administrators. How could any 
honest, unbiased administrator classify my eJforts as merely "meeting expectations"? 
Chairs Recommendation: 
./ Reappointment D Non-reappointment o Terminal appointment 
In arriving at this recommendation, with which groups of faculty in the department or unit have 
you consulted? (check all that apply) 
-/ Tenured 
o Tenure-track 
o Non-Tenure Track 
Signature of Department Chair 
o Full-time, non-tenure track 
D Part-time, non-tenure track 
o None 
FACULTY STATEMENT 
7 April 2009 
Date 
o I have read this annual evaruation by the chairperson of my department, and I understand 
I have five (5) working days from date of evaluation in which to respond in writing. 
o I will not be responding to this evaluation. )( I will be responding to this evaluatiQn. 
~~iu&(,c;CZ(4L II/I'!, !P ~ 
Signature of Faculty Member Date 
17 A Ve 1>1 (Iu k J Id r~'lr" >-,' \ of!;; r Eacil 
C)u;{ /r. 7]7 s J) n" u.aY e i/c-'( L<,.:-!:tJ~? itl (J;-J. ~) 
/(, 
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llty Workload Policy 
1 
J of J 
Subject: Faculty Workload Policy 
From: Habib Sadid <sadihabj@isu.edu> 
Date: Tue, 31 Mar200910:57:35 -0600 
To: tlM. Zoghi" <mzogh:i@isu.edu> 
CC: "Dr, Richard Jacobsen" <jacorich@isu.edu>, Barbara Adamcik <adambarb@isu.edu>, 
ffaculty@mm.coe.isu.edu 
Dr. 2oghi, 
Would you please send me a copy of the CoE or CE 
needed to fill out the faculty activity report? 
be appreciated. 
Regards, 
Habib 
Department's workload policy 
Your prompt reply "TQuld greatly 
4JJ412009 J 1:26 .>\J\t1 
·e: Workload Policy 
, , 
10f2 
Subject: Re: Workload Policy 
From: Habib Sadid <sadihabi@isu.edu> 
Date: Tue, 31 Mar 2009 ] 3 :31:] 7 -0600 
To: "M. Zoghi" <mzoghi@isu.edu> 
CC: Jacobsen <jacorich@isu.edu>, Barbara Adamcik <adambarb@isu.edu>, 
ffaculty@mm.coe.isu.edu, Bradley H Hall <haUbrad@isu.edu> 
Dr. Zoghi, 
I hope you understand what faculty wo=kload policy matrix would look like. What 
you have sent is not faculty workload policy matrix. I don't know what five 
administrators have been doing here for the' last two or three years, but t.o the 
best of my knowledge, the CoE has not d~veloped bylaws or faculty workload 
policies. Your demand to submit faculty annual evaluation and faculty activity 
report without providing guidance and workload policies is not appropriate. Could 
you please just say that the CoE does not have faculty workload policies? 
Habib 
M. Zoghi wrote: 
Or. Sadid, 
Attached please find the latest university workload policy, distributed to all 
faculty sometimes last semester. 
HZ 
Habib Sadid wrote: 
Dr. Zoghi, 
I do have the forms attached and 1 am trying to fill out these forms which 
require a faculty workload policy for the CoE or the CE program. Without 
the faculty workload policies, it is impossible to come up with a uniform 
and consistent evaluation of the faculty. If you take a look at these 
forms, you will realize what there is no workload policies in this e-mail. 
Please take a look at the attachments one more time. There are two 
attachment in that e-mail, a faculty activity report form and faculty annual 
evaluation form. r couldn't find the faculty workload policies in the 
Priscilla's e-mail! Does the CoE have faculty ..... lorkload poliCles? How does 
administration evaluate faculty on a consistent basis if there is no 
workload policy. I don't know what other faculty members are doing but I am. I 
unable to complete these forms vJithout workload policies. Please let me 
knew what to do. Thanks. 
Habib 
M. zoghi wrote: 
. Dr. Sadid, 
1 am forwarding Priscilla's e-mail along with relevant work:oad policy 
documents, that were sent to the CoS faculty on 2/10/09. 
]{ind regards, 
t1Z 
D.r. Zoghi, 
2 
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I 
Would you please 
policy needed to 
would greatly be 
Regards, 
send me a copy of the CoE or CE Department' s vJOrkload i i 
fill out the faculty activity report? Your prompt reply I: 
11 ! I 
appreciated. 
Habib 
Priscilla Goldbeck wrote: 
Attached are the forms that need to be filled out for your evaluations 
(except for the Chairs). These are due to the Dean by March 16th in 
order for him to have time to review them before they are due in the 
Provost's office on April 6th. 
Steve, Dan, Bruce and Alba: ignore 
in the works and due earlier. 
Thanks, 
Priscilla 
this email since yours are already 
II 
. ! I 
,I 
: II iI. 
, t I 
'II ill l/I : I' ~ ! I 
. , 
! I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------~I 
Ffaculty mailing list 
! l 
: i 
iI dl ql 
i! i ; II \ 
i 
4/912009 8:21:~ 
• W UfltIUi:lU rVw,;y 
ml'> -ailel. t:-i,/~ I 
I '1 )l---
Subject: Workload Policy 
fr--e. VI'eLi..) re.Ffch. L--c. 
/} ;JA-C/hryu::! 71 2-From: "M. Zoghil1 <mzoghi@isu.edu> 
Date: rue, 31 Mar 2009 13: 18: 00 -0600 
To: Habib Sadid <sadihabi@isu.edu>, Jacobsen <jacorich@isu.edu> 
Dr. Sadid, 
A~"---:&·f'!ce--±i:H;-E:..s niversity workload policy, distributed to all 
_acuIty sometimes last 
Co fYl f Cl r'-e Lui![ 1l:- d .."X:;" ~ 
MZ 
------------------------------_. {vol! k./C!.-AJ 
Habib Sadid wrote: IC;O (Pct,/3 (3;)r; 1 2<-'" i) 
Dr. zoghi, 
I do have the forms attached and I am trying to fill out these forms which 
require a faculty workload policy for the CoE or the CE program. without the 
faculty workload policies, it is impossible to come up with a uniform and 
consistent evaluation of the faculty. If you take a look at these forms, you 
will realize what there is no workload policies in this e-mail. Please take a 
look at the attachments one more time. There are two attachment in that 
e-mail, a faculty activity report form and faculty annual evaluation form. I 
couldn't find'the faculty workload policies in the Priscilla's e-mail! Does 
the CoE have faculty workload policies? How does administration evaluate 
faculty on a consistent basis if there is no workload policy. I don't know 
what other faculty members are doing but I am unable to complete these forms 
without workload policies. Please let me know what to do. Thanks. 
Habib 
M. Zoghi wrote: 
D.r. Sadid, 
I am forwarding Priscilla's e-mail along with relevant workload policy 
documents, that were sent to the CoE faculty on 2/10/09. 
Kind regards, 
MZ 
Dr. 2oghi, 
Would you please send me a copy of the CoE or CE Department's workload 
policy needed to fill out the faculty activity report? Your prompt reply 
would greatly be appreciated. 
Regards, 
Habib 
Priscilla Goldbeck wrote: 
Attached are the forms that need to be filled out for your evaluations I 
(except for the Chairs). These are due to the Dean by March 16th in 
orde.r: for him to have time to review them before they are due in the 
Provost's office on April 6th. 
steve, Dan, Bruce and Alba: ignore this email since yours are already in 
the works and due earlier. 
ThanKS, 
2 
lof2 5/13/2009 1157 PM 
r:;?1 
2 of 2 
Priscilla 
Ffaculty mailing list 
Ffaculty@mm.coe.isu.edu 
http://coe.isu.edu/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/ffaculty 
...........•... -.--... ----
Manoochehr Zoghi, Ph.D., P.E. <mzoghi~isu.edu> 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Idaho State University 
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WORKING DRAFT Mar. 16,2009 
Idaho State University Faculty Workload Policy 
A. Policy [The current policy appears in Appendix E-should be in a more prominent 
place.] 
Idaho State University will maintain a general policy describing faculty workload that is 
applicable to all categories of faculty appointments O.e., academic tenured. tenure track, and 
non-tenure track:; and professional-technical non-tenure track}. This policy will be subject to 
periodiC reconsideration and revision at five year intervals or as deemed necessary by the ISU 
Faculty Senate and revision by the ISU Faculty Senate andtMUniversity administration. This 
policy identifies and describes categories of faculty work and these guidelines are to be followed 
when assigning each faculty member's workload. or. fqr equalizing workloads among 
department/unit faculty members. Additionally, it is intended to provide a means for recognition 
and documentation of the work that faculty do. 
Workload as defined herein is the total effortre.ritJered to the university by faculty in instruction. 
research/scholarship or creative activities, prof~$sional service, and/or aqministrative activities. 
The allocation of workload equivalency units to;e~sh oftl)e~{3ecompOnenf$.of faculty work is 
determined annually by mutual agraf?ment betWeer{t~~ .f~~Y.ltY membersancHhf?it chair and/or 
dean. The number of w ..... <. g. equivalency.units allocated to instruction, 
research/scholarship/creative act" .··;!·prpfessional~~rvice, and for some faculty, 
administration, will vary, but the total mu.~~ aCidJo 15 each setD~ster for full·time 9-month faculty. 
The faculty members' college. department~nddisqlRI[ne norm'S;,;iil1d type of faculty appointment 
(e.g., tenuredltenure-tra~k:;;of; non-tenureJfack clli\ts~J. resea'rch. lecturer, and professional-
technical) will be consid~red in a~~ignmentof:worklcii=l!llriea(';/1 area . 
. " , .~ ~, - ~. ~,.. ... . .. ~. 
The expectation for teriur~d and Jenure-trackac;ademic faculty at ISU is no more than nine 
workload units of instructioQ,. at le~~f,f9ur workl6a~t units of research/scholarly/creative activity, 
and no mOJ~tllan.t~o wornI9~(t~nitsof,professiQ!1al service. Tenured facuHy who are not 
actively~rigag~a'inre,st=;archler~~~ve acfivnY~<()reXtensive university service, may negotiate the 
assignni~:nt of more tliar]l.njne wor~IQad units otinsfruction. Tenured faculty with an unusually 
heavy service or scholarly'logd may'n~gotiate less than nine workload units of instruction. The 
expected di~tribution of wt::lrl<lpad unit$ for non-tenure track faculty appOintments will be 
determined by.the type of apppi.ntmenf'For example. cHnical faculty will have increased focus 
on didactiC and clinical instrudtign and professional service, and less emphaSis on scholarly 
activity; research faculty will fo¢~s primarily on externally funded research projects and grant 
writing, with minimal teachjngr~~ponsibilities; and lecturers and professional-technical faculty 
may have 12 workload units a~signed to instruction each semester, with the remaining 3 
workload units in service. In addition to instruction, researchlcreative activity. and service, 
faculty may be assigned administrative responsibilities, which must be allocated within the total 
workload units. 
Faculty will complete an annual Faculty Activity Report, based on the previous calendar year's 
activities, as part of the annual evaluation process. Each department chair will prepare an 
annual faculty workload summary report and forward a signed copy to the CoUege dean. The 
department report should contain the following infonnation for each faculty member: name, 
rank/title, full time equivalency (FTE), contract, tenure status; and by academic semester, the 
assigned workload components, including instructional credit hours assigned, and the total 
workload equivalency units for each of the relevant components - teaching, research, service. 
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administration. Each college will compile an annual workload report containing the assigned 
workload of faculty by department, and submit the report to the Office of Academic Affairs. The 
summary of each faculty members' workload is to be included as part of the annual and periodic 
performance evaluations, and evaluation for promotion and/or tenure. Faculty workload history 
will be part of the personnel record of each faculty member. 
B. Rationale 
Institutions of higher education are required to establish a faculty workload policy that meets the 
criteria of their governing body O.e., Idaho state Board of Education} and regional accrediting 
body (Le., Northwest CommissiOn on Colleges and universi!i~~). A university workload policy 
should be flexible and contain the important attributes of accountability by faculty members and 
administrators to colleagues, students, the profession at large., and Idaho's citizens 
Idaho State University is classified by the Car.negie Foundatio,n for the Advancement of 
Teaching as a doctoral research university (DRvtDocforal-granting.;institutions are classified 
as doctoral research, high research, or very n!g~'research universifi~IsQased on the total level 
of research and development activities and exp~hditures, number of faculty in the sciences and 
engineering. and number of academic doctoral clemr.ees cOl1f~!Ted. The eXp~ctationfor tenured 
and tenure-track faculty at ISU requires quality te.ict»!Jg~Qa·significant expent,l~ure of effort in 
research/scholarly/creative activities. .•. '. '.' , . 
, . 
The workload assignment of faculty irQRacts: tb~ commitmetrt of university resources that are 
used to execute the goals and mission o(:lhe uhiv~~s1.fy, which'ar~ clearly defined within the ISU 
Strategic Plan. More important, the abilitl,to advail~~,~pe university's national stature largely 
depends upon the effest1yeuse'of faculty tiili~and:~f@h·d!rff!9.ed toward high quality instruction, 
research/scholarship;/'~ervice, aQc!lor adniiiji§tre\ion. The~re, it is critical that faculty 
governance within coli~9~S and dde~rtments em~blishes clearly defined workload expectations 
and measures that lead to ,high q.@~ljty perforrri~Dce in a/l aspects of faculty work germane to 
each discipl,!n~z,Finlilly. eval"V~tf9~:and!.qIiPromoti~!1 of faculty must include the documentation 
of faculty,p~fformaj'jce within eaCh area of the ~ssigned workload. 
c. Purpb$~ and Scope 
The policy set forth herein is int!foded to serve as a general recommendation for the assignment 
of faculty workload~ at Idaho st.~t~ University. Each individuars workload should be negotiated 
and subsequen1lyevaluated witnll1 (1) the requirements and allowances stated in the contract 
which that faculty memb~r signed with the University and the State Board of Education, (2) the 
set of professional expectations of the professoriate as a whole and the academic disCipline 
which that faculty member serves (i.e., the "norms" for that profession or discipline), and (3) the 
context and normal operations of the college, department, or academic unit of which that faculty 
member is a part. Each college and department will further refine, implement, and maintain a 
workload policy that is consistent with the University's policy and one that reflects the unique 
and specific needs and obligations of its own faculty. 
This genera! universtty policy is intended to provide a broad definition of faculty members' 
responsibilities, duties, and expectations. It is acknowledged that, while fulfilling the academic 
mission of each faculty member's college and department, the major components of faculty 
workload (teaching, research/scholarship/creative activities, service, and/or administration) may 
be insufficient in defining a faculty member's responsibilities. Nonetheless, for the reasons 
! • 
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stated above, this policy generally should apply to al/ faculty members at ISU with some 
exceptions (e.g., the faculty of the University Library, whose responsibilities may differ 
significantly from those of the general university faculty; research faculty paid wholly or partially 
from extramural funding; or clinical faculty paid partially from a clinical practice site). Finally, the 
intent of this policy is to provide guidance to deans and department chairs in allocating workload 
for the department, and to satisfy the requirements of accountability for both state and federal 
governmental agencies to which the University reports, and tl1e citizens of Idaho, whom the 
University serves. There may be instances in which adjustments in faculty workload may impact 
temporarily the base salary of faculty (e.g., addition of administrative responsibilities with 
additional salary). Such faculty workload adjustments should include articulation of the terms 
and conditions of the adjustments, and be approved by the chair, dean, and ProvosWice 
President for Academic Affairs. 
It is required that each departmentJcollege develop cleartmeria and rationale within each 
component of the workload. While it is acknow'~dged thaf'\yide differences exist in the 
obligations and operations of the University's c,'"js and in ther~8Ponsibilities of its various 
categories of faculty appOintments, generallye 15 equivalencyunns of effort should be 
apportioned within tlie categories of activilie~,~utiined below. More sp~cific criteria may be 
established for any of these general classes pfw9[i<:,load activijies by the facylty of each col/ege 
or department. When circumstances dictate, the rel~tiye~lt?9ation of time ,md"effort expended 
in any of the major categories of f~QHt1¥ work may'q~~~t:Ef(from that genera'ilyrecommended 
under this policy in order to meet theCfi~~ps,of the Uriiv~J§lty, college, department, and faculty 
member. When this occurs, new ~of,(iQ~9 !3ssignment~~ should be reached by mutual 
agreement of the affected faculty memb~rli andth'eiJ respective t;I,apartment chairperson. 
No faculty workload a~'$lgnments should be made:JoEit C9Q,flict With a member's departmental 
faculty evaluation st~.opards orpfpmotion' a'2c1'J~~i.ire pOii9i~s. All should be mindful that 
concentration of facultY~~ffort in Ori~ componept"of work to the near-total exclusion of effort in 
the other components, exqept for specific facuttyoappointments (e.g., research and lecturer) is 
discouragedunQ¥r this poliCy, 9ndevi:try facultY m~mber should be given the opportunity to 
contnbut£:l'£,\O rri~~urable w?'1S to . the ·t~aching, research/scholarship/creative activity, 
professi~Al:lJ service, an'd, for some faculty, theadmihistrative functions of the University. 
1. Instruction: As defined h~re, inst/1Jc.tion includes the teaching. supervisory, and training 
functions'n~<?essary to fulfilling the a~~!1emic mission of a faculty member's department and 
discipiine,aost includes, . but;"i$ noi limited to: (a) graduate/professional and undergraduate 
coursework, (b)~he supervis,ion and direction of students' scholarly works, including but not 
limited iO research papers· and theses/dissertations, fine arts woi'i\S aild perfonnances, 
clinical experiencesaOd student teaching, and (c) other activities such as student advising 
necessary for students to complete their degree and program reqUirements at ISU. 
Accordingly, as determined by the academic unit, the aSSigned teaching load per semester 
for tenured and tenure~track faculty ordinarily should consist of no more than nine 
equivalency units The workload expectation for lecturers and professional-technical 
education faculty as determined by their academic unit normally is 12 equivalency units of 
instruction each semester, with a clear reqUirement for Significant service to the department 
or college. 
For purposes such as reporting time and effort to various extramural funding agencies, or for 
obtaining release time from instructional duties a faculty member is obliged to perform under 
the stated or implied terms of his or her contract, the equivalency units of effort in instruction 
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may be converted to percent of total effort. For example, faculty members requesting 
release from one or more equivalency units of instruction may be required to compensate 
their department from a grant or other funding source to cover the cost of paying an adjunct 
or other faculty member to teach the course(s). 
2. Research, Scholarship, or Creative Activities: These are commonly acknowledged as 
activities related to: original investigation and discovery, translational research. the 
development of improved technologies, creative performance, original composition and 
academic writing, the investigation and improvement of pedagogy, the interpretation and 
integration of knowledge, and like activities. Recognition of the great diversity of activities 
associated with research and scholarship in the varied,pisciplines represented at Idaho 
State University requires that each college/department onJriigram must develop and include 
in its workload policy, metrics for assignment of equiv~IMcy unHs for productivity in research 
and other scholarly activity. For tenured and teriure.;h'~<::k faculty a minimum of four 
equivalency units of effort in research or oth~r scholarship activity is expected. The 
expectation for faculty with research apPoirytl'h,ents is nine to:~e've equivalency units of 
sponsored research activity, with the remaining three to six equivalency units allocated to 
instruction and/or professional service. . 
3. Professional Service: Effort allocated for the· py.~pOS.~:9rfulfilfing facultY:,~ervicefunctions 
include, but is not limited to: serving on various d'ep~rtmental and UniversitY standing and ad 
hoc committees and councils,~~rVJ.1!}9, as Grado~t~, Faculty Representative (GFR) for 
graduate students outside the facoil:y'm~A1t;Jer's immedl'c:lt~ department or discipline, serving 
professional societies and or9anjz~tlons "ihone's discfplipe serving in a professional 
capacity when addrel:jsing public arid'yommuniW"I'l~edS, s~{Ving as a faculty advisor for 
student organizatioQ~j~s,'aJClculty meritqr, and,,:~b,mi.7Jgr,ms of academic advising. Tenured 
and tenure-track'J~culty are;~?pected to::~~9'Y.t~~ no rilQf,e)han two workload equivalency 
units of such service. Undef.:e,ertain cirCllIDstances (e.g., chairing a major institutional 
committee, Faculty S~n~te, Curficulum CoungiO additional professional service equivalency 
units may be negotiatedl.o/tth tJ;1e-dep~rtment Chair and college dean. 
. ' 
4. Pati~iJtCare Senrii;f#O: An important, ad9!tional category of service is that performed by facultY who have prof~ssionarpr~ctice responsibilities and/or who provide other clinical 
and/orpi:ltient care seNi~e,s as pait of their assigned departmental workload. Professional 
service Workload equivaj~QPY wiit.s. for clinical faculty may exceed that expected of 
tenured/tenore-track facult}','(i.e., greater than two equivalency units of effort), particularly 
when contracted by a practice site to deliver clinical services. 
5. Administration: Faculty may be assigned administrative responsibilities as part of their 
workload. Such assignments may include, but are not limited to, serving as department chair, 
assistant or associate chair, program director, center director, assistant or associate dean, 
student advisor for a college or farge department, chair for special institutional projects (e,g., 
accreditation self-study), Clinical Coordinator or Supervisor, and other such administrative work, 
Equivalency units af/ocated to such administrative assignments will be determined by the 
college dean or in certain instances by the ProvostNice President for Academic Affairs, in 
conjunction with the facuHy member. 
D. Calculation of Workload Equivalencies for Instruction 
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An equivalency unit of instruction does not necessarily equal a semester credit hour. The 
equivalency units assigned to a course depends on the course level, contact hours, number of 
students, type of course, and many other factors. Each college is required to develop an 
equivalency unit model that fits within the type of instruction provided. Credit for instruction 
workload equivalency units will not be allocated for overtoad courses or other instructional 
activity that includes additional compensation (e.g., stipend for Early College course 
supervision). 
A number of factors should be considered in the assignment of workload equivalency units to 
instruction-related activities. Each college, division, and/or department will develop a weighting 
system that best fits the courses taught by its faculty .. The fQllpwing factors are among those 
that may be considered in assignment of a weighting metric to instruction-related activities. This 
model for calculating instruction equivalency units shaH be reviewed every five years. The 
review shall include investigation of models currently in use at other universities and higher 
education systems and a survey of faculty regarding the model's effectiveness. 
1. Graduate/Professional Program Instrut;tion: For weighting of graduate and professional 
courses, consider the following: number of students enrolled, fype of instruction (e.g., 
primarily lecture, guest speakers, seminar, studf2:nt preseptations) and any other factors that 
may reflect the time and effort expended by the 'instructqf ,bf record. . 
',' .".: 
.' .;- ','. ' ' .... ; 
2. Laboratory-Type Courses: In a~~Jgning weight to regtl1arly scheduled, academic laboratory 
and clinical lab courses~ physic~fa:cliWycourses;' Studio art; studio music instruction; 
primary music performance organii~tioris,~~ph as en'sembles and marching bands; off-
campus field experier1ge.~!labs; and ·P!Ufessloh~,1-:technical· .qornbined lecture/lab courses, 
consider the jnstruct.otsJitn~ and effort~nd weelQy contact hours in assigning equivalency 
units to these typ~ 'ofexperiEmtiiiil courses. . 
3. Supervision of Student Rractice: For supervIsIon of student teachers, clinical 
clerkship/practicum su'p~l'Visiol1;iht~rn supervision, and other such courses, assignment of 
equiv91~n.c;;Y JJilit~ $hould f~t1.~cl the tcitgIJ~umb€:rof students being supervised at one time, 
lengtfLdnhe c6urS~(e.g., ~week clerkship_!), semester-long student teaching, etc.), and 
othersuch factors thaHake into:account faculty time and effort in a semester. 
, , ". "'1 ' 
4. Honors Program CourS.flSl IndividpaJ Research Projects, or Independent Study: 
Assignment of equivalencyiynits for supervision of undergraduate student seminar courses, 
honors cours~~, individual ln~truction courses (e.g., in the arts), and individual research 
projects, should b~ weighted less than the total credit hours for the course (e.g., 0.1 or 0.2 
equivalency units for .each·semester credit hour). In no case will individual instruction in a 
single course generate more semester credit hour equivalence than if the course were 
taught as a regularly scheduled, organized course. 
5. Thesis or Dissertation Supervision and Committee Membership: Credit for supervision 
of students actively engaged in graduate thesis or dissertation research shall be granted to 
the chairperson of the thesis or dissertation committee and to a Jesser extent, to the 
remaining committee members. The amount of credit awarded each semester should be 
weighted based on the number of student credit hours. VVhenaver the GFR is also deeply 
involved in guiding the student throughout the thesis/dissertation process, appropriate 
weighting is to be ailocated. 
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6. Advising of Undergraduate and Graduate Students: Faculty who are formally assigned 
a large number of undergraduate and graduate students to advise each semesier may be 
granted instruction credit. One equivalency unit of instruction may be granted based on the 
total number of advisees (the exact number will be determined by the department or college). 
7. Class Size: For academic courses, workload credit may be proportionally increased for 
teaching a large regularly scheduled undergraduate class that requires extensive grading or 
evaluation of students' work by the faculty membe(, or decreased for a low enrollment 
regularly scheduled undergraduate class. The college and/or department determine what 
weighting factors to assign based on number of students enrolled and course credit hours). 
S. Proportional Credit for Multiple Instructors: When more than one instructor partiCipates 
in teaching a single course, the workload credit is proportioned according to the effort 
expended by each instructor (to total 100%). 
9. Coordination of Courses: A faculty memb~rwho coordinates several sections of a single 
course, serves as a coordinator for a team;taught module in a clinical program, or other 
such course administrative responsibilities may be granted additional equivalency units of 
instruction (the department or college will determine the equivalency unitsto be allocated). 
10. Joint UndergraduateiGraduate:Cpurses: JOiri"L:tJQ~e'rgraduate/graduate (e.g., 4xx1l5xx) 
courses scheduled for the samelin;:e:"are not counted as two separate courses in calculation 
of instructional workload. Addition~lw~igpt may be a~sigJ'led, based on the credit hours for 
1he course and the number of sh:l~~nts e~JQlled. The college and/or department will 
determine the adjustment factor for these courses. 
11. Courses TaughtQ.ff~camPlJs: For cour$es.tti.il{are te:iughtat least 40 percent time face-to-
face at an off-campus locatio"', additionaVwelght may be'assigned based on the distance 
faculty members muslMavel from their hom~campus. The weighting factor to be applied 
will be det~rmined by the. college. anci/or department. If a faculty member teaches more than 
one GO!lt:s~onJhe, same d~y(s) afthe6ff campgiSite, the weighting factor will apply to only 
onepHh'e courseS (the coufsewith the largest credit hours). 
, -
12. courk~~,Taught Online and via Distance Learning: Additional weight may be allocated 
for course~taught online and distanc~ learning, based on the number of students enrolled 
and otheif~ctors related t9' course delivery. The weighting factor to be applied will be 
determined by the departmeiltfaculty and college dean. 
13. Insufficient Enrollment: A reduction in teaching workload. with concomitant increase in 
research and/or service workload may be granted temporarily if assigned classes do not 
materialize because of insufficient enrollment and additional classes or other instructional 
duties cannot be assigned to the faculty member. This exception may be granted for two 
consecutive semesters only for any particular faculty member. 
14. New Faculty Members: At the recommendation of the department chair, and upon 
approval of the dean, up to three equivalency units of workload credit for each of two 
semesters may be given to a newly-appointed faculty member during the first year of 
employment for the purpose of developing instructional materials for courses the faculty 
member will teach jn subsequent semesters, or for additional research efforts. The amount 
of equivalency credit allocated to new faculty is dependent on the total teaching load for the 
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department, and should not resuit in an unpaid overload for department facuity. New tenure 
track faculty should not be assigned seNice duties in the first year. 
15. Course Development: At the recommendation of the department chair, and upon approval 
of the dean, instructional workload credit may be granted to a faculty member involved in the 
creation of a new course, new course format, or significant new course materials. The 
amount of workload credit will be determined jOintly by the faculty member, chair, and dean. 
16. Clock-Hour Basis: Instructional workload equivalents for faculty members holding 
professional-technical education (PTE) rank may be determined on a credit hour or clock-
hour basis. Determination of the number of credit hourstqught per semester and/or the 
number of hours of instruction-related activities per week for full-time employment will be 
identified in the College of Technology workload policy. 
17. Credit Granted by the De~n and/or Provost; Academic w.orkload credit may be granted 
for additional activities not specified above, such as major college recruiting and/or advising 
responsibilities, professional development bi"lmprove pedagogY'as required by a formal 
remediation plan approved by the dean. afld chair, preparing major documents in the 
fulfillment of programmatic needs or aCCf~itation r~guirements, or .. for. other duties 
performed in the best interest of the institutibri'sscholarty activities or inst'ructional programs 
as determined by the dean and Provost. 
E. Compliance Assessment 
Faculty workload assignment will be docJjmentedin ClfacultYrnember's annual plan agreed 
upon by the faculty m~mb~r§ll}qhis or herttnit heqqp~tQr~the start ofthe contract year. The 
annual plan may be revised if andwhen unfores~en:'circumstances arise that require changes in 
the faculty member'if"work!oad. Faculty memBers' complianCe with their assigned academic 
workload requirements VVilll:>e ass~s,sed as partRf the annual evaluation process and time and 
effort report. FGl~ulty will c()Qlpl'?t~~jim~ and effqrtreport each semester, as well as provide a 
summary onotal wo.rkload activity· as part Clf their gnnuaJ evaluation. If a faculty member is 
found tp;.beciut of compliance, th~ chair and;dean, in discussion with the faculty member, shall 
take appropriate measures.to ensure workload requirements as outlined in this policy are met in 
the future. 
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Dr. Richard Jacobsen 
Chairs, 
You need to meet with all the faculty in your department and negotiate the workload assignment for each person for 
the calendar year 2009. You may use whatever format you wish to record these assignments, but two aspects must be 
apparent: 
1. Each member of the faculty must know his/her distribution of workload for the 2009 calendar year among the 
categories of teaching, research, service and administration or other areas as appropriate. 
2. lt must b'e clearly indicated to each 'person what is expected of each individual for the annual review of this 
period to achieve each of the designated merit ratings in the university merit system. 
This is the rough equivalent of letting the students in your classes know what is expected for an A, B, or C grade in the 
course and providing an a'ssignment sheet or syllabus to let students know what coverage is anticipated. It goes without 
saying that such agreements should be signed by both faculty and you as chairs to avoid misunderstandings, and that 
when unforeseen circumstances occur that change the workload assignments the documentation should be modified 
by agreement to account fOf the changes. 
By copy of this message, I pm informing the faculty of this requirement. Please let me know by email when this has 
been accomplished for the faculty who report to you, and send me a copy of the workload agreement for each person 
and one to Priscilla Goldbeck for use in the annual review. This is the third year I have requested that this be done. If 
you do not feel that you are able or willing to do this, please let me know your reasons in writing. 
Jake 
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Subject: Status ofMS Program in Civil Engineering 
From: Habib Sadid <sadihabi@isu.edu> 
Date: Thu, 24 Jan 2008 14: 16:49 -0700 
To: "Dr. llichard lacobsenu <jacorich@isu.edu> 
CC: Tom Jackson <tjackson@isu.edu>, naiduds <naiduds@isu.edu>, "M. Zoghi" <mzoghi@isu.edu>, 
Habib Sadid <sadihabi@isu.edu> 
Dear Dr. Jacobsen, 
I am writing to inform you of the status of our Masters program in Civil 
Engineering. on Thursday, January 3, in a meeting in your office, in the presence 
of Dr. Naidu, I mentioned that canceling the program's required courses' and 
combining a 3-credit 6XX- level course with a l-credit 4XX-level course amounted 
to violations of university policies, and significantly undermined the quality of 
our graduate program. You and Dr. Naidu both agreed. Here is the current status of 
the program. 
The Masters program in Civil Engineer~ng requires four core courses: 
CE 531, Advanced Mechanics of Materials, 3 credits, offered in Fall 
CE 664, Dynamics of structures, 3 credits, offered in Fall 
CE 665, Finite Element Analysis, 3 credits, offered in Spring 
CE 667, Advanced structures Lab, 3 credits, offered in Spring 
In addition, the Graduate School requires 15 credits of 6XX-level courses for 
graduation (6-cr. Thesis, 2-cr. Seminar, and 7 credits of 6XX-level courses). In 
1999, when I proposed this program, the three 6xx-level CE courses were intended 
to meet (e}cceed) the Graduate School's requirements. 
Last fall, we canceled CE 664 and this Spring, we ~ave canceled CE 665 and have 
combined CE 667 with a I-credit undergraduate course, CE 467. We have graduate 
students who are planning to graduate with a master's degree from ISU without 
having completed the required courses for the program and without having 
sufficient 6xx-level courses to meet ~he Graduate School's requirement. Lacking CE 
664 and CE 665, the two most importan: courses for MSCE graduates, these students 
will not have the even the minimuul education normally expected of a MSCE graduate. 
One of the graduate students, Edwin G'.lerra, who earned his BS at lSU, has been 
asked to petition out of CE 667, since he had CE 467 as an undergraduate course; 
the other 5 graduate stUdents are sitting in CE 467. 
Edwin Guerra is an excellent student, fullY capable of competing at other 
universities with strong master's programs. I encouraged Edwin to stay here at ISU 
for graduate studies. I now believe I did him a disservice. It was quite 
ero1barrassing a couple of !~·.ree.ks ago ~;"Jhen I t .. -J3S obliged tc infcrnl EdTJJir~ and ether 
students that we did not have CE courses for them to take in spring 2008. 
Currently, Edwin bas signed up for DANe 390, ]:I.NTH 594, and MATH 522. None of these 
courses are requ.ired for the MSCE program, and no one would argue that dance, 
anthropology, and mathematics courses constituted graduate level courses in civil 
engineering. The other graduate students are taking 4XXg courses, courses they 
completed at their undergraduate institutions. 
I truly think that the College's approach to engineering graduate programs is 
hurting current students and will, in the long term, ruin ISU's reputation in the 
engineering community. This group of students will not meet either the program or 
the Graduate School requirements 
for graduation. How can a faculty member, in good conscience, encourage our 
undergraduate stUdents to stay here for graduate studies? Knowing that we offer 
substandard graduate programs, how can faculty members honorably recruit BS 
graduates of other universities? 
To do so would be unethical and unprofessional. As lSU attempts to enhance its 
research activities, these weak graduate programs represent a step backwards. 
411412009 3 :07 PM 
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Best regards, 
HabibSadid, ~h.D., PE 
Professor of Civil Engineering 
Idaho state University 
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Subject: Re: Graduate Program Director 
From: Habib Sadid <sadihabi@isu.edu> 
Date: Thu, 14 Feb 2008 ] 1 :41:34 -0700 
To: liM. Zoghi" <mzoghi@isu.edu> 
CC: ffaculty@mm.coe,isu.edu, "Dr. Richard Jacobsen" <jacorich@isu.edu> 
Dr. Zoghi, 
Thank you for asking me to serve as a Graduate program Director for the CE 
program. 1 created the MS program in Engineering structures and 1-1echanics in 1999 
and served as coordinator up until 2006. During that time there was no 
departments in the CeE and no chairs for the programs. DUring the spring of 2006, 
we developed Chair's duties which was approved on March 9, 2006 (a copy 
attached). When we developed the chair's duties, the chair was' giving one month 
additional salary and appropriate course release per semester to perform the 
duties listed. Currently, in the coE, we have departments and chairs who are on 
twel ve month qmtract, they are teaching one course per semester and are not 
serving in any committees. perhaps, we should add a few more duties to the list 
of chair's duties approved on March 9 so that the COllege can justify the chair's 
12 month full time positions. The list provided by Dr. Naidu for the Graduate 
Program Director sound like administrative duties included in the Chair's duties 
and I b~lievethe college is obligated to abide. with the roles and policies set 
forth by the faculty.and the Faculty and Staff Handbook. I also believe that in a 
college Hith 22 faculty ,.!e must not have 16 administratorsl currently, there are 
11 administrators in the CoE and this' will add another 5 making it a total of 16 
administrators. Does that mean 6 faculty will be working for 16 administrators? 
In a program with 20-30 undergraduate students and 6 or 7 graduate students, why 
should ,"e have several administrators? Where is the logic? 
Currently, I am quite busy with teaching, research, and service for the college. 
I am working on two big projects from lTD, I have 4 graduate stUdents (3 active in 
research) and one undergraduate student involved with research. J am teaching one 
senior level course, helping the ASCE students with the steel Bridge, serving on 
several committees, and I have one graduate student signed up for an independent 
study in Dynamics of structures rCE 664) since the college administration canceled 
a required graduate course last Fall. The student is scheduled to graduate in the 
Summer of 200B. I addition, I am supporting over 30 students from the NSF 
scholarship funds that I have to deal with. I am already spending more than 60 
hours per week for the above mentioned work. Do I have time for additional 
responsibilities? 
I also strongly encourage the College of Engineering administration to familiarize 
itself \-lith the Faculty and staff Handbook in particular the section related to 
Chair, Faculty, and hiring policies. 
Best, 
Habib 
M. 20ghi wrote: 
Hi SUbbaram, 
Thank you so very much for the clarification. We sure appreciate it. 
Habib - please let us know if you would like to continue as out GPD in light of 
the following description. Thanks. 
Many thanks for your .continued support and invaluable contributions. 
All the best, 
l~ 4/]4/2009 3: IO PM 
2 of2 
MZ 
Manoochehr 
! ; 
In the past, we had such responsibilities assumed by faculty l.vithin each 
program. Now that we have formal depts, and like other depts on the camps, 
we want to formalize the Graduate Program Director (GPO) position for each 
MS program. The position is a part of faculty's overa.ll load. 
The responsibilities include (but not limited to) 
1) Review of graduate student applications and recommend to Dept. Chair, 
2) Advising (not thesis) students for coursework, etc. 
3) Recruitment and retention of graduate students, 
4) curriculum revision etc. 
5) Any other responsibilities assigned by Dept. Chair 
Hope this helps. Let me know if you have any other questions. 
Subbaram 
M. Zoghi wrote: j Good Morning Dr. Naidu, 
I I announced in our weekly CEE fac~lty me~ting your request !or identifying a Graduate Program Director for our Department; a liaison for 
you ,to correspond with concerning graduate program related issues. 
Apparently, Dr. Sadid has been the designated Grad Program Director in 
the past. Our faculty would like to know more about the responsibilities 
of this position and his role in relation to your request. 
We will greatly appreciate it if you ~lOuld please provide additional 
clarifications. 
Many thanks and best regards, 
Manoochehr 
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1 look at those and make sure that I am correct, but in 
2 your complaint you allege that Idaho State University 
3 breached its contract with you; is that correct? 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. Specifically tell me what terms of the 
6 contract you contend were breached by ISU or any of the 
7 defendants or all of the defendants in your complaint 
8 here. 
9 A. I was not evaluated for 2001, 2002, 2003, and 
10 2004; 2005 I was not allowed to respond to the 
11 evaluation. That's it. 
12 Q. Any other conduct on the part of the 
13 defendants that you believe was a breach of your 
14 employment contract with ISD? 
15 MR. JOHNSON: I object to the form. 
16 A. There might be, I don't know. 
17 Q. What do you contend? 
18 A. Well, there is breach of contract for not 
19 evaluating me for four years as required by the faculty 
20 and staff handbook at lSD, for 2001, 2002, 2003, and 
21 2004. In 2005 Dr. Jay Kunze was forced or asked, I 
22 should say, he was asked by the administration to get 
23 signature to evaluate me. So those files, those 
24 evaluations for 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004 were not in my 
25 file. On April 15, 2005, I asked Dr. Kunze in the 
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1 presence of Dr. Dante Cantrill, the ombudsman then, to 
2 give my evaluations to me. He did not have. 
3 In February or March of 2006 I asked for my 
4 personnel file from Linda Kearn, the administrative 
5 assistant then, for my personnel file. And I made copies 
6 of all of my files, stuff in my file. There was no 
7 evaluations for 2001, 2002, 2003, and 2004. 
8 Then Dr. Wharton had asked Dr. Kunze to get 
9 those signatures for those evaluations. I believe Dr. 
10 Kunze falsified those documents. There are 
11 contradictions in there. Also in those documents Dr. Jay 
12 Kunze says these documents were not communicated to Dr. 
13 Sadid because of his political involvement on campus. 
14 And while he admits that they were not served to me, then 
15 in the questions that they asked how did he respond to 
16 the last year's evaluation, he said defensively. 
17 So those are -- and indeed he gave me 2002, 
18 2003, and 2004, he forgot to make for 2001. Because in 
19 one of the e-mails I told him that these are three years, 
20 he just made it for those three years. 
21 Then in 2004-2005 evaluation Dr. Kunze 
22 evaluated me and left a copy in my mailbox for signature. 
23 I sent him two e-mails asking for a digital copy of my 
24 
25 
evaluation for my input. I did not receive that. 
Then apparently Dr. Kunze had told Dr. Wharton 
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1 
2 
Q. 
A. 
So the one in between Exhibit No. 6 and 
This (indicating) is for 2000. This is after 
3 this, this was the last one I was completely evaluated. 
4 Q. Let me state the question. I think I 
5 understand what you are telling me. Between Exhibit 2006 
6 and the evaluation for the calendar year 2002, you did 
7 not received an evaluation. That one you still had never 
8 received; is that what I understand? 
9 
10 
A. 
Q. 
Exhibit 2006, is that what you said? 
No, the numbering is getting you confused or 
11 maybe I stated it wrong. 
12 
13 
A. 
Q. 
You did say 2006. 
Let me try again. Let's start allover again. 
14 Between Exhibit No. 6 and calendar year 2002 you then did 
15 not receive an evaluation. 
16 
17 
A. 
Q. 
No. 
And thereafter you did receive an evaluation 
18 for 2002, calendar year 2002, calendar year 2003, 
19 calendar year 2004, and 2005? 
20 A. No, I received for 2002, 2003, and 2004 with a 
21 memo in 2005. Then for 2005 he did evaluate me on time; 
22 he didn't allow me that five days for my response. 
23 Q. So if I understand, then, really what the 
24 problem is, is that you didn't have an evaluation for the 
25 calendar year 2001. 
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1 
2 
A. 
Q. 
Yes. 
You don't like the comment in the evaluation 
3 for calendar year 2000. 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. You believe that that damaged you and began 
6 the damage to your career; correct? 
7 
8 
A. 
Q. 
Correct. 
And then you didn't get 2002, 2003, and 2004 
9 in what you believed to be a timely fashion; correct? 
10 
11 
A. 
Q. 
Correct. 
What is a timely fashion for receiving these, 
12 when are you supposed to receive them? 
13 A. We supposed to receive them sometime in 
14 February or March and you have to give back by five days, 
15 then it goes to upper administration and they have 
16 deadlines set for when the evaluations should be in. 
17 Q. And that's what you were explaining to me 
18 earlier about the ten days, then, or the five days, 
19 excuse me. 
20 
21 
A. 
Q. 
The five days, correct. 
Anything else that you claim is problematic 
22 with the evaluation? 
23 
24 
A. 
Q. 
Evaluations? 
Correct. Let me restate it. Anything else 
25 you believe in these evaluations or in the process of 
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1 evaluating you that is a breach of the contract with you? 
2 A. After 2000 there was nothing except that one 
3 sentence in Item 19, two sentences, three sentences. Of 
4 course for 2001 there is none. For 2002, 2003, 2004, and 
5 when he did in 2005 there are statements such as this 
6 evaluation was not communicated to Dr. Sadid because of 
7 his political involvement on campus. 
8 Then in there, if you compare my evaluations 
9 up to 2000, every question, and compare the ones in those 
10 evaluations for 2002, 2003, 2004, none of my -- I mean if 
11 you compare these, totally different. I mean he is 
12 totally -- I mean if you read them, he is mad, he wanted 
13 injure me. He is absolutely not -- I mean it's a very, 
14 in my opinion, funny way of evaluating somebody's job 
15 performance as you can read from 2002, 2003, 2004. 
16 Then I was distinguished teacher of the year 
17 for the university. It was never mentioned in my 2003 
18 evaluation that I was distinguished teacher of the year 
19 in the university for 2002. It was not even mentioned in 
20 my 2003 evaluation --
21 
22 
Q. 
A. 
You didn't mention it in your self-evaluation? 
In my self-evaluation, I don't recall if I did 
23 or not, I don't recall. I have to go through it so --
24 
25 
Q. 
A. 
So you may have even forgotten it? 
I may have forgotten. I may have even 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF' THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
HABIB SADIO, an individual, 
Plfllntiff, 
v. Cas~ No. CV 2008-39420C 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY, ROBERT PLAINTIFF'S REPLY 
WHARTON, JAY KU1-J7F, J\·1ICHAEL MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
JAY LINEBERRY, MANOOCHEHR MOTION FOR I{F:CONSIOERATION 
?'OGHI, RICHARD JACOBSEN, GARY 
OLSON, AUTIHJR VAlLAS and 
JOflNIJANE DOES I :hrough X, whose 
true identities are presently :mknow'1, 
Defendants. 
-----_ .. _._------------ ----'----.. _-------------- --_ .. _----_._-
INTRODUCTION 
On Decernber 24, 2009, Plaintiff Habib Sadie} (hereinafter "Professor Sadid") 
iilcd his motion asking ihis Cour~ if; re:~onsider cerrain aspects of irs order granting 
summary judgment to Defendants. Pursuant to Rule 7(b)(3)(C) of the lduh,) Rules ci 
PLAINTIFF'S HEPLY MFMORANDl1M IN SlJPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR RECONSlDERA nON - 1 
Civil Procedure, Professor Sadid lodged his supporting memorandum on January 5, 2010. 
Thereafter, on January 12, 2010, Defendants lodged their memorandum opposing 
Professor Sadid'i:i motion for reconsideration. Professor Sadid now takes this opportunity 
to Reply pursuant [0 Rule 7(b)(3)(E) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. This brief 
only addresses the isslle of protected speech, since the other issues have reached the point 
of saturation. 
REPLY 
Professor Sadid contends he engaged ill protected speech under any formulaic test 
adopted by our United States Supreme Court, but nonetheless believes the proper test 
ought to be applied to the faets of his case. And, according to Garcelti v. Ceballos, 547 
U.S. 410 (2006), itself: GaJ'cetti does not extend to speech related to "scholarship or 
teaching". Garcerrf, 547 U.S. at 425. It does not appear that the United States Supreme 
Court has yet decided, as of this date, whether to extend Carcetti to speech related 10 
scholarship or teaching. Thus, it stands to reason that the previous analylical fi'amework 
used in speech concerning scholarship or teaching controls until such time as the United 
States Supreme Court decides whether or not to extend Garcelti to the academic i:ictting. 
Accordingly, Professor Sadid continues to urge this Court to apply the Pickering-
Connick i haJancing test used by the Idaho Supreme Court in Karl' v. Bermeosoio, 142 
Idaho 444 (2005). Under this applicable framework, the Court docs not have to find 
whether Professor Sadid spoke as a "private citizen" or "public employee." The inquiry 
of course remaillS one of law, not [act. Lubckev.Boise City/Ada County H(ms. Auth., 
124 Idaho 450, 466,.~9QP.2d 653,668 (1993) (quoting Connick v. Myers, 461 U.S. 138. 
1,18 n.7. 75L. Ed. 2d 708.103 S. Ct. 16R4 (1983)). 
'Pickering v. Boarc/olEdllc., 391 U.S. 563 (/968); Connick v. Myers, 461 U.S. 138 (1983). 
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However, when the proper test is applied to the expressions of Professor Sadid 
there can be no question as to their protccted status. Take for example the article 
published in the Sunday, November 16, 2008, edition or the Idaho State Journal, titled: 
Ar~President Vailas 'P9}ic:iesdamaging ISU? No doubt this article relates to scholarship 
or teaching, It was authored hy a tenured, faculty member of Idaho State University; the 
article discusses the research policies adopted by the administration of an institution of 
higher lem'ning in the state of Jdaho. See Idaho Code § 33-3001. Whether or not Idaho 
State University looks to become the "MlT of the West" by focusing on research or 
maintains its traditional focus on instruction is beyond any doubt a matter of concern to 
the public. To characterize the entire article amI the other articles of record for that 
matter as nothing more than personal grievances against ISU is patently ridiculous. 
Professor Sadid's interest in speaking on such a topic is of utmost importance and of 
great value 10 the local community and to the academic and non-academic communities 
a[ large. Not long after publishing this article on November 16, 2008, anu liling suit on 
September 29, 2008, Professor Sadid was subjected to a barrage of disciplinary action 
taken against him hy President Vailas, Provost Olson and Dean lacobsen, See Amended 
Complaint, ~'122-24. 
Tt is of worth to note for purposes of clarification that Professor Sadid maintains 
his position that he spoke as a private citizen rather than a public employee. It obviously 
was not a part of his official duties to criticize the ISU administration in the local 
newspaper. On this point, we respectfully take issue with this Court's opinion that, 
"Whether his job description requires him to write articles is not the determining factor of 
him being in the role of a citizen or a public cmployec." See Decision on MOlion .Ie)r 
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Summary Judgment, p. /201'25. In Gareerli v. Ceballos, 547 U.S. 410 (2006), the United 
States Supreme Court stated: 
The controlling factor in Ceballos's case is that his 
expressions were made pursuant to his duties as a calendar 
deputy. See Brieffor Respondent 4 ("Ceballos does not 
dispute that he prepared the memorandum 'pursuant to his 
duties as a prosecutor"'). That consideration - the fact that 
Ceballos spoke as a prosecutor fulfilling a responsibility to 
advise his supervisor about how best 10 proceed with a 
pending case - distinguishes Ceballos' case ii'om those in 
\!\lhich the First Amendment provides protection against 
discipline. We hold that when public employees make 
statements pursuant to their official duties, the employees 
are not speaking as citizens for First Amendment purposes, 
and the Constitution docs not insulate their 
communications from employer discipline. 
Garcet/i, 547 U.S. at 421. Thus, whether the statements in question were made pursuant 
10 official duties does guide the inquiry on whether a person has spoken privately or as a 
public employee. The fact Professor Sadid may have been identified in the newspaper as 
a member of the ISU faculty docs not mean he spoke pursuant to official duties. As 
stated above, it thus docs not matter whether we rely on Garce!!i or not, the result is the 
same, and Professor Sadicl's speech is protected. 
CONCLUSION 
The record does not support the summary dismissal of Professor Sadid's claim of 
reta! iation for speaking on matters of vital importance to the public. 
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Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey, Chtd. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND 
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
HABIB SADID, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY, ROBERT 
WHARTON, JAY KUNZE, MICHAEL 
JA Y LINDEBERRY, MANOOCHEHR 
ZOGHI, RICHARD JACOBSEN, GARY 
OLSON, AUTHUR VAlLAS and 
JOHN/JANES DOES 1 through X, whose 
true identities are presently unknown, 
Defendants. 
Case No:CV-2008-0003942-0C 
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER 
THE PARTIES came before the Court on the 19th day of January, 2010 for a hearing 
on Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider and Defendants' Motion for Fees and Costs. Sam 
Johnson appeared in person on behalf of the Plaintiff. John Bailey appeared in person on 
behalf of the Defendants. The parties waived a presence of a Court Reporter. 
At the outset, the Court heard oral argument on the Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider. 
Thereafter, the Court took the matter under advisement and will issue a decision 
within 30 days. The Court will also take Defendant's Motion for Fees and Costs under 
advisement and will issue a decision addressing both motions within 30 days. 
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DATED this 2J- day of January, 2010. 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the c9.£. day of January, 2010, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the 
manner indicated. 
Sam Johnson 
Johnson & Monteleone, LLP 
405 S. Eighth Street, Suite 250 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
John A. Bailey 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chtd. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204 
o U.S. Mail 
~ E-Mail 
o Hand Deliver 
o Fax: 208-947-2424 
o U.S. Mail 
[gJ E-Mail 
o Hand Deliver 
o Fax: 232-6109 
Deputy e 
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IN THE DISTRIT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRIC 
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANN CK 
HABIB SADID, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY, 
ROBERT WHARTON, JAY KUNZE, 
MICHAEL JAY LINEBERRY, 
MANOOCHEHR ZOGHI, RICHARD 
JACOBSEN, GARY OLSON, 
AUTHUR VAlLAS and JOHN/JANE 
DOES I through X, whose true 
identities are presently unknown, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV -2008-3942-0C 
DECISION ON MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 
This matter came before this Court for hearing on Plaintiff s Motion for 
Reconsideration on January 19, 2010. The Plaintiff was represented by Sam 
Johnson. The Defendants were represented by John Bailey. The Plaintiffs 
Motion was filed in response to the Court's Decision on Motion for Summary 
Judgment dated December 18, 2009. The Court reviewed the documents 
submitted by the parties, heard oral argument from counsel, reviewed its Decision 
on Summary Judgment and due to the complexity of the case, the Court took the 
matter under advisement. Now, the Court issues its decision denying the 
Plaintiff s Motion for Reconsideration. 
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DISCUSSION 
1. Whether the Court Applied the Proper Test. The Plaintiff asks the Court to 
apply Karr v. Bermeosolo, 142 Idaho 444, 129 P.3d 88 (2005) rather than Garcetti 
v. Ceballos, 547 U.S. 410, 425(2006) when analyzing protected speech. Plaintiff 
asserts that the Idaho Supreme Court in Karr uses the Pickering balancing test, 
which better applies to academic settings. See, Plaintiffs Memorandum On 
Motion for Reconsideration, p. 4. It should be noted that Karr did not involve an 
academic setting in that Maureen Karr was employed by the Idaho State Veterans 
Home as a registered nurse manager. Karr wrote a letter to the Governor of Idaho 
asking him to address issues at the Veterans Home. She was disciplined for 
writing the letter. Ultimately, Kerr was terminated from employment. She filed 
suit alleging that she was wrongfully terminated. The District Court granted all 
defendants summary judgment on the basis that the letter was not protected speech 
under the First Amendment and there was no evidence linking the termination to 
the letter. The Supreme Court affirmed the summary judgment. 
In light of Plaintiffs request, the Court has reviewed Karr, in which the 
Idaho Supreme Court stated the four part test for determining whether speech is 
constitutionally protected as follows: 
First, the court must determine whether the speech may be fairly 
characterized as constituting speech on a matter of public concern. 
If the speech involves a matter of public concern, then the court must 
balance the employee's interest in commenting upon matters of 
public concern against the interest of the state, as an employer, in 
promoting the efficiency of the public services it performs. Third, if 
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the balance favors the employee, then the employee must show that 
the protected speech was a substantial or motivating factor in the 
detrimental employment decision. Finally, if the employee meets 
this burden, then the employer is required to show by a 
preponderance of the evidence that it would have reached the same 
decision even in the absence of protected speech. 
Fridenstine v. Idaho Dept. of Admin., 133 Idaho 188, 194, 983 P.2d 
842, 848 (1999) (quoting Lockhart v. State, Dept. of Fish & Game, 
127 Idaho 546, 552, 903 P.2d 135, 141 (Ct.App.l995». "[T]he 
inquiry into the protective status of the speech is one of law, not 
fact." Lubcke v. Boise City/Ada County Hous. Auth., 124 Idaho 450, 
466, 860 P.2d 653, 668 (1993) (quoting Connick v. Myers, 461 U.S. 
138, 148 n. 7, 103 S.Ct. 1684, 1691, 75 L.Ed.2d 708, 720 (1983»; 
see also Farnworth v. Femling, 125 Idaho 283, 286, 869 P.2d 1378, 
1382 (1994). The Court makes an independent judgment of whether 
the statement is of public concern taking into consideration the 
manner, time and place in which it was made. Lockhart, 127 Idaho at 
552, 903 P.2d at 141 (citing Connick, 461 U.S. at 152, 103 S.Ct. at 
1692-93, 75 L.Ed.2d at 723). 
"Whether an employee's speech addresses a matter of public concern 
must be determined by the content, form, and context of a given 
statement, as revealed by the whole record." Connick, 461 U.S. at 
147-48, 103 S.Ct. at 1690-91, 75 L.Ed.2d at 720-21. This 
determination turns on the nature of the employee's speech-whether 
it concerns matters involving political, social or other concerns to the 
community. Gardner v. Evans, 110 Idaho 925, 933, 719 P.2d 1185, 
1193 (1986) (citing Connick, 461 U.S. at 146, 103 S.Ct. at 1689-90, 
75 L.Ed.2d at 719-20). A public employee still enjoys First 
Amendment protection even if his or her views are expressed 
privately. Givhan v. W Line Conso!. Sch. Dist., 439 U.S. 410, 415-
16, 99 S.Ct. 693, 696, 58 L.Ed.2d 619, 624-25 (1979). However, 
speech focused on internal policy and personnel grievances does 
not implicate the First Amendment. Hyland v. Wonder, 972 F .2d 
1129, 1137 (9th Cir.1992). (emphasis added) 
Karr v. Bermeosolo, 142 Idaho 444 (2005). 
This Court is not convinced that the Karr test is the correct test to apply. 
Karr was decided by the Idaho Supreme Court on October 5, 2005. Garcetti was 
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decided by the U.S. Supreme Court in 2006. Although there is some discussion in 
Garcetti that "expression related to academic scholarship or classroom 
instruction" may be outside the Garcetti test, the Supreme Court expressly did not 
carve out an academia exception. I This Court will not carve out such an 
exception, but will leave it to the appellate courts to address. Garcetti is more 
recent than Karr and this Court believes it is the test to be applied. 
Alternatively, even though the Plaintiff asserts Karr is the correct test to 
use regarding academics and protected speech, the results are the same. The Court 
still must determine whether the speech at issue may be characterized as public 
speech. The Court delved into this discussion in its Decision on Motion for 
Summary Judgment. The result in the Court's Decision was that there was no 
matter of public concern because the statements Sadid made went to matters 
involving internal administrative disputes and relayed personal grievances. As 
such, Sadid does not pass the first prong of the Karr test and therefore no more 
analysis needs to be done under this test. 
Furthermore, the Court agrees with the Plaintiff in that "[t]he guarantees of 
the First Amendment 'share a common purpose of assuring freedom of 
communication on matters relating to the functioning of government. '" McKinley 
v. City of Eloy, 705 F .2d 111 0, 1114 (9th Cir. 1983 ) (quoting Richmond 
Newspapers, Inc. v. Virginia, 448 U.S. 555,575,65 L. Ed. 2d 973, 100 S.Ct. 2814 
I Additionally, this Court perceives a distinction between speech in the classroom setting and speech in a 
newspaper. Even if there is an academia exception, this Court would not apply it to the facts of this case. 
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(1980)) (Plaintiff's Memo In Supp. Of Motion for Reconsideration, pp. 5-6). 
However, the very case that Sadid asks this Court to review clearly states that 
"speech focused on internal policy and personnel grievances does not implicate 
the First Amendment." Karr (citing Hyland). This rule, when applied to the 
findings from the Court's earlier decision, again results in the Court holding that 
the Plaintiff's argument of protected speech does not rise to the level of 
implicating the First Amendment protections because it was personal and not 
public. 
2. Multiple letters. Plaintiff argues that the Court focused on only two letters 
he wrote to the newspaper when the Court held that Plaintiff's speech was not 
protected speech. While the Court only referenced two letters in the recitation of 
facts, the Court's holding was that all of the challenged speech was made by a 
public employee rather than a private citizen. Additionally, it is the Court's 
holding that none of the challenged speech was "a matter of public concern." 
Instead, the Court determined that all of the speech dealt with "individual personal 
disputes and grievances." The Court's intent was to apply this holding to all of 
Professor Sadid's expressions of record. 
3. Breach of Contract: Plaintiff's Argument of Failure to Complete 
Evaluations. Plaintiff asked the Court to reconsider the contract claim as he 
asserts that the Court committed error in reaching its conclusion that annual 
evaluations of a tenured professor are not required. Sadid's argument relies on 
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the "section of the Handbook favorable to Plaintiff which on its face compels the 
annual evaluation of 'each faculty member in that department ... '" See, Plaintiffs 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Reconsideration, p. 7. Sadid asserts that 
the annual evaluations cited in the handbook in section (B)( 1) are a separate 
responsibility to the periodic tenure evaluations that should be done every five 
years cited in (B)(7).2 After reconsidering and reviewing the file and arguments, 
the Court again finds that the language of the handbook is clear and unambiguous 
and therefore it again applies (B)(7) as the relevant provision for the evaluation 
requirements of a tenured faculty. 
Furthermore, Plaintiff contends that he has not received a performance 
evaluation since 1999, and therefore when following the five year rule of (B)(7) 
the next evaluation is due in 2004. Plaintiff asserts that the evaluations during that 
time were not completed.3 However, in Exhibit A, attached to Defendant's 
Memorandum in Opposition of Reconsideration, the copies of the evaluations 
show that evaluations were done for 2000 (signed by Sadid), 2003 (evaluation 
completed but not delivered to Sadid due to a "contentious situation"), 2005 (copy 
of evaluation sent to Sadid), 2006 (signed by Sadid) and 2007 (signed by Sadid). 
2 Both of the handbook citations are found in the FACULTY /STAFF HANDBOOK under Part 4, Section 
IV. 
3 In its Decision on Motion for Summary Judgment, the Court found that the Statute of Limitations bars any 
alleged breach occurring more than five years prior to the filing of the Complaint. The Court reaffIrms this 
fmding and therefore considers only those alleged breaches that took place after 2003. In Defendant's 
Exhibit A, attached to the Defendant's memorandum in Opposition of Reconsideration, copies of the 
evaluations for January 2006 - December 2006 and January 2007 - December 2007 are both signed and 
dated by the Plaintiff. This shows that evaluations were completed within a 5 year span from 2003 to 2008, 
and ultimately eliminates the breach of contract claim by the Plaintiff. 
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Therefore, the Court finds that the Plaintiff s contentions are misleading as 
evaluations were completed at least within five years of each other. The Court, 
therefore, reiterates that there was no breach of contract by the Defendant and its 
decision is affirmed. 
4. Redress of Grievances. The Decision on the Motion for Summary 
Judgment issued by this Court was "against the Amended Complaint and against 
all defendants." Decision, p. 4. The Court recognizes that Plaintiff filed this 
action on September 29, 2008 and that he petitioned for redress of his grievances. 
The Court also recognizes the Plaintiff alleges that the Defendants have continued 
to retaliate against him after the filing of this claim. That is one of the reasons he 
filed a Motion to Amend Complaint on August 27, 2009. The Decision on 
Summary Judgment deals only with those allegations of retaliation that come 
before August 27,2009. 
CONCLUSION 
The Court has reconsidered the issues raised by Plaintiff. Based upon the 
above discussion, the Court stands by its prior decision. Therefore, the Plaintiffs 
Motion for Reconsideration is DENIED. 
ITIS SO ORDERED. 
DATED: February 24, 2010. . 
~ fiOi??z;e=-=-
District Judge 
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Sam Johnson 
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405 S. Eighth Street, Suite 250 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
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Pocatello, Idaho 83204 
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JOHNC. LYNN 
Attorney at Law 
776 E. Riverside Dr. 
Suite 200 
Eagle,ID 83616 
Telephone: 208.685.2333 
Facsimile: 208.685.2355 
Email: johnlynn@fiberpipe.net 
Attorney for Appellant 
IN TH DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDUCIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE 
COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
HABIB SADID, an individual, ) 
) CASE NO. CV -2008-3942-0C 
) 
Plaintiff! Appellant, ) 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
vs. ) 
) 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERISTY, ) 
ROBERT WHARTON, JACK ) 
KUNZE, MICHAEL JAY ) 
LINEBERRY, MANOOCHEHR ) 
ZOGHI, RICHARD JACOBSEN, ) 
GARY OLSON, AUTHUR V AILAS ) 
and JOHN/JANE DOES I through ) 
X, whose true identities are presently ) 
unknown, ) 
DefendantslRespondents. ) 
) 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENTS, STATE OF IDAHO, AND 
ITS ATTORNEY, JOHN A. BAILEY, Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & 
Bailey, Chtd., P. O. Box 1391, Pocatello, Idaho, 83204, email: 
jab@racinelaw.net: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
5SR 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named Appellant, HABIB SADID, by and through his 
attorney of record, JOHN C. LYNN, appeals against the above-named 
Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the DECISION ON 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION, entered in the above-entitled action 
on February 24,2010, and the DECISION ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT, entered in the above-entitled action on December 18, 2009, 
Honorable David C. Nye presiding. 
2. The Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, 
and the judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable 
orders under and pursuant to Rule 11(a)(1), I.A.R. 
3. Preliminary statement of issues on appeal: 
Did the trial court improperly dismiss Appellant's claims of (1) 
Deprivation of Constitutional Rights and (2) Breach of Contract? 
4. No order remains in effect sealing any portion of the record. 
S . (a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes. 
(b) The Appellant requests the preparation of the following 
portions of the reporter's transcript in hard copy: 
(i) The hearing upon Respondent's MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT, held on November 2,2010; 
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(ii) The hearing upon Appellant's MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION, held on January 19,2010. 
6. The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in 
the clerk's record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, 
I.A.R.: 
(a) Appellant's and Respondents' Affidavits and Briefmg filed upon 
Respondents' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, together with all 
exhibits submitted therewith; 
(b) Appellant's and Respondents' Affidavits and Briefmg filed upon 
Appellant's MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION, together with all 
exhibits submitted therewith. 
7. The Appellant requests the following documents admitted as 
exhibits to be copied and sent to the Supreme Court: 
(a) All exhibits attached to Plaintiffs COMPLAINT and FIRST 
AMENDED COMPLAINT; 
(b) All exhibits attached to the Affidavits and Briefmg referenced in 
paragraph 6( a) and 6(b) above. 
8. I hereby certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the court 
reporter. 
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(b) That the Clerk of the District Court has been paid the estimated 
fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(c) That the estimated fee for the preparation of the Clerk's record 
has been paid. 
(d) That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
( e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Rule 20 and the Attorney General. 
DATED This ~ day of March, 2010. 
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JOI-R4 C. LYNN 
Att~ey for Appellant 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this ..:z!jday of March, 2010, I served 
a true and correct copy of the foregoing document, by depositing the same in 
the US Mail, postage prepaid, to the following: 
John A. Bailey 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chtd. 
P. O. Box 1391 
Pocatello,ID 83204 
Office of the Attorney General 
State of Idaho 
700 W. State St. 
P. O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
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Bannock County Case No: CV-200S-3942-0C 
Order of Judgment Appealed from: Decision on Motion for Summary Judgment 
filed the lSth day of December, 2009 and Decision on Motion for Reconsideration 
filed the 24th day of February, 2009. 
Attorney for Appellant: Sam Johnson, JOHNSON & MONTELEONE, LLP, Boise 
and John C. Lynn, Attorney at Law, Boise 
Attorney for Respondent: John A. Bailey, Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, 
Chtd. Pocatello 
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Appealed by: Habib Sadid 
Appealed against: Idaho State University, Robert Wharton, Jack Kunze, Michael 
Jay Lineberry, Manoochenr Aoghi, Richard Jacobsen, Gary Olson, Authur Vailas 
and John/Jane Does I through X, whose True indentities are presently unknown. 
Notice of Appeal filed: 3-31-10 
Notice of Cross-Appeal filed: No 
Appellate fee paid: Yes 
Request for additional records filed: No 
Request for additional reporter's transcript filed: Yes 
Name of Reporter: Stephanie Davis 
i 
Was District Court Reporter's transcript requested? Yes 
, Estimated Number of Pages: More than 100 for Motion for Summary Judgment 
held 11-2-10 and Motion for Reconsideration held on 1-19-10. 
Dated~ 2,20\0 
DALE HATCH, 
Clerk of the D' 
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RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208) 232-6101 
Fax: (208) 232-6109 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
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IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY, ROBERT) 
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Case No. CV 2008-3942-0C 
NOTICE OF CROSS APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED APPELLANT AND THEIR ATTORNEY OF RECORD, AND THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT, NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that: 
1. The above named Respondent/Cross Appellant hereby cross-appeals against the 
above named Appellant to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Orders entered in the above entitled 
action on January 19,2010, the Honorable David Nye presiding. 
2. The Respondent/ Cross-Appellant has a right of appeal to the Idaho Supreme 
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Court, and the Order described in Paragraph 1 above is an appealable Order under and pursuant to 
I.A.R. 11 (a)(l) and (7). The Respondent/Cross Appellant has the right to cross-appeal pursuant to 
LA.R. 15. 
3. The preliminary issue intended to be asserted on cross-appeal is whether the 
District Court erred in denying Respondent/Cross-Appellant's motion for attorney fees. 
4. No Order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record. 
5. A reporter's standard transcript of all hearings in this matter at the District Court level 
is requested. 
6. The Appellant requests the following documents be included in the clerk's record, 
in addition to those automatically included under I.A.R. 28: 
a) every written document filed or logged with the District Court including, but 
not limited to, motions, briefs, memorandum, statements, pleadings and 
amended pleadings, affidavits, and memorandum or decisions of the Court. 
7. I certifY that: 
(a) A copy of this Notice of Cross-Appeal has been served on the reporter; 
(b) The reporter of the District Court has been paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the transcript(s); 
(c) That the estimated fee for the preparation of the clerk's record has been paid; 
(d) That the Appellant filing fee has been paid; 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to I.A.R. 20. 
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Sam Johnson 
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John C. Lynn 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
776 E. Riverside Drive, Suite 200 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL - 3 
[ ] U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] pvernight Mail 
[ v'( Facsimile (208) 947-2424 
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of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Sam Johnson 
JOHNSON & MONTELEONE, L.L.P. 
405 South Eighth Street, Suite 250 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
John C. Lynn 
ATTORNEY AT LA W 
776 E. Riverside Drive, Suite 200 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
Stephane Morse 
Court Reporter for Judge Nye 
P.O. Box 4165 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205 
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[ nacsimile (208) 685-2355 
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John A. Bailey, Jr. (ISB No. 2619) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.o. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208) 232-6101 
Fax: (208) 232-6109 
Attorney for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
HABIB SADID, an individual, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY, ROBERT) 
WHARTON, JAY KUNZE, MICHAEL ) 
JAY LINEBERRY, MANOOCHEHR ) 
ZOGHI, RICHARD JACOBSEN, GARY ) 
OLSON, AUTHUR VALLAS and ) 
JOHN/JANE DOES I through X, whose ) 
true identities are presently unknown, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
) 
Case No. CV 2008-3942-0C 
NOTICE OF AMENDED CROSS 
APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED APPELLANT AND THEIR ATTORNEY OF RECORD, AND THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT, NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that: 
1. The above named Respondent!Cross Appellant hereby cross-appeals against the 
above named Appellant to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Orders entered in the above entitled 
action on January 19,2010, the Honorable David Nye presiding. 
2. The Respondent! Cross-Appellant has a right of appeal to the Idaho Supreme 
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Court, and the Order described in Paragraph 1 above is an appealable Order under and pursuant to 
LA.R. 11(a)(I) and (7). The Respondent/Cross Appellant has the right to cross-appeal pursuant to 
LA.R. 15. 
3. The preliminary issue intended to be asserted on cross-appeal is whether the 
District Court erred in denying RespondentiCross-Appellant's motion for attorney fees. 
4. No Order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record. 
5. A reporter's standard transcript of all hearings in this matter at the District Court level 
is requested. 
6. The Appellant requests the following documents be included in the clerk's record, 
in addition to those automatically included under LA.R. 28: 
a) Answer and Demand for Jury Trial dated February 11,2009; 
b) Motion to Amend Complaint dated August 27, 2009; 
c) Motion for Summary Judgment Pursuant to 1.R.c.P. 56 (c) dated September 
11,2009; 
d) Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment Pursuant to 
LR.C.P. 56 (c) dated September 1 l, 2009; 
e) Affidavit of John Bailey, Jr. In Support of Motion for Summary Judgment 
dated September 11, 2009 with attached exhibits; 
f) Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff s Motion to Amend Complaint dated 
September 28, 2009; 
g) Minute Entry and Order dated October 26,2009; 
h) Reply Memorandum Re: Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment dated 
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October 30, 2009; 
i) Reply Affidavit of John A. Bailey, Jr. Re: Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment dated October 30,2009 with attached exhibits; 
j) Motion to Strike Affidavit of Habib Sadid dated October 30, 2009; 
k) Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Habib Sadid dated 
October 39, 2009; 
1) Decision on Motion for Summary Judgment dated December 18, 2009; 
m) Judgement dated December 22,2009; 
n) Defendants' Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs dated December 30,2009; 
0) Affidavit of John A. Bailey, Jr. In Support of Defendants' Motion for Fees 
and Costs dated December 30, 2009 along with all attached exhibits; 
p) Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs 
dated December 30, 2009; 
q) Defendants' Memorandum III Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for 
Reconsideration Re: Decision on Motion for Summary Judgment dated 
January 12, 20lO; 
r) Affidavit of John A. Bailey, Jr. In Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for 
Reconsideration dated January 12,2010 with attached exhibits; 
s) Decision on Motion for Reconsideration dated February 24, 2010; 
7. I certify that: 
(a) A copy of this Notice of Cross-Appeal has been served on the reporter; 
(b) The reporter of the District Court has been paid the estimated fee for 
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preparation of the transcript(s); 
(c) That the estimated fee for the preparation of the clerk's record has been paid; 
(d) That the Appellant filing fee has been paid; 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to LA.R. 20. 
DATED this ~ day of April, 2010. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the -zu day of April, 2010, I served a true and correct copy 
ofthe above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Sam Johnson 
JOHNSON & MONTELEONE, L.L.P. 
405 South Eighth Street, Suite 250 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
John C. Lynn 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
776 E. Riverside Drive, Suite 200 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
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[ ] Overnight Mail [0 Facsimile (208) 685-2355 
Stephane Morse 
Court Reporter for Judge Nye 
P.O. Box 4165 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205 
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[ .... J Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
JOHNC.LYNN 
Attorney at Law 
776 E. Riverside Dr. 
Suite 200 
Eagle, ID 83616 
Telephone: 208.685.2333 
Facsimile: 208.685.2355 
Attorney for Appellant 
IN TH DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDUCIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE 
COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
HABIB SADID, an individual, ) 
) CASE NO. CV -2008-3942-0C 
) 
Plaintiff! Appellant, ) AMENDED 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
vs. ) 
) 
) 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERISTY, ) 
ROBERTK WHARTON, JACK ) 
KUNZE, MICHAEL JA Y ) 
LINEBERRY, MANOOCHEHR ) 
ZOGHI, RICHARD JACOBSEN, ) 
GARY OLSON, AUTHOR V AILAS ) 
and JOHN/JANE DOES I through ) 
X, whose true identities are presently ) 
unknown, ) 
DefendantslRespondents. ) 
) 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENTS, STATE OF IDAHO, AND 
ITS ATTORNEY: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. That the above-named Appellant, HABIB SADID, by and through 
his attorney of record, JOHN C. LYNN, appeals against the above-named 
Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the DECISION ON 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION, entered in the above-entitled action 
on February 24,2010, and the DECISION ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT, entered in the above-entitled action on December 18, 2009, 
Honorable David C. Nye presiding. 
2. That the Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme 
Court, and the judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are 
appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 11 (a)( 1), I.A.R. 
3. Preliminary statement of issues on appeal: 
Did the trial court improperly dismiss Appellant's claims of (1) 
Deprivation of Constitutional Rights and (2) Breach of Contract? 
4. No order remains in effect sealing any portion of the record. 
S. ( a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes. 
(b) The Appellant requests the preparation of the following 
portions of the reporter's transcript in hard copy: 
(i) The hearing upon Respondent's MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT, held on November 2,2010; 
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(ii) The hearing upon Appellant's MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION, held on January 19,2010. 
6. The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in 
the clerk's record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, 
I.A.R.: 
(a) Appellant's and Respondents' Affidavits and Briefmg filed upon 
Respondents' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, together with all 
exhibits submitted therewith, designated on the Clerk's registry as follows: 
(1) Motion for Summary Judgment filed 9/14/09; 
(2) Memorandum in Support of Motion filed 9/14/09; 
(3) Affidavit of John Bailey in Support of Motion filed 9114/09; 
(4) Affidavit of Plaintiff in Opposition to Motion filed 10/30/09; 
(5) Plaintiff's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion filed 10/30/09; 
(6) Reply Affidavit of John Bailey re: Motion filed 10/30/09; 
(7) Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Defs Motion filed 10/30/09; 
(8) Reply Memorandum re: Motion filed 12/30/09. 
(b) Appellant's and Respondents' Affidavits and Briefing filed upon 
Appellant's MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION filed 12/24/09 together 
with all exhibits submitted therewith, designated on the Clerk's registry as 
follows: 
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(1) Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration filed 12/24/09; 
(2) Affidavit of Plaintiff in Support of Motion filed 12/30/09; 
(3) Memorandum in Support of Motion filed 1/5/10; 
(4) Defs Memorandum in Opposition to Motion filed 1111110; 
(5) Affidavit of John Bailey in Opposition to Motion filed 1112/1 0; 
(6) Plaintiffs Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion filed 
1115/10; 
7. The Appellant requests the following documents admitted as 
exhibits to be copied and sent to the Supreme Court: 
(a) All exhibits attached to Plaintiff's COMPLAINT and FIRST 
AMENDED COMPLAINT; 
(b) All exhibits attached to the Affidavits and Briefmg referenced in 
paragraph 6( a) and 6(b) above. 
8. I hereby certify: 
( a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the court 
reporter. 
(b) That the Clerk of the District Court has been paid the estimated 
fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(c) That the estimated fee for the preparation of the Clerk's record 
has been paid. 
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(d) That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Rule 20 and the Attorney General. 
DATED This 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 5 
1=i7Q 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this 22 day of April, 2010, I served 
a true and correct copy of the foregoing document, by depositing the same in 
the US Mail, postage prepaid, to the following: 
John A. Bailey 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chtd. 
P. O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204 
Office of the Attorney General 
State of Idaho 
700 W. State St. 
P. O. Box 83720 
Boise,ID 83720-0010 
) 
DATED This Dday of March,2010. /' ~v~~ii~/}r_!1 --=-(!1_C;r-
JO~C.LYNN AVey for Appellant 
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IN THE DISTRICT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
HABIB SADID, an individual, 
Plaintiff/ 
Appellant/ 
Cross Respondent, 
vs. 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY, 
ROBERT WHARTON, JACK KUNZE, 
MICHAEL JAY LINEBERRY, 
MANOOCHEHR ZOGHI, RICHARD 
JACOBSEN, GARY OLSON, ARTHUR 
VAlLAS and JOHN/JANE DOES I 
through X, whose true identities 
are presently unknown, 
Defendants/ 
Respondents/ 
Cross Appellants. 
DOCKET NO. 37563-2010 
NOTICE 
OF 
LODGING 
The following transcript(s) in the above-entitled appeal consisting of 
ISS pages was lodged with the District Court Clerk on 
May 15th, 2010: 
1. Motion to Amend held October 5, 2009 
2. Motion for Summary Judgment held November 2,2009 
3. Motion for Reconsideration held January 19, 2010 
via: 
( x) Hand-Delivery 
( ) U.S. Mail 
DATED this ISth Day of May, 2010 
STEPHANIE MORSE, RPR, CSR 
cc: Karel Lehrman and Klondy Loertscher--Idaho Supreme Court/Court of Appeals 
*Electronic copy of transcript sent to: Diane Cano at dianec@bannockcounty.us 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
HABIB SADID, an individual, ) 
) 
Plaintiff/Appellant, ) Supreme Court No. 37563-2010 
) 
v. ) 
) CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY, ) 
ROBERT WHARTON, JACK ) 
KUNZE, MICHAEL JAY ) 
LINEBERRY, MANOOCHEHR ) 
AOGHI, RICHARD JACOBSEN, GARY ) 
OLSON, AUTHUR VAlLAS and ) 
JOHN/JANE DOES I through X, whose ) 
True identities are presently unknown, ) 
) 
Defendants/Respondents, ) 
) 
------------------------.) 
I, DALE HATCH, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District, of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock, do hereby certify that the 
above and foregoing record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound 
under my direction as, and is a true, full, and correct record of the pleadings and 
documents as are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho appellate 
Rules. 
I do further certify that there were no exhibits marked for identification or 
admitted into evidence during the course of this action. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal 
of said Court at Pocatello, Idaho, this day 0 ~2010. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
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(Seal) 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
DALE HATC~-~-~ 
Clerk of thrf!District C~,) 
(~~13aflnock<~ounty, Id rho . 'erne Court 
\ ~~-~~z>'~=....:;;­
DeplJty Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
HABIB SADID, an individual, ) 
) 
Plaintiff/Appellant, ) Supreme Court No. 37563-2010 
) 
v. ) 
) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY, ) 
ROBERT WHARTON, JACK ) 
KUNZE, MICHAEL JAY ) 
LINEBERRY, MANOOCHEHR ) 
AOGHI, RICHARD JACOBSEN, GARY ) 
OLSON, AUTHUR VAlLAS and ) 
JOHN/JANE DOES I through X, whose ) 
True identities are presently unknown, ) 
) 
Defendants/Respondents, ) 
) 
------------------------) 
I, DALE HATCH, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District, of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock, do hereby certify that I 
have personally served or mailed, by United States mail, one copy of the 
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT and CLERK'S RECORD to each of the Attorneys of 
Record in this cause as follows: 
For Appellant: 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
John C. Lynn 
Attorney at Law 
776 E. Riverside Dr. 
Suite 200 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
Sam Johnson 
Johnson'" Monteleone, LLP 
405 South Eight Street, Suite 250 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
For Respondent: 
John A. Bailey, Jr. 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge'" Bailey, Chartered 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal 
of said Court at Pocatello, Idaho, this \.15 day of0 
(Seal) 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
